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Parti

Introducing Ann of Swansea



1. Introducing the Poet

The aim of this study is to revive interest in the life and work of the neglected 

writer Ann of Swansea (1764-1835) through presenting a new edition of her by 

now very rare and inaccessible published poetry collections, Poems on 

Miscellaneous Subjects (1783) and Poetic Trifles (1811), and the songs from her 

play Tammany (1794). I also include an edition of selected poems from her 

unpublished manuscripts. These poems, which presently exist in manuscript form 

in a collection of Ann of Swansea's papers housed in the archives of the Swansea 

Museum, have never previously been edited or published; I hope to show that 

they contain a wealth of material which adds substantively to our sense of the 

poet's abilities and the nature of her engagement with the society and literature of 

her day. But the thesis argues that Ann of Swansea's published works also have 

been inappropriately ignored; her poems have never been included in twentieth- 

century anthologies of eighteenth or nineteenth century verse. Yet she was a 

daring poet who wrote challengingly and interestingly on such issues of modern 

interest as the position of women in society, female sexuality, the atrocities of 

war, the plight of colonized peoples, the slave trade, and infanticide. The time 

seems more than ripe for a revival of interest in her work, and it is my aim to 

bring about that revival through making her poetry more readily and more fully 

accessible to the modern reader.



In the pages which follow, I present her poetic works in four sections as follows: 

firstly her early collection of juvenilia, Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects, which 

was published when she was only nineteen; secondly, the songs from her play 

Tammany, composed during Ann's sojourn in Canada; thirdly, her mature poems 

as they appeared in the collection Poetic Trifles; and lastly a selection of her 

unpublished work, gleaned from two manuscript sources, her scrapbook and her 

album. Because of the size of Poetic Trifles I present that material as a separate 

volume, in order to facilitate the binding and reading process. In the second part 

of this introduction, each section is introduced by a brief introductory essay, 

setting the work to follow in the context of its period and the context of Ann of 

Swansea's evolution as a poet. In addition, notes and commentaries are appended 

to the poems according to need, with the aim of making the material more 

accessible and understandable to the modern-day reader.

Given her present-day neglect, modern readers are unlikely to know much of Ann 

of Swansea's history, and need an introduction to her life as well as her works. 

The first part of this introduction, then, provides a brief biography of Ann's 

turbulent life history and an account of the historical and social context from 

which she emerged. No full-length biography of Ann has ever been written; up 

till now the most thorough account available of her life has been an article by Ivor 

J. Bromham, published in the journal Glamorgan Historian in 1971. 1 For all its 

usefulness, this article is sparse in the information it supplies on certain key 

periods of her life. Primarily through my use of hitherto unpublished letters by

1 Ivor J. Bromham,' "Ann of Swansea" (Ann Julia Hatton: 1764-1838)', Glamorgan Historian, 1 

(1971), 173-186.



Ann, some held in the Folger Library, some in the Swansea Museum archive and 

some in a private collection kindly made available to me, I have been enabled to 

add new data to Bromham's biographical article, and clarify further what Ann 

herself felt about her unusual history. As we will see, Ann of Swansea's life was 

always lived precariously, on the fringes of respectability and poverty, a situation 

which gave her a sharper perspective on the social ills within her culture than that 

afforded to many of her more secure contemporaries. In the final section of this 

general introduction, I provide a brief introduction to Ann's most characteristic 

concerns as a poet, and delineate the way in which her poetic sensibilities evolved 

in the cultural context of her times.

i) Ann Julia Kemble (1764-1783)

Ann of Swansea was bom Ann Julia Kemble,2 the seventh child of Roger and 

Sarah Kemble (nee Ward). Roger Kemble (1721-1802), an actor of some repute, 

had in the 1750s formed an itinerant theatrical company, with which he and his 

growing family toured England and Wales. The family's nomadic life style is 

evidenced by the birthplace of the children. Sarah, the oldest and best-known of 

Ann's siblings, was born in Wales in 1755, at the 'Shoulder of Mutton' public 

house in Brecon, a locale typical of the resting places of travelling actors. (The

2 Her first names are frequently erroneously given as Julia Ann: see, for example, the entry under 

'Hatton, Julia Ann' in the Dictionary of Welsh Biography, ed. John Edward Lloyd, R. T. Jenkins 

and William Llewellyn Davies (London: Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion, 1953), p. 324. 

But Ivor J. Bromham, in the article cited above, convincingly proves, through reference to her 
signatures and the relevant entries in the Registers of Deaths and Births, that her name was in fact 

Ann Julia Kemble.



tavern was later renamed 'The Siddons' in honour of Sarah's illustrious theatrical 

career, after her marriage to a fellow actor William Siddons in 1772.) Ann's 

oldest brother John Philip Kemble was born in Prescott in 1757; the next brother 

Stephen in Kington in 1758; her sister Frances in Hereford in 1759; Elizabeth, the 

next sister, in Warrington, in 1761, while Ann herself was born in Worcester on 

the 29th of April 1764. Dragged along in the wake of the travelling players, the 

children of the family suffered the consequences of their parents' necessary 

restlessness: five of Ann's twelve siblings did not survive their infancy.

The life of an itinerant theatre company was, however, one to which Ann's 

mother, Sarah, had been accustomed from birth. Towards the end of her own life, 

in August 1832, Ann of Swansea, in a hitherto unpublished letter to John Payne 

Collier, expanded at some length on her family history. Collier was intent on 

composing a biography of Sarah Siddons and was willing to pay for information. 

In an apparent effort to persuade him of what she sees as her family's noble bent, 

Ann offers a detailed description of the parentage and life history of both her 

mother and her maternal grandfather, John Ward, whom she describes as the 

illegitimate child of an Irish nobleman:

To John Ward, the maternal grandfather of Mrs Siddons, there is attached 

a certain amount of romance and mystery, that might account to minds 

supposed to inquire into causes and effects, of the aristocratic bearing and 

I may say feelings of the Kemble family. The descendants of John Ward 

knew little of him for his genealogy but they had reasons for believing



that he was the offspring of an Irishman of high rank, and a mother who 

did not outlive the infancy of her child, so that he was brought up under 

the protection of his father who provided liberally for the boy's support 

and education. John Ward was finely proportioned, had a handsome face, 

and gave such early indications of genius and superior intellect that his 

father proudly believed the splendour of his talents and person would 

consign to oblivion the stigma of his birth and elevate him to fame and 

fortune. As a first step to the fulfilment of this hope he procured a 

commission in the army which shortly after was ordered to winter quarters 

at Cork, a place that proved fatal to his future prospects in life, for in that 

city he imprudently became attached to and married a milliner, who 

without any extraordinary talent for the profession, imbibed a strong 

desire to quit her humble occupation and figure a heroine on the stage. By 

this rash and inconsiderate marriage, John Ward forfeited forever the 

protection of his father who, proud and stern, would never after admit him 

to his presence or forgive him.3

Bereft of the nobleman's financial support, the young couple found themselves on 

the verge of destitution, and John Ward saw no option except to attempt to turn 

the theatrical ambitions of his bride into reality, with happy results, as Ann 

proceeds to recount:

3 Ann of Swansea, letter to John Payne Collier, written from Park Street, Swansea, on August 27, 

1832. See the Folger Library collection Y.c. 1389



An Ensign's pay was inadequate to the support of a wife, and in a short 

time the imprudent young man was necessitated to sell his commission 

and cast about for some means to provide for an approaching 

family...John Ward assumed the management of an itinerant company of 

comedians of which himself became the great attraction and support, for 

he possessed a majestic person - eyes of uncommon brilliancy formed 'to 

threaten and command', features of Roman mould, a voice of great power 

and flexibility, with the most distinct and correct pronunciation and these 

united with basic taste, strong sense and sound judgement, rendered him a 

declaimer of first rate merit. From John Ward, a gentleman and scholar, 

has descended the genius acknowledged and admired in his 

grandchildren.4

Ann's account of her grandfather is adulatory in the extreme; he is presented as 

the source and fountain-head of her siblings' acknowledged brilliance. A 

'bardolator', Ward entertained audiences in Warwickshire and on the Welsh 

border with plays from the 'best authors', including Shakespeare, Dryden, and 

Congreve, and advertised his company as providers of 'a good moral theatrical 

performance...conducted with decency and order'.5 Evidently, he aimed to attract 

the gentry as well as commoners to his performances. According to Cecil Price in 

his study of the eighteenth-century English theatre in Wales, Ward 'made the 

temporary theatre in barn, hill or inn the centre of polite provincial life and

"ibid..
5 Advertisement for John Ward's company's performance of 'Romeo and Juliet', in the 
Gloucester Journal, 6 March, 1753; quoted in Cecil Price, The English Theatre in Wales in the 
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1948), p. 40.



brought London tastes and diversions to the county towns' in which he 

performed, which included the Welsh towns of Brecon, Hay, Newtown, 

Presteigne, and the new spa of Llandrindod. 6 Nevertheless, in a subsequent 

passage from her letter to Collier in which she refers to her mother Sarah's 

marriage and subsequent career, Ann admits that the life of eighteenth-century 

travelling players had its disadvantages, particularly if, like Sarah herself, they 

were 'blessed' with abundant offspring:

To a player a large family must on many accounts be an encumbrance, but 

luckily for John Ward, out of numerous offspring only three survived, 

William and Stephen who had no theatrical talent, and Sarah who married 

Roger Kemble...[W]hile a mere child her abilities as an actress were 

highly appreciated - yet though her parents were conscious that she was a 

great attraction to the Theatre they had a decided aversion to her 

remaining on the stage. Their own experience in the profession had taught 

them that it was a situation replete with danger to a young female and they 

were anxious that she should quit it - and, improbable as it may appear, a 

wealthy Quaker made proposals to the young actress an acceptance of 

which Mr and Mrs Ward harshly pressed on her...[B]ut besides Sarah 

Ward feeling no inclination to become one of the Society of Friends, she 

had a disappointment rankling in her bosom, which made her brave the 

resentment of her parents, firmly reject the proposals of the Quaker, and

6 Price, The English Theatre in Wales, p. 42.



give secret allegiance to the address of Roger Kemble, then beginning his 

Theatrical career.7

Accordingly, in 1753, in the city of Chester according to Ann, but in Cirencester 

according to Ivor J. Bromham and Cecil Price,8 Sarah Ward 'pronounced the vow 

dissolvable only by death, that made her the wife of Roger Kemble'. Her father, 

like his own father before him, apparently never forgave in his offspring this 

adherence to the theatre, for all that it was his own profession. Further, he appears 

to have been particularly opposed to the marriage because of his conviction that 

his new son-in-law had little acting talent: 9

John Ward was by nature proud, stern, and irritable, qualities that 

circumstances in life had not tended to soften; he was prone to violent 

gusts of passion, nor was Mrs Ward blessed with a mild or forgiving 

temper, so it is easy to suppose the tempest of rage this dereliction of duty 

on the part of their daughter, a girl not yet sixteen, raised in their hearts, a 

hurricane not to be appeased by the conviction that Roger Kemble's 

person was his only recommendation. It was obvious to them that he had 

no talent for the stage... [W]hile John Ward was smarting under the

7 Ann of Swansea, letter to John Payne Collier, written from Park Street, Swansea, on August 27, 
1832. See the Folger Library collection Y.c. 1389
8 See Bromham, op. cit., p. 173, and Price, op. cit., p. 40.
9 The family pattern also seems to have repeated itself in a third generation. When Sarah Kemble, 
the daughter of Sarah Ward and John Kemble, fixed her affections on William Siddons, a young 
actor who had joined John Kemble's company from Birmingham, her preference for him led to 
his being dismissed from the company. At his benefit in Brecon where he recited some wretched 
doggerel, he had his ears boxed by Mrs. Kemble. Sent off to be a lady's maid at Guy's Cliff in 
Warwickshire, and to forget her lover, Sarah returned still faithful to him, and finally wrung from 
her parents a reluctant consent to her marriage. See Kathleen Mackenzie, The Great Sarah: The 
Life of Mrs Siddons (London: Evans Brothers, 1968) for details of Sarah Siddons' history..



10

mortification and disappointment his daughter's most offensive 

marriage., .one of her discarded admirers invidiously reminded the irritated 

Manager of the boast he had frequently made, that Miss Ward would 

never marry a Player - when with great bitterness he sarcastically replied, 

'My daughter swore she would never marry an Actor and by G-d, Sir, she 

has religiously kept her word.' 10

Such were the needs of his company, however, that the disconsolate manager was 

forced to continue to make use of the talents of his daughter and her husband, 

inadequate as he found the latter, until Roger Kemble broke away to form his own 

independent company in 1761. Kemble's company proved as successful as his 

father-in-law's in Wales. When advertising a performance in Monmouth in June 

1775, for example, he was able to insist that no persons would be admitted behind 

the scenes, no servants admitted without paying, and no money would be returned 

after the curtain was lifted: according to Cecil Price, Kemble's refusal to tolerate 

such irregularities, common at the time, indicates that he felt assured of a good 

audience." In her account, though, Ann chooses to dwell upon the poverty and 

struggles of her parents during their early years on the stage; necessity often 

compelled her mother Sarah, for example, to perform before the public when 

heavily pregnant:

In the first year of her marriage, Mrs Kemble gave birth to a daughter who 

was named Sarah after herself as inheritor of the genius if not the

10 Ann of Swansea, letter to John Payne Collier, written from Park Street, Swansea, on August 27, 
1832. See the Folger Library collection Y.c. 1389. 
11 Price, op.cit, pp.42-43.
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affection of her grandfather. This child afterwards Mrs. Siddons, might 

without much exaggeration be said to have been born in a Theatre, for her 

mother during the performance of "The Merry Wives of Windsor' in 

which she played Mrs Ford, was taken ill and actually conveyed to her 

lodging in the Buck Basket, which had been used for the concealment of 

Falstaff. In Mrs Siddons was verified the saying 'better be born fortunate 

than rich' - for at the time she made her entrance into life, the business of 

the theatre was extremely bad, and such was the poverty of Mr and Mrs 

Kemble unrelieved by her unfeeling parents, that in the first years of their 

wedded life Mr and Mrs Kemble encountered all the hardships and 

privations arising from a numerous family and very slender means. 12

In part because of poverty, the Kemble children were whenever possible 

incorporated into the family act, and, with one exception, all of them who 

survived infancy proceeded to illustrious stage careers. John Philip Kemble 

became one of the leading actors of his age, and ruled at Covent Garden Theatre, 

while his brother Stephen, also an able actor, became director of the Edinburgh 

Theatre Royal. Frances and Elizabeth both became competent actresses, Elizabeth 

gaining fame in particular on the American stage, under her marital name of 

Whitlock or Whitelock. 13 As for Sarah Kemble, later Siddons, her renown as an 

actress brought her the general acclaim of the era, and lasting fame. Hailed as an 

infant phenomenon, she was already performing during the family's stay in 

Worcester; together with her parents, she took part in an entertainment at the

12 Folger Library collection Y.c. 1389.
13 Bromham, op.cit, p. 173.
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King's Head in that city. But Ann, the one misfit in this dynasty of players, 

suffered from a congenital disability which left her lame and apparently barred 

from a career on the stage. She watched from the sidelines as her siblings rose to 

renown in the family profession.

Little is known of Ann's earliest years, but they cannot have been comfortable or 

easy. For all that her disability meant that it was unlikely she would earn her 

living from the stage, she seems to have been provided with very little by way of 

a formal education or apprenticeship that would have prepared her for any other 

profession. According to her later correspondence, her family intended her to 

become a needlewoman, but no record exists of her having been apprenticed to a 

milliner or mantua-maker. Like her sisters, she probably sporadically attended 

local day schools in the various cities and towns at which the company of players 

performed, but such education must have been patchy at best; it would appear 

from her later correspondence that she was always largely an autodidact. This 

neglect of her education was, of course, in accordance with the attitude of the age 

towards female development; all the funds the family could secure went towards 

the boys' education rather than the girls. 14 Indeed, the Kembles took the issue of 

sexual segregation to an unusual extreme; in that family, males and females did 

not even share the same religion. The girls were brought up in the religion of their 

mother, an Anglican Protestant, while the boys were taken by their father to his 

Roman Catholic church. Within this turbulent, divided and restless family, a girl

14 Both John Philip Kemble and his younger brother Charles were educated at the English College 

in Douai (see Dictionary of Welsh Biography, p. 499).
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disadvantaged like Ann, who did not appear likely ever to be in a position to 

contribute much to the family lustre, must often have felt out of place.

In such circumstances the young Ann Julia grew up, caught up in constant 

movement, performance, and no doubt frantic rehearsal and frequent crisis, in 

which each member of her family was actively involved apart from herself. The 

turbulence which marked her family's lifestyle was also a characteristic of that 

larger society through which they travelled. During the hectic years in which the 

Ward and Kemble strolling players roved through the shires of England and 

Wales, receiving at first but a scanty welcome, the towns and cities they visited 

were caught up in the maelstrom of relatively sudden and far-reaching social 

change. The new generation of Britons who came of age during the last decades 

of the eighteenth century constituted, according to the historian David Thompson, 

'a people engaged in a tremendously exciting adventure - the daring experiment 

of fitting industrial man into a democratic society.' 15 Had a traveller ascended 

with Vincenzo Lunardi in his new-fangled hydrogen balloon on September 15, 

1784, and drifted over Britain south west from London, a vista of England, Wales 

and Scotland would have unfolded below his feet vastly different from the view 

he would have seen a hundred years earlier. Looking back to the 1780s, Patrick 

Colquhoun, a contemporary of Ann's, commented,

An era has arrived in the affairs of the British Empire, discovering 

resources which have excited the wonder, the astonishment, and perhaps

15 David Thompson, England in the Nineteenth Ce«/t/ry (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1978), p. 33.
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the envy of the civilised world.. .[W]ithin the last three decades the long, 

slow acceleration which had been going on since the limit of human 

memory had suddenly like a steam-engine coming to the boil...reached the 

point at which self-intensifying forces began to come into operation, and a 

completely new level of activity was achieved. 16

Suddenly an upsurge in inventions made Britain a forerunner of industrialism. In 

1779 Samuel Crompton invented the spinning mule, and the crofter's solitary 

cottage spinning wheel was rapidly obliterated by large factories and mass 

production. In 1741 Britain exported £20,000 worth of cotton goods; by 1790, the 

figure had climbed to £1,662,369. British coal production doubled between 1750 

and 1800; pig iron production rose four times between 1740 and 1788 and 

quadrupled again during the ensuing twenty years. It was a land of forges, 

foundries, collieries and canals. In this infernal, Dantesque landscape, the voyager 

would spy row upon row of hovels, and factory chimneys belching toxic fumes. 

In 1781 James Watt introduced his steam engine, and men of vision saw the 

emergence of'power'. These inventors and entrepreneurs of the new age were 

visionaries in their own way: it was a time of almost explosive change, which 

brought with it attendant social tensions and suffering.

The middle and lower rank personages who might be expected to make up the 

mass of the audience for travelling players were in particular affected by these 

changes. Dispossessed by the Enclosure Acts, the British yeoman of this period

16 Patrick Colquhoun, A Treatise on the Wealth, Power and Resources of the British Empire 
(London: Joseph Mawman, 1814), pp. 15 and 49.
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had little recourse but to enter into the industrial hurly-burly. Between 1760 and 

1799 between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 acres of open fields were enclosed and 

turned into private property, pauperizing a large percentage of the rural 

population. 17 By the last decade of the century, 100,000 men and women and 

60,000 children were being treated like slaves by their masters in the cotton mills 

of Lancashire. The population was rising at a prodigious rate, providing a rapidly 

expanding market for home-manufactured products. Likewise in industry, the 

quantity of raw cotton consumed rose from 5,000,000 Ib. in 1781 to 124,000,000 

in 1820. Iron rose equally swiftly - from under 70,000 tons in 1790 to 4000,000 

in 1820. The total wool yarn consumption rose from 58,000,000 Ib. in 1780 to 

80,000,000 in 1820. Exports, according to one historian, were about 30 per cent 

higher in 1815 than at the beginning of the century18 . Land values too almost 

doubled between 1700 and 1790 as more land, about 4,000,000 acres more, was 

turned over to the plough. In 1700 each fanner fed 1.7 persons whereas in 1800 

he was responsible for feeding 2.5.

Very quickly new buildings were smothering the traces of the past, and 

transforming the face of the countryside which the Kemble family traversed. 

Instead of finding their focus in a cathedral, castle or market square, cities and 

towns grew up around factories, workshops, furnaces, coke ovens, lime kilns, 

warehouses, and wharves. Travelling across Britain had in itself, however, 

become a far more feasible proposition than in the earlier years of the century. 

Turnpike roads had begun to appear as early as 1706, supported not by parishes

17 See Asa Briggs, A Social History of England (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1983), p. 174
18 Asa Briggs, The Nineteenth Century (London: Thames & Hudson, 1970), p. 112.
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through which they passed but by business trusts. Between 1751 and 1790 sixteen 

hundred Road Acts were passed, empowering turnpike companies to erect gates 

and toll bars, and charge the users of the roads for passage thereon. The number 

of stage coach services also multiplied; in 1754 there were six firms operating 

between Manchester and London. 'However incredible it may appear,' boasted a 

local newspaper, 'this coach will actually arrive in London four days after leaving 

Manchester.' 19 Vehicles also were steadily improving; in the days of Queen Ann, 

the 'glass coach' had been dragged along by six horses, but by 1750, the stage 

coach drawn by a team of two or four horses was beginning to extend its reach, 

though stoppages and overturns were frequent. Private carriages became lighter 

and more elegant; to drive a lady in a phaeton with high wheels and a pair of fine 

horses smartly turned out became a fashionable diversion. For longer journeys 

such as to Bath (to where Ann was later frequently to travel, from Swansea on the 

Royal Mail through Stroud, to visit her sister Jane, Mrs Nason) post chaises were 

hired with obligatory stops for changes of horses at posting inns.

When the Ward and Kemble families travelled to Wales, however, they would 

have been visiting an area still as yet relatively unmarked by industrial change. In 

the principality, the growth of coal and iron industries was just beginning; 

Glamorgan was still a fruitful agricultural county, though iron works were slowly 

developing behind Swansea. The bleak and forbidding Brecon Beacons which 

split the land asunder were mostly bare and windswept mountain fastnesses, 

scarcely traversed by any but the hardiest travellers, and very meagrely

19 Briggs, op. cit., p. 30
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populated. Less than ten inhabitants per 100 acres populated the Mynydd Eppynt 

area, and even Wrexham could show no more than 50 per 100 acres. Life still 

unravelled here in a traditional, measured way, governed by the passing of the 

seasons, the sowing and reaping of crops. But the travellers might notice that the 

fields were beginning to be enclosed and scientific agriculture practised. Had they 

attempted to discuss these changes with the local population, however, they 

would have found conversation difficult, for few spoke English: 90 per cent of 

the population spoke Welsh and about 70 per cent were monoglot Welsh 

speakers, with rudimentary knowledge of English.20 In Wales at that time it made 

good sense for a group of travelling players performing in the English language to 

aim in particular at attracting an audience of the gentry for the majority of the 

members of the lower social classes would have spoken little English.

In 1781 John Kemble retired, selling off his stock and good will to a fellow 

strolling players' manager, J. B. Watson.21 By that time, however, his older 

children had already established names for themselves on a more metropolitan 

stage. It was to London that the second generation of Kemble actors, intent upon 

making their mark in the new era, were irresistibly drawn, and it was there that 

Ann embarked on what was to prove the most disastrous epoch of her turbulent 

career.

ii) Ann Julia Curtis (1783-1792)

20 Dot Jones, Statistical Evidence Relating to the Welsh Language (Cardiff: University of Wales 

Press, 1998), p. 25.
21 Price, op. cit., p. 44.
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In the last decades of the eighteenth century, London became the centre of the 

known universe of fashion. But it was a city of glaring contrasts - from faro and 

wine drinking for the well-to-do, to Hogarth's 'Gin Lane' for the many indigent 

wretches who thronged its streets. Three quarters of all London children died 

before reaching five; smallpox was commonplace, although inoculation was well 

known since 1720. Over them hung a pall of smoke because the Londoner had no 

choice but to warm his dwelling space with bituminous coal; when a north-east 

wind carried the stench towards Chelsea, even this redoubt became perilous for 

asthmatics Scores of ragamuffins, their frames barely covered with rags, 

scrambled up the city's chimney flues, and choked in their soot.23 Factory life for 

these children's parents was also unremittingly bleak; discipline was frequently 

harsh and repressive, and living conditions were uniformly drab. Disease, 

grinding poverty, fear, malnutrition were the common fate of workers, bunched 

together in a city of over a million people.

Meanwhile the gay blades of the landed and moneyed gentry were leaving the 

greater part of their substance behind. Gaming houses abounded: according to one 

historian, it was 'no exaggeration to say that Crockford's absorbed the entire 

ready money of a generation, and much of its landed estate:'24

Bankruptcies, embezzlements, duels, and suicides resulting from gaming 

were of weekly occurrence, and it would seem half the tradesmen and 

clerks of London were before the magistrates...Men sat at these gaming

22 G.M. Trevelyan, English Social History (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1942), p. 352
23 J.H. Plumb, England in the Eighteenth Century (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1950), p. 88
24 William B. Boulton, Amusements of Old London (London: Nimmo, 1901), p. 164
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houses for a week at a time, and ended by losing the clothes from their 

back and being turned out in their stockings and shirt, and perhaps the 

climax was reached when two men were interrupted in preparations for an 

execution on a lamppost in the north of London, the one having lost his 

life to the other for the sake of the clothes to be gathered from the 

corpse.25

Women of this class were expected to 'rise at ten...fly away to an exhibition of 

paintings...take a peep at a play to encourage a poor player on his benefit 

night...whisk from thence...to finish the evening with a glass of burnt 

champagne...sink dead as a flat on her bed, and rise next morning in pursuit of 

similar follies.' 26 Such individuals were members of le ton, a loosely connected 

group of the upper rank, no more than a hundred strong, distinguished by their 

extra-marital fornication, illegitimate births - and irresponsible gambling at faro. 

It was a furiously competitive world, led by such noblewomen as Lady Diana 

Spencer, Lady Clermont, Lady Derby, Lady Jersey, Mrs Bouverie, and Lady 

Melbourne - two of whose children were the offspring of Lord Egremont, while 

another had sprung from the loins of the Prince of Wales, and only one was 

fathered by Lord Melbourne. But in the 1780s the rising star of this world of 

frivolity and strife was the young Duchess of Devonshire, whose political, social 

and gambling engagements led her rapidly into debt to the ruinous tune of 

£61,917 (about £3,720,000 today): she epitomized the ton 21 This was the woman

25 ibid., p. 157
26 London Magazine, xv (1775), 271-273.
27 Amanda Foreman, Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (NY: Harper Collins, 1998), pp. 48 and 

253.
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to whom in 1783 Ann of Swansea was to dedicate her first book of poems; her 

choice indicates her desire to associate herself not only with the radical political 

attitudes which the Duchess espoused, but also with the world of glamour, lavish 

expenditure, and relative sexual freedom she represented.

No doubt Ann like many of her contemporaries was dazzled by the beauty and 

notoriety of the young Duchess, but it may be queried whether such a role model 

was beneficial to the impressionable and impoverished, therefore vulnerable, 

young woman Ann was at this time. However, it is likely that Ann had entered 

upon the career of vicissitudes which beset her in London during the early 1780s 

before she ever became acquainted with the Duchess. The theatre, of course, 

provided her introduction to London and its ton. Ann's sisters Sarah, Frances and 

Elizabeth were all three making a name for themselves on London's stages at this 

time, and the Kemble family appears to have moved en masse to London after 

John Kemble's retirement. Once there, Ann too was inevitably drawn into the 

social ambit of the playhouses, with, in her case, unhappy results.

Haifa century later, towards the close of her life, Ann wrote to one correspondent 

that 'When I am dead, the letters that I have preserved for fifty years, will clearly 

demonstrate that the errors and indiscretions of a girl of sixteen did not deserve so 

long a life of abandonment.' 28 She is here referring to a series of adversities 

which befell her during the early years of the 1780s, and which brought upon her 

social disgrace and in particular the anger of her family.29 The first of these

28 See the Folger Library collection. Y.c. 432 (6)
", Sarah H. Prescott and David E. Shuttleton, Women and Poetry 1660-1750 (London and NY: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2003), 'The woman poet was imagined not only as muse but as angel, Amazon, nightingale,
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appears to have been her marriage to one C. Curtis, an actor playing at London's 

Hay market Theatre 'off-season'. It has proved impossible to discover further 

details about Mr Curtis, for he had good reason to cover his tracks: when Ann 

married him, he was already the lawful husband of another living spouse. His 

crime was soon discovered, and Ann found herself the hapless victim of a 

bigamist. How her parents reacted to her disgrace is not known, but it is easy to 

guess at their fury. This early personal tragedy darkened her life, and alienated 

from her the most prominent members of her family. Given that she herself was 

innocent of the crime by which she was dishonoured, her sense of being betrayed 

by her family at this crisis point when she most needed their support is 

understandable.

That Ann retained throughout life a profound sense of unease about this episode 

in her past history is made evident by another letter she wrote to John Payne 

Collier in the 1830s, during the period in which Collier, with his friend Thomas 

Cambell, was intent upon writing a biography of Mrs Siddons, in which they 

appear to have contemplated incorporating details of her younger sister's sorry 

history. Ann of Swansea movingly begs them to forebear. 'I am now in my sixty 

eighth year,' she says, and

my unfortunate story has been long forgotten -1 have lived in Swansea 

thirty two years respected ,but do not deprive me of the last day of the

whore, mother, amorous woman, domestic matron, virgin, hermaphrodite...these images dealt in their 
various ways with one all-pervasive problem, frequently theorized as the mismatch within patriarchal 
society between female embodiment and full human subjectivity.. .the woman is a poet, but she is bad, or 
affected, or ridiculous, or immoral, hence not really a true poet.' p. 100
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solace of the kindness of those who believe me worthy of their regard - 

my faults were those of compulsion and complicity and I have deeply and 

bitterly regretted them - Remember I am on the brink of the grave, a 

creature whose whole life has been a series of persecutions and 

misfortunes, do not you increase the weight. I entreat of you and Mr. 

Campbell as you are gentlemen, let my indiscretions rest, draw not forth 

my faults in your intended work.30

The indiscretions to which she refers were not only marital, however, although 

they may well have been the consequence of her abandonment and despair after 

the discovery of Curtis's bigamy. In dire financial straits, Ann embarked on yet 

another fated venture, and one which could not but further antagonise her already 

alienated family. She threw in her fortunes with those of the eccentric quack, Dr. 

James Graham, modelling for him, and lecturing on health and beauty, in his 

notorious Temple of Health and Hymen, located in Pall Mall. She answered an 

advertisement placed in the Morning Post in 1780 and then followed Miss Lyon 

(later Lady Hamilton, Nelson's mistress) in the job. The advertisement 

proclaimed:

WANTED, a genteel, decent, modest, young woman. She must be 

personally agreeable, blooming, healthy and sweet tempered, and well 

recommended for modesty, good sense, and steadiness. She is to live in a 

physician's family and be daily dressed in white silk robes with a rich

30 See the Folger Library collection. Y.c. 423.3.
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rose-coloured girdle (emblematical of innocence and health) to wait on 

ladies at a public exhibition on electricity. If she can sing, play on the 

harpsichord, or speak French, great wages will be paid.

The successful candidate was to stand for an hour at a time on a dais in the 

Temple of Health and Hymen at 5, Adelphi Terrace, representing Hygeia, the 

goddess of health.

The proprietor of the Temple, James Graham, was born in 1745 at Edinburgh, 

where he was for a time a medical student. As Ann was later to do, he visited 

America where he passed himself off as a physician helping all mankind. On his 

return, he practised for a time at Bath, then moved to the Adelphi Terrace 

location, and finally into Pall Mall, nearly opposite St. James's Palace. His 

success was not unprecedented; at that time quack-doctors flourished. Pushers of 

patent medicines, like Sawinsin, proprietor of'Velno's Vegetable Syrup', became 

owners of large Twickenham estates. But the Temple of Health and Hymen which 

Dr Graham established soon became particularly notorious. As an edifice, it was 

almost as extravagant as the fakery of its owner. Its exterior was ornamented by 

an enormous gilt sun, and a statue of Hygeia. A suite of rooms inside was 

furnished with mirrors throughout, like a high-class bordello, with an electric fire 

- a great novelty at the time - completing the overall effect. Two beds rested in 

this Holy of Holies, which quickly became a rendezvous for London's smart set, 

who would alight on Graham's 'electric' beds (he had become acquainted with 

Ben Franklin's discoveries), and have intercourse. They paid the exorbitant sum
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of £50 a night (about £3000 in contemporary currency) to make love on an 

'electro-magnetic bed' in his 'celestial chamber' while listening to the strains of 

an orchestra playing outside as a pressure cylinder pumped 'magnetic fire' into 

the room. Dr Graham also placed his willing and gullible clients on a 'magnetic 

throne' or in a similarly accoutred bath through which electric currents were 

passed. These processes, he promised, would have a profoundly liberating effect 

on the patients' sexual potency.

For a short period the Temple prospered; clients flocked to its halls in hopes of 

adding to their progeny and virility. Comprised of returning adventurers from 

such outposts of the British Empire as India, privateers on the town, and young 

women kept incognito by country gentlemen of means, they entered Dr Graham's 

temple through a hall decorated with discarded crutches of the cured.31 During its 

heigh-day the Temple was even patronised by members of the ton. Early in her 

marriage, Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire attended the mountebank's 

masquerade in hopes of producing an heir (she finally did so, presumably without 

the aid of magnetism or orchestras). Ann of Swansea's acquaintance with the 

Duchess probably dates from this period.

Not all Londoners were impressed, however; more rational observers, like Horace 

Walpole, declared that Graham was 'the most impudent puppet-show of 

imposition I ever saw, and the mountebank himself the dullest of his profession, 

except that he makes the spectators pay a crown apiece.' 32 The popularity of the

^Dictionary of National Biography, p. 324. 
32 ibid., p. 324.
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Temple began to decline; when the initial tidal-wave of the gullible subsided, Dr 

Graham started to drop his stipends from two guineas to one, to half a guinea, to 

five shillings, and finally, 'for the benefit of all', to half a crown. Nevertheless, he 

still failed to cover his expenditures, and the magnificent furniture of hokum had 

to be auctioned off to pay by creditors. He continued for a while to advocate the 

panacea of earth burial, and produced numerous pamphlets on such arcanea as 

'How to live for many weeks, months or years without Eating anything whatever; 

with the Extraordinary Histories of many Heroes, Male and Female, who have so 

subsisted.' Eventually Dr Graham was to die in great poverty at the age of only 

forty-nine.

Nonetheless, Graham, mountebank or not, was in certain respects light-years 

ahead of his times. During an age in which ladies of breeding carried skewers to 

scratch the lice out of their over-elaborate hair-pieces, he prescribed daily baths, 

fresh air and loosely-fitting clothes. He earnestly frowned on the harmful practice 

of tight-lacing and of ladies laming themselves in walking with high heels. He 

also advanced theories about the age and formation of the earth much ahead of his 

time. In an age that was fundamentally incredulous and non-scientific, searching 

after the Philosopher's Stone , he was judged merely by his capacity to amuse and 

divert. No wonder that Ann of Swansea fell so easily into his clutches. In a sense, 

she was a kindred spirit.

Her association with him, however, inevitably led to her social degradation, 

exacerbated in her family's mind by Dr Graham's persistent use of her illustrious
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family connections when advertising her services. Clearly he hoped to buttress 

his imminent financial collapse by attempting to draw to his establishment 

curious clients who might be attracted by the idea of witnessing the public 

disgrace of Sarah Siddons' sister. Having hired Ann's services, he advertised her 

as follows:

POSITIVELY THE LAST NIGHT

MRS. SIDDONS'S Youngest Sister, Mrs. CURTIS, desires most 

respectfully to inform the Public, that THIS EVENING she will read a 

Lecture at the TEMPLE of HEALTH in PALL-MALL, on the present 

state and influence of WOMEN on Society in England, in France, in 

Spain, and in the Eastern Countries; on the relative and reciprocal duties, 

which are incumbent on BOTH SEXES, to advance their particular as 

well as mutual happiness. In the course of the Lecture will be introduced a 

few words reprehending the present indecent and unnatural phrenzy of the 

British Stage of turning Men into Women, and Women into Men. As 

this Lecture is perfectly chaste and delicate, and extremely interesting, and 

as everything will be conducted with the utmost decorum, Mrs. Curtis 

humbly hopes to be honoured with the countenance and support of Ladies 

of humanity, rank, and character. The Temple, which is now embellished 

in a style of magnificence and brilliancy, far superior to any Royal Palace 

in the world, will, as usual, be highly illuminated with wax. The Lecture 

will begin precisely at Seven o'Clock.34

33 Sarah Siddons was playing the male roles of Guildenstem in Hamlet and Millwood in George 
Lillo's The London Merchant (1731) at this time.
34 op.cit., p. 324
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The lecture was duly given, apparently with success, or so a further puff in the 

newspapers, inserted no doubt by Dr Graham himself, would indicate. Once again 

the newspaper account insists upon drawing attention to Ann's family 

connections, and no doubt further enraged Sarah Siddons:

Mrs. Curtis, the youngest sister of Mrs. Siddons, last night delivered a 

lecture 'On the Influence of Women on Society,' at the Temple of Health, 

Pall Mall, and acquitted herself to the entire satisfaction of a numerous 

and polite auditory. It is but justice to observe that the utmost modesty and 

delicacy pervade the whole of this lecture, and, indeed, if we may judge 

from the manners and deportment of Mrs. Curtis, she is the last person of 

whom any thing indelicate can be conceived. She was received with that 

tenderness, and attended to with that earnestness, which her misfortunes 

naturally excite, and we are happy to find that the public by their 

patronage, are likely to restore to society, one of its members who has 

every appearance of possessing all the amiable virtues of the sex, as well 

as talents and genius, which if not eclipsed by misfortune, would transmit 

her name with splendour to posterity. 35

Not even so delicate and attractive a performance as this one could halt the 

decline in the Temple's fortunes, however; Dr Graham and his establishment 

collapsed, and left Ann in greater financial straits than she had suffered

35 op.cit,, p. 325.
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previously. In this crisis, and in what must have been an increasingly desperate 

state of mind, she made an attempt (or possibly pretended to make an attempt) to 

take her own life, with poison. She chose Westminster Abbey as the very public 

site of this proposed act of self-destruction, but was prevented from fulfilling her 

aim. In 1783 she also continued to annoy her family by allowing an unknown 

acquaintance of hers - or writing herself- to solicit money publicly on her behalf. 

Under a headline requesting 'Donations in Favour of Mrs. Curds, youngest Sister 

of Mrs. Siddons' the announcement read:

A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL, whose humanity is far more extensive than 

her means, having taken the case of the unfortunate

MRS. CURTIS

into consideration, pitying her youth, respecting her talents for the stage, 

which unhappily misfortune has rendered useless, and desirous to restore 

a useful Member to Society, earnestly entreats the interference of a 

generous Public in her behalf, that she may be enabled, by the efforts of 

humanity, to procure such necessaries as may be requisite to relieve her 

immediate distress, and for her getting her bread by needlework, artificial 

flowers, &c, in which she is well skilled, and in which she will be happy 

to be employed.

Mrs. Curtis is the youngest sister of Mess. KEMBLE and Mrs. 

SIDDONS, whom she has repeatedly solicited for relief, which they have 

flatly refused her; it therefore becomes necessary to solicit, in her behalf,
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the benevolent generosity of that Public who have so liberally supported

THEM.

'Deny not to Affliction, Pity's tear,

For Virtue's fairest when she aids Distress!' 36

It would appear from the wording of the above plea that the private individual 

who penned it was as much motivated by a wish to annoy the Kembles as by the 

need to succour Ann Julia. It is also interesting to note from the above that 'Mrs 

Curds' had not yet dropped her bigamous surname, presumably either because 

the crime had not yet been aired in public, or possibly because it had, and she, or 

her friend who penned the announcement, believed that to remind readers thus of 

her known misfortune would but further inspire their generosity towards her.

To what degree this advertisement succeeded in its aims is not known. But for all 

her vicissitudes, Ann Julia Curtis, even at this early stage in her career, was a 

fighter and a survivor. In her financial difficulty, and unable because of her 

disability to gain secure employment as an actress, the only career to which it 

could be said her early life had prepared her, she turned her hand to authorship. 

Apparently this was not her first venture into composition: in the important and 

hitherto unpublished series of autobiographical letters she wrote to John Payne 

Collier in 1830s, she claims that in childhood she wrote a play and saw it 

performed in Brecon by her father's company, but no record of this early work is 

extant. Her letter to Collier accounts for her career as a writer as follows:

36 Unsourced. Possibly this was penned by Ann Curtis herself.
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In 1783 or 4 I published not from choice but necessity a small collection 

of childish poems. I say childish because I was not then more than 

eighteen and those poems were written when I was some years younger - 

in Truth Sir, I was called by way of reproach the Genius, yet Heaven 

knows every thing was done to extinguish every spark if I possessed any, 

but in spite of all the impediments thrown in my way, I taught myself to 

write three years before it was discovered by my family that I could make 

a letter. At little more than eleven years old I wrote a play which was 

performed in Brecon in my father's theatre. Of its merits I say nothing, 

but it proves that if I had been properly educated I might have eaten other 

bread than that of bitter indifference, but unhappily for me I was lame 

from infancy, consequently designed to get my living by my needle, and 

therefore education and mental improvement were considered useless. I 

was only six months at a writing school, I never had a grammar put into 

my hand - but I had a little of the family genius in me.37

That 'small collection of childish poems' was her first extant publication, Poems 

on Miscellaneous Subjects by Ann Curtis, sister of Mrs Siddons, published by 

subscription in 1783. According to Ivor J. Bromham, this volume is by now a 

rarity, 'the late John Deffet Francis discovering a copy only after searching for 

forty year'.38 Its publication did not arouse in its contemporary readers any strong 

signs of approbation, though apparently one reviewer commented that 'The public

37 Ann of Swansea, unpublished letter to John Payne Collier 14th August, 1832, ms held in Fogler 

Library, Y.C, 423.
38 Bromham, op. cit., p. 175.
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is frequently addressed in worse poetry.' 39 But Ann was clearly attempting in 

every way she could to gain the sympathy of her readers through its publication. 

She refers to her lameness, no doubt to draw support, and also continues to stress 

her close family relation to the famous Sarah Siddons. This habit of dwelling in 

her published work on her connection with Mrs Siddons, much to the annoyance 

of her celebrated sibling, led to an animosity between them which was still 

remembered bitterly by Ann in her sixty-eighth year. For all that she begins the 

letter to Collier quoted above by eschewing the temptation to make any personal 

revelation of what she experienced as her sister's unkindness, she very soon starts 

to lay bare her grievance:

Perhaps Mr Campbell is right in attaching little importance to the 

communications in my power to make respecting the proud history of my 

family - Mrs Siddons and John Kemble.. .[N]° one w^' deny that their 

genius and person gave grandeur and ornament to the histrionic art...[I]t 

would be pity to withdraw the veil that separates their private history from 

their public merits - for after all in strict justice the world has nothing to 

do with the character, and actions of performers off the stage... [I]t is a tale 

that has unhappily been too frequently told that the rich and prosperous 

members of a family have consigned to neglect and calumniate the less 

fortunate - of this truth myself and Mrs Nason [her sister, nee Jane 

Kemble] are living instances. To Mrs Nason, who never gave her any 

offence, save that of being poor, Mrs Siddons did not leave one shilling at

39 George C. Seilhamer, History of the American Theatre (N.Y: Greenwood Press, 1888), p. 84.
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her death: and from me who have been nine years owing to a fall unable to 

walk across my room without assistance, she took off by her will ten 

pounds a year.40

In the same letter, Ann states that 'in spite of my bodily infirmity I was an actress 

sans education', and indeed there is evidence that she did appear on the London 

stage in some theatrical productions during the years 1784 to 1792.41 Apparently 

she once took the part of Kitty in a play entitled 'Seeing is Believing'at the 

Haymarket Theatre and of Nancy in a piece called 'The Pad'.42 But there can be 

little doubt that Ann during her childhood and adolescence, must have had 

copious opportunities to mingle with the players, and to observe (even learn) 

some of their declamations. To the extent that she can be called an actress, 

therefore, her statement that she was 'sans education' in the profession must be 

taken as slightly equivocal.

For all her limited theatrical employment, and the publication of her poetry 

collection, Ann's troubles during this most turbulent period of her existence were 

not yet, however, at a close. She was soon again to be announced to the public as 

the pitiful object of yet another vicissitude, this time of apparently near-tragic 

proportions. According to another newspaper item of the period, which clearly 

postdates both her suicide attempt and her debut as an author because it makes

40 Ann of Swansea, unpublished letter to John Payne Collier 14th August, 1832, ms held in Fogler 

Library, Y.C, 423.
41 See the Manchester Guardian, 8 March 1864, for example.
42 Seilhamer, History of the American Theatre, p. 84
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reference to them, she was involved in a shooting accident. Under the heading 

'Mrs Curtis', the newspaper report reads as follows:

The most recent disaster which happened to this eccentric character, 

deserves to be recorded, not less for the singular circumstances which 

attended it, than for its melancholy effects.

A gentleman who set out from the Bush Tavern, at Staines, on 

Thursday evening in a chaise, procured a pistol from one of the waiters, to 

protect him on the road to London. Having no cause to use it, when he 

reached Hampstead, he attempted to discharge the pistol, and after 

snapping it several times in vain, he laid it aside, execrating the waiter for 

giving him one, which, of course, he did not suppose was charged!

On his arrival in town he stopped at a well-known Bagnio, under the 

Piazza, where he unfortunately met the celebrated Mrs. Curtis:- After 

some conversation between the parties, the gentleman, with a view to 

frighten his fair companion, absolutely clapped the pistol to his mouth, 

and snapped it several times:- Mrs. Curtis ridiculed his absurd conduct, 

and said, if it was charged he would be afraid to handle it. - "Charged or 

not,' he replied, dam' me, I will frighten you.' He then presented it at her, 

pulled the trigger, and lodged the contents in her face!

The pistol was charged with shot. Her right eye was driven from its 

socket, and her face exhibited an indescribably shocking spectacle!

She however barely exists, and Mr. Cruikshank, who attends her, has 

no hopes of her recovery.
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What makes this accident truly to be lamented is, that the wretched 

victim, is a woman of uncommon intellect, and a proud and strong mind. 

If her avocation has been immoral, it has been excited by poignant 

distress, for her vices were not so much founded in the errors of her own 

nature, as they were excited by the avarice of her nearest relativesl

With abilities more splendid for the stage than any of her family, she 

was deprived of procuring a livelihood by a decent and honorable 

profession in consequence of a trifling imperfection in her person.

The story of her having taken poison in Westminster Abbey, is fresh in 

most persons' minds; and those who have seen the effusion of her muse in 

print, must sigh for her foibles, while they shed a tear in reflecting on her

43
sufferings - her persecutions - and her misfortunes!

This report, however, much exaggerated the details of the shooting; Ann was 

quick to respond to it, and point out as much, in a letter to the press in which we 

find her, for once, defending her family against the charge of having neglected 

her. She writes: The circumstances of the accident which has befallen me, 

published in yesterday's Herald are very much exaggerated; and the blame laid 

upon my family on my account, entirely groundless; my relations never shut their 

hearts against me, and are now alleviating my misfortunes by the tenderest 

attentions.'44 That no serious damage did indeed befall her from the incident is 

further indicated, at a much later date, by the evidence of an anonymous 

correspondent to the Observer in August 1834, who under the name of 'A

43 See fiie Daily Herald, quoted in Seilhammer, op. cit., pp. 101-102
44 See the Folger Library collection, Y.c. 1389 (6).
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Resident of Swansea' goes to great lengths to explain that 'Ann Kemble, now 

Mrs. Hatton, known in the literary world as Ann of Swansea, I beg to inform you, 

has not lost an eye. She still has the perfect use of a pair of dark, brilliant and 

expressive ones. Her skin remains smooth and unwrinkled, her teeth of which she 

has not lost one are regular and white and her particularly handsome mouth

45
retains the crimson glow and freshness of youth.' Whoever the Resident was, he 

or she must have been very close to Ann.

At about this point, however, the accumulated discomfort of Ann of Swansea's 

youthful vicissitudes did finally win her some succour from her famous relatives. 

Sarah Siddons and her brother John Philip Kemble finally came to her aid, in part 

it would appear in a desperate attempt to keep their errant sister's name out of the 

London's daily papers. They granted her an annuity of £90 per year on condition 

that she lived at a distance of no less than one hundred and fifty miles from 

London; Mrs Siddons pledged herself to pay £20 towards the annuity while her 

brother contributed the rest. Ann Julia Curtis was no longer destitute, and given 

that £90 per year was a not inconsiderable income at the time, she was even once 

again marriageable. Accordingly, in 1792, she once again changed her surname 

and risked entry into the marriageable state, and began upon another chapter in 

her eventful history.

iii) Ann Julia Hatton (1792-1799)

45 See the Folger Library collection, Y.c. 423. 1818-1838.
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In 1792, Ann Julia Curtis, nee Kemble, entered into marriage with a widower and 

violin maker, called William Hatton. According to William Dunlap in his History 

of the American Theatre, her choice of spouse on this occasion too was not 

fortuitous: Dunlap characterizes Ann's new husband as 'a vulgar man', but at 

least this time the marriage was legal. In order fully to fulfil the conditions set 

by Ann's annuity, and also perhaps to put behind them any continuing echoes of 

Ann's troubled past, the couple decided to emigrate. According to one of Ann's 

poems, published in her second collection of verse, Poetic Trifles (1811), it was 

William Hatton who first made the suggestion that they should emigrate. In the 

poem entitled 'Answer: To my Husband, who after proposing a Voyage to 

America, sang to me the beautiful Ballad - "Oh, Nanny! wilt thou gang, with 

me?" ', she records herself as having readily replied, 'Yes, I will gang with thee, 

my love'.47 Together, then, they set sail to New York, two of some 11,000,000 

people who fled the United Kingdom between 1770 and 1890. About 98 per cent 

of such passengers travelled steerage in dire conditions of near-starvation, fever 

and squalor. The English class system persisted even on these perilous voyages, 

a pronounced distinction being drawn between 'emigrants' and 'colonists'. 

During these voyages, many of the steerage passengers, who might never have 

seen a sailing vessel before, were traumatised. According to one commentator,

The tramping above and the confusion all around frightened those in 

steerage out of their wits. The air was foul, for the hatches had been

46 William Dunlap, A History of the American Theatre (NY: Burt Franklin, reprinted 1963), p.200
47 Ann of Swansea, Poetic Trifles (Waterford: John Bull, 1811), p. 231.
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battened down for a week. With each roll of the ship people in the 

crowded berths were bumped and bruised as they were hurled from side to 

side against the rough partitions, and there was a real danger of crushing 

the children to death. Water leaked through from the deck in such 

quantities that the beds were soaked and the floor ankle deep, so many 

thought the vessel was sinking. Candle lanterns could not be lighted, nor 

had there been any cooking for days - not even the preparation of a warm 

drink. The crashing of casks, tinware, and dishes as the ship pitched and 

heaved, the shrieking and crying of women...combined with the weakened 

and impoverished condition of the steerage passengers to create a time of

48
horror which could never be effaced from memory.

Conditions on board also encouraged the spread of infectious illnesses. When in 

1827, for example, the brig 'James' left England with fever on board, of its 160 

passengers, 5 died during the passage, 35 were left in Newfoundland as being too 

ill to proceed, and the remaining 120 were all suffering from the disease when

49
the ship finally reached New York. A monument at the Grosse Isle Cholera 

Hospital on the shores of the St. Lawrence in Canada bears mute witness to the 3, 

424 victims of typhus from the passenger ships there interred. Countless others 

must have been buried at sea; during the years of the cholera epidemic in Britain 

many of those who embarked from the Isles were 'half dead before they boarded; 

and the surrounding influences when on board the vessel...bring rapidly about

48 Robert Louis Stevenson, The Amateur Emigrant; from the Clyde to Sandy Hook (Chicago: 

Stone and Kimball, 1895), p. 81

49 ibid., p. 81
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what, to these poor, lost, dejected and forlorn creatures, must be a happy

so 
consummation.' By 1840, long after the Hattons had travelled, the death rate on

the overcrowded America-bound vessels was still almost 17 per cent

Because of William Hatton's profession of violin maker, and Ann's annuity, the 

Hattons may have been spared the perils of the steerage class, and travelled 

cabin-class. They would then have found themselves on one of three species of 

vessel that supplied such accommodation: merchant ships, carrying passengers as 

a means of extra revenue; vessels primarily engaged in the emigrant trade; or 

regular packets. In the event, they landed safely in New York, and Ann, once 

there, must have quickly set about developing contacts with the American 

theatrical world.

Her first effort was to help with an operetta, 'Needs Must, or the Ballad 

Singers',52 which was presented at the John Street Theatre for one performance 

on December 23, 1793. It was devised by Mary Ann Pownall, whose career 

compares interestingly with Ann's own. Pownall was born in London in 1751, 

but died at Charleston, South Carolina, in 1796. She made her debut at Drury 

Lane in 1770 under the name of Mrs James Wrighton (her husband was a theatre 

prompter) and soon became a Vauxhall favourite.53 In 1792 she went to America

50 ibid, p. 81
51 ibid, p. 14
52 The expression 'Needs Must' comes from Shakespeare's All's Well that Ends Well: 'My poor 
body, madam, requires it; I am driven on by the flesh; and he must needs go that the devil drives.' 
(IV.iv. 35) But it is actually older - in John Lydgate's 'Assembly of Gods' (c. 1420): 'He must 

nedys go that the deuell dryves.'
53 Theodore Baker, ed. Biographical Dictionary of Musicians (New edn, Portland: Book News, 

1984), p. 1810.
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with Mr. Pownall and became a member of the Old American Company; she 

appeared in concerts in Charleston, New York and Philadelphia. The tunes which 

she composed for her songs were among the first pieces of music known to be 

written in the United States by a woman.54 Bedridden at the time with a broken 

leg, she wrote the 'trifle' 'Needs Must' as a vehicle for herself, but turned to Ann 

Julia Hatton for assistance with its completion. The text of the play has since been 

lost, but according to George Seilhamer, in his History of the American Theatre, 

'for this piece Mrs Hatton, a sister of Mrs Siddons, furnished the plot, which was 

slight, and wrote one of the songs.' 55

By the spring of 1794, however, Ann's own play Tammany: or, the Indian Chief 

was being performed on New York stages. The theme of that play, and the type of 

support it received, indicates that it was amongst the most radical and progressive 

groups of New York society that the Hattons sought to make their mark. In 

particular by its publication Ann expressed her solidarity with a group of 

accomplished women writers at work during the revolutionary era, whose 

histories have recently been researched by feminist scholars. Susanna Rowson

54 The New Grove Dictionary of Women Composers (NY: Norton, 1994), p. 374. Mary Pownall is 
today best remembered for her song, 'Jemmy of the Glen' (n.d.) and her 'Pastoral Songs'. At best, 
her work reads conventionally; see, for example, 'Jemmy of the Glen':

Where gently flows sweet winding Tay, the Valleys gladd'ning with its stream,
O'er ev'ry copse and ev'ry Brae I mourn and Jemmy is my Theme,
He left my cot last Whitsun Eve and vow'd he'd be back again
But ah poor Mary he'll deceive. I ne'er shall see the Lad again
Bonny Jemmy, too lovely Jemmy, could I behold him once again
But ah his Mary he'll deceive. I ne'er shall see the Lad again.

If Fame he seek, mid hostile strife, or gayly gangs, fair Glasgow's Pride 
Some fatal Ball may end his life or City Dame become his bride 
Or if on Tay's green bourn he tread, some Lordling's Child his heart may win 
And far from me my shepherd wed, I ne'er shall see the Lad again. 
Bonny Jemmy, etc.

55 Seilhamer, op cit., p.84.
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(1762-1824), for example, became the first professional novelist to depict 

abolitionist themes and, like Ann in Tammany, to treat American Indians with 

respect. Hannah Foster (1758-1840) was another long-ignored novelist; Judith 

Sargent Murray (1751-1820) published under a man's name; and Mercy Otis 

Warren (1728-1814), poet, historian and satirist, attacked the British in her racy 

plays. For many of these women, the theatre was of major significance as a 

source of funding or dissemination of their talent: the modem critic Nora 

Nachumi has discovered that at least 45, or almost 50 per cent, of the 156 women 

novelists published in North America between 1760 and 1818 were actresses, 

playwrights, or in other ways closely associated with the professional theatre.56

This circle Ann now joined was marked by its independent and democratic spirit. 

In affiliating herself with such a group Ann was clearly both reacting to her own 

rejection as a young woman in Graham's Temple and indicating her inbred 

sympathy for the oppressed and marginalized. A tenderness towards outsiders and 

the unorthodox was to mark her character throughout life and give her poetic 

oeuvre much of its originality. In the second half of the eighteenth century, after 

the War of Independence, such independence of thought was also a trait on which 

Americans generally prided themselves. As one American magazine editor wrote 

around 1816, 'Dependence is a state of degradation fraught with disgrace, and to 

be dependent on a foreign mind for what we can ourselves produce is to add to 

the crime of indolence the weakness of stupidity'.57 One has only to glance at the

56 Nora Nachumi, 'Acting Like a Lady: British Women Novelists and the Eighteenth-Century 

Stage', p. 2. Romanticism on the Net. November, 1988. www.users.ox.ac.uk
57 Quoted by Kathryn van Spanckeren, Outline of American Literature (Washington: U.S. 

Information Agency, 1996), p. 30.
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commencement exercises at Harvard for July 16, 1794, to recognize how much 

the question of freedom was on the mind of the American intelligentsia at this 

time. For example, Charles Humphrey Atherton and Elijah Dunbar were debating 

'Whether the Discovery of America by the Europeans have (sic) contributed to 

the Increase in human Happiness'; and Timothy Alden delivered a 'Syriac 

oration' depicting 'the Beauty and Magnificence of Nature in America - A view 

of the Aborigines - the first Settlers of New England compared to the ancient 

Jews and the Several Indian tribes, which they subdued, to the Canaanites.' 58 It is 

clear from Tammany that Ann Julia Hatton (and possibly her husband also) 

became a recognised contributor to this radical milieu.

Some four years later, however, a severe outbreak of yellow fever made of New 

York an environment virtually as unhealthy as that of the passenger ships, and 

drove the Hattons abruptly from the city. Such outbreaks were not unfamiliar in 

the New World at this time, and had occurred in most American cities; in 1793, 

for example, a plague of yellow fever in Philadelphia shook what was then the 

nation's largest city to its foundations. The Philadelphian poet Philip Freneau, 

attempting sardonic humour in the face of disaster, announced in his poem 

'Pestilence' that he blamed humanity for picking 'such a place'. His poem 

provides a vivid depiction of an American city under siege from the fever, just as 

New York itself must have been at the time the Hattons left the city:

Hot, dry winds forever blowing,

58 Commencement Exercises (Cambridge: Harvard University), July 16, 1794. .pp.1-2.
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Dead men to the grave-yards going:

Constant hearses,

Funeral verses;

Oh! what plagues - - there is no knowing!
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Priests retreating from their pulpits! - -

Some in hot, and some in cold fits

In bad temper,

Off they scamper,

Leaving us - - unhappy culprits!

Doctors raving and disputing,

Death's pale army still recruiting - -

What a pother

One with t'other!

Some a-writing, some a-shooting.

Nature's poisons here collected, 

Water, earth, and air infected - - 

O, what a pity, 

Such a City,

Was in such a place erected!

Frenau's poem gives us a sense of the panic the epidemic created. Philadelphia's 

1793 plague was the most lethal in the history of the United States, claiming the 

lives of almost 4,000 people. 20,000 citizens, including George Washington and 

Jefferson, fled from the city to the countryside. No wonder, then, that when a few

59 Philip Frenau, 'Pestilence', 11. 1-20, in The Poems of Philip Frenau, ed. Fred Lewis Pattee, in 3 

vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1903), i, 1.
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years later a similar plague hit New York, the Hattons, along with many other of 

its inhabitants, saw no recourse but to escape the city.

From New York they travelled to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Halifax, at this period, 

was a strictly hinterland community; in 1800 it boasted of a population of no 

more than eight thousand. It did, however, have its own newspaper, the Halifax 

Gazette, which incorporated in its pages a regular poetry column, entitled the 

'Court of Apollo'. It is highly unlikely that a writer as prolix and prolific as Ann 

would not have taken advantage of this opportunity to make herself known to the 

people of Halifax, and, of course, to secure a little more income by means of her 

pen. It defies the imagination that such a perpetual scribbler as she was would 

not have continued to exercise her craft, and to publish when provided with the 

opportunity, in Halifax as she did in New York. But the problem is that, while 

clearly written by different authors of differing abilities, none of the Halifax 

Gazette poems are credited; all are anonymous. Because they were not attributed, 

we have to devise some other means of identifying Ann's contributions, if any.

In a recent publication Don Foster quotes John Livingston Lowes's book The 

Road to Xanadu (1927) to the effect that writing is a cognitive process in which 

'hooked atoms' of images and phrasing acquired through reading, combine to

60
shape a writer's new composition. Some words and images simply cling like 

burrs to the reader's brain. In this way, writing is not so much created as 

prompted. 'Composition arises from a neurological network of verbal

60 Don Foster, Author Unknown (NY: Holt, 2000)
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associations in the brain, some transient, some deeply rooted, each and all 

conditioned by some prior utterance that has been heard or read, and 

remembered,' Don Foster suggests: 'It is from a range of finite possibilities in the 

brain's symbolic store that writers assemble their own words and phrasing.61 

Foster therefore examined the orthography, diction, sentence structure, source 

material, political ideology and points of anxiety in anonymously written best 

seller, Primary Colours (about a Presidential election), and was finally able to 

spot the author, Joe Klein. From Klein's Newsweek columns, Foster was able to 

detect similarities of style, particularly in adverbial usage, punctuation, sentence 

fragments and the capitalization of phrases. Foster was proved right: Klein 

finally admitted he was the author of the novel. This of course has a bearing on 

Ann Hatton's possible contributions to the Halifax Gazette.

Having examined the Gazette's poems with a very cautious eye, looking out for 

the possible appearance of those elements which set Ann's versification apart 

from that of others, it appears to me that, although a case might be argued for 

quite a few of the poems as being her work, in a forensic sense, there is only one 

poem I can certainly identify as being hers, and that is a poem entitled 'Take 

Time and Think About It', printed 17 May, 1799. It reads:

Ye lasses gay, in beauty's bloom

All blithe and debonair, 

Think not too boldly I presume,

61 ibid., p. 13
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In warning thus the fair.

When beauty rises to the view 

The men will buzz - ne'er doubt it -

This maxim mind - when they pursue - 

Take time to think about it.

When ev'ry flatt'ring art they try, 

And praise your shape and air -

Your blooming cheeks and sparkling eye   

Take heed, dear girls, beware...

But when the constant lover woos,

Endow'd with manly sense, 

Then listen to his tender vows,

With trifling forms dispense.

He'll scorn to flatter or deceive,

If worthy - never doubt it; 

Your hand to such then freely give,

Nor think too long about it. 62

62 Halifax Gazette, May 17th, 1799
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In many ways these verses are typical of Ann Hatton's characteristic style. 

Firstly, the sentiment expressed is quintessentially Ann's: a warning to women 

that men are devious, flattering, and not to be trusted. Ann is frequently to be 

found passing such advice on to her sisters, often wittily, as in this poem. 

Secondly, in terms of style, the verses are severely fragmented, even ill- 

punctuated. They are replete with a series of dashes - thus tending to break up - 

the rhythm of the poem. Further, the whole poem includes only one metaphor 

('the honey of your rosy lip') and no other poetic devices such as simile, 

personification or imagery. Stylistically these characteristics too are typical of the 

poet. In short, of all the verse in the Halifax Gazette 'Take time and think about 

it' seems to me closest to Ann Hatton's writing.

But Halifax, with its meagre opportunities for cultural advance, could not hold 

the Hattons long. In 1799 they once again ventured on board the perilous 

passenger ships and returned to Britain. Ever mindful of the terms of Ann's 

annuity, that they were not to abide within a 150 miles radius from London, they 

settled on Swansea as their next place of residence. Of course, Swansea at this 

time, with a population of a mere 6099 souls in 1801 (although its metropolitan 

area was certainly larger than that of Halifax), was itself but a cultural desert; but 

during her long sojourn in the town Ann was to publish so much, and to identify 

herself so strongly with the town and its inhabitants, that she took upon herself 

the title by which she is today still known - 'Ann of Swansea'.

iv) Ann of Swansea (1799-1838)
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It is likely that the Hattons chose to make their home in Swansea on their return 

from Canada in part because of the development of the English-language theatre 

in that town at the close of the eighteenth century, and their personal connection 

with the theatrical manager who was mainly responsible for that development, 

Henry Masterman. In 1780 both Masterman and his wife had been members of 

Roger Kemble's troupe. After Kemble's retirement, Masterman set up his own 

company of travelling players, forming the first circuit to confine itself to Wales, 

and making Swansea his summer base.63 By 1786 he had achieved considerable 

success in that town, playing to 'as brilliant an audience as was ever seen in so 

small a circle. There were no less than twelve titles present, besides many 

families of the first distinction.'64 These families belonged not so much to 

Swansea's indigenous inhabitants as to 'the numerous and genteel visitants who 

came from Bath and other places for a little variety and sea bathing.' 65 By the 

beginning of the nineteenth century the indigenous population of Wales was in 

the process of being transformed by a succession of Nonconformist revivals, 

affecting the mass of the population. Consequently, as Jane Aaron points out,

the fictional and dramatic literary genres were very slow to develop; 

disapproved of by the puritanical culture, the Welsh-language novel did 

not emerge until the last decades of the nineteenth century. As the novel 

form has traditionally functioned in many cultures as an outlet for women

63 Price, op.cit, p. 82.
64 Gloucester Journal, August 14th 1786; quoted in Price, ibid.
65 J. C. Everard, Memoirs of an Unfortunate Son ofThespis (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1818), p. 

183.
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writers, its absence in nineteenth-century Welsh culture was detrimental to 

the development of a school of Welsh women writers.66

So widespread a Nonconformist culture also impinged on Welsh authors 

attempting to compose in English, of course. Even though Ann of Swansea was to 

adopt a Welsh persona, her fictional and play-writing efforts and her poetry must 

have been largely directed at an English or anglicised audience, just as her few 

excursions on to the dramatic stage also were. Ann Hatton is said to have 

performed with Masterman's company in Swansea in 1802.67

At this time, Swansea bore the name of being 'still a very cleanly place, and the 

most so of any large town in Wales,' according to Malkin in his Welsh tours 

published in 1807. It was as an industrial centre that the town really began to 

grow: copper works were first established in the area in 1717. According to 

Cliffe's Book of South Wales (1848) the copper trade employed at its height 500 

men and 500 women earning nine shillings a week, whilst children took home 

three and sixpence. 68 With a population of 8,400 at the turn of the eighteenth 

century, its main thoroughfare, Wind Street, was the centre of social congress and 

commerce. To attract visitors to the town, a beautiful lawn with gravel walks was 

set out in an area called the Barrows; however, in 1795 a high spring tide 

inundated the area completely. Later, having been refurbished, it became the area 

of Cambrian Place - the fashionable part of town. It boasted a racecourse, a bull-

66 Jane Aaron, 'Women in Search of a Welsh Identity', Hard Times, 63 (1998), 12.

67 Price, op.cit., p. 99.
68 Edward Harris, Swansea, its Port and Trade and their Development (Cardiff: Western Mail,

1935)
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ring and a bathing house, which was later converted into the House of Industry 

and the Infirmary. The latter opened in 1817 with two physicians and three 

surgeons, one of whom was Ann's great friend during her late years, Dr Douglas 

Cohen.

So great were the changes coming about that in 1790 the Board of Trustees of the 

harbour widened the river, erected a beacon on Mumbles Head and widened and 

deepened the channels. In 1797 the celebrated prize fighter, Mendoza, gave a 

boxing exhibition at the Town Hall. Perhaps the most sought-after entertainment 

in Swansea at this time was drinking. There was a proliferation of public houses 

everywhere; in the Strand almost every other building was a public house. The 

Cambrian Tourist, published in 1801, gave further details of the development of 

the town and its beaches:

the machines for bathing are kept about half a mile from the town, under 

the direction of Mrs Landley... Swansea Bay is beautiful and the sail from 

Swansea to Ilfracombe, one of the pleasantest and cheapest I have ever 

enjoyed. Swansea is seen to great advantage from the bay, its best front 

being towards the channel; it is now a mixture of good and bad, of old 

streets and new, wide and narrow, pride and poverty, much show, and 

little wealth. The libraries are good, well supplied and civil, and the shops 

accommodating and plentifully stocked.69

69 George B. Whittaker. The Cambrian Tourist or Post-Chaise Companion through Wales 
(London: Thomas Dawson, 1825)
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Very frequent passages were to be had regularly from Swansea Bay to Ireland, to 

Dublin, Cork and Waterford - where Ann contrived the publication of her second 

poetry collection, Poetic Trifles.

The popularity of the town as a fashionable resort made its theatres some of the 

most attractive in the country. The Little Theatre, the first to be established, was 

run by Mr Macready from the Theatre Royal in Bristol, and was situated at the 

bottom of Wind Street. This was followed by the Star Theatre on the opposite 

side of the street; in its turn followed in 1806 by the Theatre in Goat Street, which 

boasted a close association with Sarah Siddons. Matthew's Swansea Directory of 

1830 comments of the town's theatre at that time that during the season it is 

'supplied by first class performers of the Bath and Bristol stage and is well 

frequented.' 70

In making the decision to try out their fortunes in this growing town, the Hattons 

clearly planned to profit from Swansea's growing popularity as a seaside resort 

with the upper class of tourist. They leased the Bathing House, a popular hotel 

and 'House of Assembly'. A guidebook of the time described the House as 'half a 

mile from the town, situated on the beach' and 'rendered commodious for 

visitors'. It commanded 'from an excellent ballroom.. .a fine view of the Bay and 

Somersetshire Coast', and charged 'board and lodging a guinea and a half per 

week, ditto for servants one guinea per week.. .dogs charged two shillings per 

week.' 7 ' Given the popularity of bathing as a healthful practice at the time, the

70 The Swansea Guide, quoted in Bromham, op. cit. p. 176.
71 The Swansea Guide (Swansea: 1802); quoted in Bromham, op. cit., p. 176. It was subsequently 
put up for sale on January 8, 1806. See advertisement in The Cambrian on Feb. 1* 1806.
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Hattons had every reason to expect success. Jane Austen, in Sanditon, (1817) 

describes her hero, Mr. Palmer, as constantly visiting 'a small, fashionable 

Bathing Place' which constituted

the object for which he seemed to live...He held it indeed as certain that no 

person could really be well...without spending at least six weeks by the 

sea every year. The Sea air and Sea Bathing together were nearly 

infallible, one or other of them being a match for every Disorder of the 

Stomach, the Lungs or the Blood.72

Unfortunately, however, the Swansea bathing house did not prove as financially 

rewarding as the Hattons had hoped, or so at least it would appear from a lengthy 

and hitherto unpublished series of letters to Ann from her oldest brother John 

Philip Kemble, regarding the paying of the annuity from her family on which the 

Hattons were clearly still dependent. In an undated letter addressed to the Bathing 

House, written apparently in response to news of the Hattons' move to Swansea, 

John Philip addresses his sister with some formality, and appears anxious to 

maintain some personal distance from her:

My dear Mrs Hatton,

I am very glad to find that you are so pleasantly situated and have only 

Time to tell you to write always for your quarterly Payment to Mr John 

Morgan at Messrs Hoares, Bankers, Fleet Street London. - You will be so

72 Quoted by R. J. White, Life in Regency England (NY: Putnam, 1963), pp. 129-30
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good as to enclose him your Receipt for the Money every Quarter and he 

will remit it to you -1 am just come from Edinburgh without once 

stopping and am going to lie down tired to Death. 

I am yours, J. P. Kemble73

On the back of the letter is scribbled in Ann's hand a tart response to her 

brother's patronage: 'Profit sweetens labour -1 wish my labour was one quarter 

as well rewarded -1 should be spared headakes and health and could sleep easier.'

The quarterly payment of the annuity did not, however, prove sufficient in itself 

to keep the Hattons in funds and bolster the struggling bath house business. In 

late December 1803 or early January 1804 they appear to have appealed to John 

Philip to take up a mortgage on their behalf, but he refused to do so, claiming 

financial complications of his own. In a letter dated 27th January 1804, he tells his 

sister:

I am very sorry that I can be of no use to you in this affair. - Every body 

knows too well how many thousand Pounds I owe, and consequently how 

unable I am to take up mortgages.- The whole care of my Life at present is 

to prepare the interest of the money I have borrowed, and, if possible, to 

discharge the principal, which in time I have no doubt of doing.74

73 Undated letter from John Philip Kemble to Ann Julia Hatton at the Swansea Bath House; from 

a private mss. collection held by Margaret Sharman, and kindly
74 John Philip Kemble to Ann Julia Hatton, January 27th, 1804; f 
by Margaret Sharman, and kindly made available to me in 2000,

a private mss. collection held by Margaret Sharman, and kindly made available to me in 2000 
74 John Philip Kemble to Ann Julia Hatton, January 27th, 1804; from a private mss. collection held
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By this point he is addressing his letters to 'My dear sister Ann' (or, at times, 

'Ann') and signing himself your affectionate brother', but his more familial tone 

and protestations of regret clearly did not serve to ameliorate his sister's attitude 

towards him. On the back of this missive, she has scrawled: 'God help the poor, 

realtions (sic) are week (sic) reeds to lean upon.'

Two years later, a further exchange between brother and sister makes it clear that, 

no doubt in desperation, William Hatton had on this occasion journeyed to 

London in person to solicit more financial aid from his brother-in-law. But John 

Philip tells Ann:

I am extremely sorry for the occasion of your writing to me - but I do 

assure you that it is not in my power to advance the money Mr. Hatton 

wants. -1 have my Mother and my Sister Jane to provide for as well as 

you, all which I have great pleasure in doing - but these duties, with the 

weight of my own debts,75 make it impossible for me to assist you in the 

way you propose - and indeed I explained this fully to Mr Hatton when he 

was in London, so that I thought I had a right not to be mortified with 

more requests, so utterly out of my power to comply with.76

On the back of this letter Ann has scribbled, 'To my sister Jane [Mrs Nason] he 

gives nothing. My mother has hundred and twenty pounds a year of her own to

75 In 1803 John Philip Kemble had taken over the management of Covent Garden. In 1808 the 
theatre burned down. Ticket prices were raised, leading to riots and Kemble was only saved from 
ruin by a loan from the Duke of Northumberland of £10,000 (later turned into a gift).
76 John Philip Kemble to Ann Julia Hatton, January 1, 1806; from Margaret Sharman's mss. 

collection.
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which Charles Kemble lives with her and pays handsomely for his Board. [W]hat 

paltry and unworthy excuses - yet Brutus is a man of Honour!!!'

More grievous troubles were to follow. In 1806, plagued no doubt by financial 

worries and the failure of the Bathing House, William Hatton succumbed to ill 

health and died, leaving Ann alone and apparently again dependent entirely upon 

the Kembles' annuity. That spirit of independence and undaunted zest for life 

which she had earlier shown in London at this point once again manifested itself, 

however, in another mad venture, more respectable than her association with 

Doctor Graham but unfortunately ultimately no more remunerative. She moved 

from Swansea to the neighbouring town of Kidwelly, and there opened a school 

for dancing and deportment, which she advertised as follows: 77

77 The Cambrian, c, Saturday 21 December, 1805; ci, Saturday 28 December, 1805; cii, Saturday 

4 January, 1806.
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Mrs. H^TTON and

R ESPECTFULLY inform their Friends and 
, the Public in general, that they intend opening a 

BOARDING and DAY-SCHOOL,
FOR YOWG LADIES,

At Kidwelty, Carmarthenshire, tin J\ft»nd,fij, January 2O, 
And beg leave to assure those Parents and Guardians who 
shall honour them with their confidence, that every atten 
tion shall be paid -to the health, conribrt, and improvement 
01'the Young Ladies committed lo their Tuition.

TERMS.
Per Ann. Entrance.

Soardrteith instruction in Spelling, ~~) .^f. 4s. rf.- ' j£. s. d. 
English Grammar, and all sorts qf>'2O O O 1 1 O" 
vscf'ul and ornamental Needlework j 

French .................. ....... 4 4 O O 1O 6
Dancing  -.-..........."...... .... 4 4 O O 1O 6
Music .......................... 4 4O O5O6
Geography ...................... 1 1Q O SO
Ivrittnf' and. Arithmetic .......... 1116 O 5 O
Day Scholars, per quarter. ......... .Ol^O O 5O
Washing put mt-t or charged. ....... "2 1O G ......
Af'tftmo&n Tea charged ............ 1 1O ......
Every Young Lady to bring a Knife and Fork, Spoon, 

and Six Towels.
A Quarter's ICotice will be required when Boarders are 

removed, from School.

How anyone suffering from lameness could have believed it possible that this 

venture would prove a financial success, and in so small a provincial town as 

Kidwelly, remains a mystery. In any event, by 1809 the widowed Ann Hatton 

was back once again in Swansea, where she was thereafter to remain until her 

death in 1838, occupying a number of different residences in the town: in 1811 

she resided at College Street; in 1826 she was at 22 Orchard Street, and by 1834 

she was living in Park Street. 78 It is clear from John Philip Kemble's continuing 

correspondence with her that on her return to Swansea, she was in dire financial

78 See Bromham, op.cit., pp. 177-8; and William A. Beanland, The History of the Royal 
Institution of South Wales (Swansea: The Royal Institution, 1935), p. 11. Beanland points out that 
the present day Ebenezer Street was formerly known as Ann Street. However, it is open to 
argument whether or not the street was named after Ann Hatton. Unfortunately, the entire centre 
of Swansea was demolished by the Luftwaffe in the Second World War, so no vestiges of where 

Ann was domiciled remain.
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straits. A letter he sent to her in March 27th, 1809 suggests that she used his name 

as a guarantee to borrow money, without first procuring his consent. He writes:

I have paid the Draft you sent me word that you had drawn on me. - But 

let me beg of you, my dear Ann, never any more to draw any bill on me:- 

You would not believe how much it hurts a person's credit to have this 

kind of demand lying against him in the hands of strangers.79

The same letter, however, also brought here a presumably much needed gift from 

Sarah Siddons; John Philip tells her that, 'I have the pleasure to enclose a ten 

pound bank-note for you from Mrs. Siddons, - with her kind love. - Pray write 

her a line to say you have received it.' According to Ann's comments on the 

reverse of this letter, this was 'The first money Mrs Siddons ever sent me.' As 

Ann put it much later, expressing her animosity towards her famous sister,

No woman pleaded poverty more plausibly than Mrs Siddons did, over 

her own relations particularly to myself and Mrs Nason who indeed were 

the only persons of the family likely to want the aid of her purse yet Mrs 

Siddons was worth upward of forty thousand pounds!!! five thousand five 

hundred of which she bestowed on her two sisters and Catherine 

McWilkinson, Mrs Siddons loved Catherine and Mrs Wilkinson was even 

ready to adore her beauty, and her genius and supply the praise and 

compliments for which she had an unsated appetite, the clear managing

79 John Philip Kemble to Ann Hatton, March 27th 1809, from Margaret Sharman's mss collection.
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Mrs Wilkinson, had the entire direction of Mrs Siddons' household 

though she has her own daughter residing with her - the receiving and 

paying of tradesmen's accounts, and God forgive me if I wrong her the 

poisoning of her ear and the hardening of her heart against the distress and 

necessities of her own sisters Mrs Nason and myself but as I said before, 

the world has nothing to do with this though I cannot help reading with 

mortification and contempt Mr Boaden's80 panygeric on Mrs Siddons' 

affectionate qualities and character as a wife, a mother, and sister.. .[M]y 

continued illness very much reduced my circumstances - and if it had not 

been for the affection and generosity I may say of the servant who has 

lived many years with me I must actually at times have wanted 

supporting... She has lent me all the money she had saved from her wages 

and I now owe her five pounds.. .[that] I have with an income of my 

ninety pounds a year been able to wade through sickness and difficulties 

in the war81 .. .seems even to myself miraculous.. .1 am almost inclined to 

believe I bear a charmed life,82

Sarah Siddons' reputation for tight-fistedness in financial matters may, however, 

not fully have been deserved. According to a recent biographical account, her 

money was managed by her husband William who by law in that era had the right 

to her income and the ordering of their marital affairs. No matter how famous and 

esteemed Sarah Siddons may have been in her public persona, in her private life

80 A reference to James Boaden, Memoirs of the Life of John Philip Kemble (Philadelphia: Small,

1825)
81 The Napoleonic War (1796-1814)
82 See the Folger Library collection, Y.c. 432 (6)
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she remained legally the inferior of a mediocre actor who appears to have been 

jealous of his wife's success and determined to assert himself in their household. 

Sarah turned over her income to him, receiving in exchange but an allowance, 

from which it is quite likely that she could spare little for her needy sister.83

According to Ann, however, during her Swansea years John Philip also failed 

adequately to fulfil the promise of financial support initially made to her in 1783. 

In commenting on his above letter of March 1809, she adds, 'Mr Kemble's own 

contributions to my comfort at no time ever exceeded forty pounds a year for 

twenty pounds a year was mine by my father's Will.' 84 Her habit of giving private 

vent to her sense of grievance at this continuing dependency continues in further 

acerbic commentaries on the back of subsequent letters. In December 1809 John 

Philip somewhat hastily wrote:

My dear Ann,

You must forgive my not writing no more than one line to hope this will 

find you much better than you were, and to assure you that I am 

Ever yours affectionately,

J. P. Kemble" 

Merry Christmas and happy Year!

She comments, 'Has the man no feeling? What have I to make merry with 13 

pounds? Which is all I shall receive for three months perhaps two or three weeks

83 See Michael R. Booth, Three Tragic Actresses (London: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.

63.
84 Roger Kemble died in 1802.
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longer.' And when in October 1811 he sent her money without franking the letter, 

she notes to herself on the reverse, 'A postage to him would have been nothing - 

but to me it is something who am obliged to economize ever shilling.' 85 Given 

that her comments on a subsequent unfranked letter reveal that at this time each 

such missive cost her three shillings and sixpence from the quarterly allowance of 

£13, which itself, according to Ann, was 'often witheld a fortnight sometimes 

three weeks beyond the regular time and I God help me without a shilling!', she 

would appear to have some ground for complaint.86 Further exchanges reveal that 

in February 1812 she was attempting unsuccessfully to raise money on a property 

which William Hatton had once owned in Halifax, and that a month later she 

caused her brother 'a great embarrassment' by sending to him a friend, named Mr 

Jones, to solicit money directly on her behalf.87

More interestingly, a further letter, of April 7th, 1812, suggests that Ann Hatton 

had it in mind to change her name yet again; but her brother strongly advises her 

against a further entry into the marriage stakes. He writes:

You could not have referred yourself on so delicate a subject as that of 

your letter of the fifth instant to anybody whom duty and affection could 

more forcibly bind to advise you to what he believes to be for your own 

certain benefit than to me. -1 advise you from the very bottom of my heart 

not to think of such a marriage as that you mention to me: -1 dissuade you 

from contracting such a marriage in the most serious and tender manner: I

85 See the Folger Library collection, Y.c. 432 (6) October 2nd 1811.
86 ibid., June 26th 1814.
87 ibid., February 13th and March 12"1 1812.
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am surely convinced, beyond a possibility of mistake, that such a marriage 

will entail poverty, wretchedness, and fruitless repentance on every future 

moment of your life. - Think of your own very infirm state of health; - 

think of the precarious and scanty income of a provincial actor; - think of 

a thousand humiliating mortifications to which you would be liable, which 

a lady on ever so small an independence always is above. - As to the 

Gentleman, - (of whose private character I can say neither good nor evil, 

because I am totally unacquainted with it; but whose talents will never, I 

am afraid, mend his situation on the stage,) - he, perhaps, may consider 

you as a person possessed of an income, which (though at present 

narrower than I wish it,) might not be to him an undesirable resource; I 

think it therefore indispensably requisite on your part that you should 

unequivocally and immediately inform him that you income is principally 

derived from me, and that I most certainly shall not continue (with great 

inconvenience in the ruined state of my involved property) to allow my 

annuity to a relation so near to me, when she has given herself into the 

protection and care of a much nearer relation, who is more strictly bound 

to provide and maintain her. 88

The 'Gentleman' in question goes unnamed in this letter, and we can but 

conjecture as to his identity. Cecil Price, in his volume The English Theatre in 

Wales, records that about this time Ann was rumoured to have developed an 

attachment to the actor Edmund Kean, then performing at Swansea under the

88 ibid., April 7th 1812.
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auspices of Andrew Cherry, manager of the New Theatre established in the town 

in 1807.89 It appears that she was the author of the new play performed on Kean's 

benefit night in October 1810, and advertised as follows:

Mr. Kean 

His benefit is fixed for Monday 15th inst. when will be

played A NEW DRAMA 

(written by a Lady of Swansea)

called, 

ZAFFINE or The Knight of the Bloody Cross,

90
To which will be added the favourite farce, The Padlock.

Unfortunately, the play Zqfflne has proved untraceable; no record of it remains. 

As for the alleged romance, it may be doubted whether John Philip Kemble 

would have referred to a performer who was to become one of the most illustrious 

actors of the day in quite such dismissive terms as he does in the above letter. 

What is more, Kean had married an Irish actress and had a child by her before 

1812.91 At any rate, Ann appears in this instance to have taken her brother's 

advice; she did not marry again, and no further reference is made in their 

correspondence to the anonymous 'Gentleman'.

Analysing this exchange of correspondence between brother and sister, it is easy 

to see that, by 1814, John Philip has become thoroughly irritated by Ann's

89 Price, op. cit., p. 99.
90 The Cambrian, 12th October 1810; quoted in Price, op.cit., p.100..

91 Price, op. cit., p. 97.
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continuing demands. On October 16th of that year he wrote to her at College 

Street to reprimand her for the accusations of neglect she continually made 

against him, telling her that,

You know very well that there is not the least room for your flighty 

rhetorical upbraidings, after my having so often showed you how 

groundless your pretended apprehensions are. - Once more I beg you, if I 

happen to forget myself, jog my memory with a line, which I shall always 

be glad to receive from you, when you are good humoured enough to 

write in your senses.

Unconvinced, Ann commented on this letter, 'There is consolation, after waiting 

so long for 13 pounds. Thus do the rich deride the complaints of the poor as if 

want was easy of endurance. God forgive the hard heart that could write this to a 

sister.'

Of course, the letters discovered tell only part of this sad story. Many are missing; 

many are replete with polite falsehoods of the most outrageous type ('a ten pound 

bank-note for you from Mrs Siddons, - with her kind love' and 'I hope you will 

have every reason to think yourself happy at Swansea...it will always be a sincere 

delight to me to contribute to your ease and comfort'). In fact, neither party to this 

affair comes out of it very well. But one can scarcely avoid feeling sorry for Ann, 

sent to Coventry in what was as far as her family was concerned a backwoods 

locale, lame and lonely after the death of her husband, and neglected by a brother
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who, granted his serious fiscal problems, yet seems to be extraordinarily remiss in 

keeping his promises. Ann must have been bitter. As she once wrote in a letter, 'It 

is a tale that has unhappily been too frequently told, that the rich and prosperous 

members of a family, have combined to neglect and calumniate the less fortunate 

- of this truth myself and Mrs. Nason are living instances...From the age of fifteen 

to the time of their death, I have had cause to complain of oppression and 

hardness of heart.' 92

Complain she certainly did, and moreover, in stressing her absolute dependency 

upon her family she must at times have been less than candid with her brother. 

For by 1814 Ann Julia Hatton had become Ann of Swansea, an established 

author, receiving income from London-based presses, and employing a maid. She 

first adopted the pen - or bardic - name Ann of Swansea on the publication of her 

first novel, Cambrian Pictures, or, Everyone has Errors in 1810. For all its 

subtitle, Cambrian Pictures is as sympathetic in its attitude towards the Welsh 

and their embattled relation with their English neighbours as the earlier play 

Tammany is sympathetic towards the native American. At one point in the novel, 

when Rosa, a young Welsh woman, refuses the hand in marriage of the English 

Lord Clavering, against the wishes of her father, her patriotic uncle praises her as 

'a bit of Cambrian blood, pure and honest, neither ashamed nor afraid to refuse 

the gingerbread gilding of a title'. 'Your father,' he tells Rosa, 'would have sold 

you without pity, just as if you had been timber on his estate, to this Lord 

Clavering, and this noble would have bought you: very decent proceedings truly,

92 ibid., p. 91
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just as bad to the full as if you had been a Negro slave in a West-Indian 

plantation.' 93 Ann Hatton's sympathy with the outcast and victimized races of her 

era, particularly the enslaved, also find expression in some of the poems collected 

in her next publication, Poetic Trifles. The long poem 'Oppression', for example, 

lists the ills suffered by a series of afflicted peoples, including African slaves, and 

closes with the poet expressing close fellow-feeling with them as a result of her 

own personal woes: she too has met 'in various form the tyrant's fang'.94 It would 

appear, then, that it was partly in order to record her sympathy with a people she 

considered to be oppressed that Ann through her choice of pen name associated 

herself with Wales; and that her sympathy with the Welsh derived in part from 

her own sense of herself as disadvantaged, powerless, and victimized.

Through adopting such a pen-name she may also have wished to distance herself 

from the metropolis and share in the current cultural enthusiasm for the Celtic 

fringes of Britain as what the critic Moira Dearnley in her recent study of 

eighteenth-century fiction located in Wales has called a 'locus of innocence'. 

According to Dearnley, Wales at this time

was often depicted as the locus of innocence, uncorrupted by the iniquities 

of low life in the city or the fashionable vices of high society. In pursuit of 

this 'idea' of Wales, the novels of the day describe a two-way traffic 

between the metropolis and the remote mountainous interior of 'the

93 Ann of Swansea, Cambrian Pictures, or, Every One Has Errors (London: E. Kerby, 1810), iii,

33-4.
94 Ann of Swansea, 'Oppression', Poetic Trifles (Waterford: printed for the author, 1811), p. 177.

See below, ii, p. 148
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Principality'; in one direction, city-dwellers retreat westwards in search of 

peace and quiet in which to nurse a broken heart or mend a broken 

fortune, while in the other direction the constant exodus of the Welsh 

along the road to London provides a constant supply of innocents 

abroad.95

In other words, the Principality was widely regarded as a locus of primitivism, 

replete with Druidic customs and Bardic rhymes. While it was no place for a 

civilized man-about-town to be discovered, for a female author, seeking to restore 

a tarnished reputation, association with so apparently innocent a milieu could be 

helpful. 96

At any rate, under the name of Ann of Swansea, Ann Julia Hatton went on to 

produce a series of multi-volumed novels: Sicilian Mysteries (1812), Conviction, 

or, She is Innocent (1814), Secret Avengers (1815), The Chronicles of an 

Illustrious House (1816 - which we shall have reason to return to later in this 

introduction), Gonzalo de Baldivia (1817), Secrets in Every Mansion (1818), 

Cesario Rosalba (1819), Lovers and Friends (1820), Guilty or Not Guilty

95 Moira Dearnley, Distant Fields: Eighteenth-Century Fictions of Wales (Cardiff: University of 

Wales Press, 2001) p. xvi.
96 Swansea was, 'situated near the centre of a beautiful bay, on an angle between two hills, which 
shelter it.. .from the winds, the air is rendered mild. The streets are wide and clean, well-paved, 
flagged, and gas lighted. Most of the houses are handsome, modern buildings... its inhabitants 
generally are of great respectability. "(Slater's Commercial Directory, J858, p.l) And Daniel 
Defoe on his tour around England and Wales in 1724 wrote 'The chief seaport is Swanzey, a very 
considerable town for trade, and has a good harbour. Here is also a great trade for coals, and culm 
(coal screenings or slag) which they export to all the ports of Somerset, Devon and Cornwall and 
also to Ireland itself.; so that one sometimes sees a hundred sail of ships at a time loading coals 
here; which greatly enriches the country, and particularly this town of Swanzey.' See Daniel 
Defoe, Journey Round the Whole Island of Great Britain, divided into Circuits or Journeys, ii 

(1724; reprinted London: Frank Cass, 1968), p. 454.
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(1822),97 Woman's a Riddle (1824), Deeds of the Olden Time (1826), Uncle 

Peregrine's Heiress (1828), and Gerald Fitzgerald: an Irish Tale (1831). For 

these efforts she must have received remuneration, for all that she fails to mention 

this to her brother John.98 In addition, she completed a crammed-to-overflowing 

Album, and Scrapbook. Her life must have been spent writing voraciously.

Her fictional efforts were well-timed, for it was during this period that the taste 

for reading sensational and sentimental novels began to make real headway. From 

about 1760 to 1801 the population of England and Wales jumped from about 7 

million to almost 9 million, thus massively increasing the numbers of the potential 

reading public. Dudley Baxter numbered the upper and middle classes at 200,000, 

the lower middle class at 1.85 million and the labouring class at 7.78 million. 

Population figures continued their rapid rise during the next few decades. In 1814 

Patrick Colquhoun estimated that the population of Great Britain stood at 17 

million, with 1.5 million belonging to the 'respectable' middle classes, while 2.8 

million belonged in the shopkeeper/small farmer class, and 11.9 million were

QQ
artisans, mechanics, menial servants, vagrants and paupers. It was principally 

among skilled workers, small shopkeepers, clerks and the upper crust of 

domestics that a new mass audience for printed matter was recruited.

97 See Monthly Censor, i (1822), 232-234, for a contemporary review of this novel: 'there is 
scarcely a page which does not teem with dukes, or countesses, masquerades, balls, operas, or 
concerts. How the retired and distant Swansea could furnish the authoress with opportunities of 
describing such persons and scenes, with the requisite degree of accuracy, may be problematical.'
98 See Dorothy M. Blakey, The Minerva Press, 1790-1820 (London: The Bibliographical Society 

& O.U.P., 1935), p.62.
99 See Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader. A Social History of the Mass Reading 
Public, 1800-1900 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1957) p.82 for these figures.
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It took new popular forms of literature, especially suited to men and women 'with 

dulled minds and tired bodies', to convert manual workers into habitual readers. 

The vast migration from a village-based economy to a city-centred megalopolis 

produced a crisis in popular culture. When the villager was transformed into a 

slum-dwelling labourer a certain tradition was lost to him. As a slave of the new 

factory machinery, his time was no longer ruled by the rising and setting of the 

sun, or the seasons, but followed the cruelly long hours of the industrial regime. 

Constantly prey to the clanging of the factory bell, the arcane whims of their 

employers, fluctuations in supply-side economics, and the introduction of new 

labour-saving inventions which would automatically throw them out of work, the 

'hands' of the new industries also endured crowded living quarters with little 

sanitation. It was all too much to bear, particularly when one could seek refuge in 

the mushrooming growth of circulating libraries, a method of circumventing the 

outrageous purchase price of books. The first such library in Britain seems to 

have been that of Allan Ramsay who began to rent books from his shop in 1725. 

London circulating libraries were flourishing by the 1740s, when one was set up 

exclusively for the use of the clergy, an irony in the light of the clergy's later 

hostility to the libraries. Typically in these early libraries books were lent on a 

subscription basis only to serious readers amongst the better-educated sections of 

the middle class. One such library in Leeds boasted 4,500 volumes in 1790, with 

'lighter' works occupying a mere four and a half pages out of a catalogue of 

ninety. Their social exclusiveness, supported by the fees they charged, prevented
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such libraries from ever being of use to a wider audience. But by the final decades 

of the eighteenth century the needs and the purchasing power of a numerous 

lower class of readers was finally being recognised. In this context, the new 

sensationalist authors and their publishers flourished, providing for their lower 

class readers much-needed relief from the mind-deadening monotony of factory 

work. As Richard Altick puts it, 'the writing and sale of fiction became the 

occupation of hacks...who cultivated a shrewd awareness of the limitations of 

their semi-educated audience.' 100

One of the most successful of the new publishers of popular fiction who 

flourished in this context was the London-based Minerva Press; this press's 

activities have by now been well-documented in Deborah Anne McCloed's 

doctoral thesis at the University of Alberta101 and Dorothy Blakey's seminal 

study The Minerva Press, 1790-1820. 102 Founded by William Lane, Minerva 

made great claims to educate the public: it advertised as amongst its writers 

'every Author of the present Age', including notables such as Hume, Milton, 

Voltaire and Shakespeare. But such puffing was largely window-dressing, for in 

fact the Minerva Press specialized in popular low-brow fiction. Its earliest 

prospectus appeared in 1791 and spoke ingratiatingly of'the great encouragement 

and support our plan of a Literary Museum...has received from a generous 

Public,' encouragement which 'demands the utmost tribute of gratitude.' 103 

Despite such earnest pieties, what was in fact issuing in bulk from Lane's presses

100 ibid,.p. 63.
101 Deborah Anne McCloed, PhD thesis, University of Alberta, 1999
102 Blakey, The Minerva Press.
103 Quoted in ibid, p. 16
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was a tide of literary flotsam. By 1791 Lane could declare that his new 

'Collection', added to his former publications, made 'Lane's Repository for Tales, 

Novels, and Adventures, the first in Europe, as the general amount [was] near Six 

Hundred Thousand Volumes.' m For as little as three guineas annually, Lane's 

subscribers were entitled to eighteen of these volumes per year in town or twenty- 

four in the country.

But Lane had his competitors: coming into vogue were more modestly priced 

volumes such as John Bell's 109 volume cheap reprint series, Poets of Great 

Britain, sold at ls.6d. a volume. Despite his lip service to literary giants, Lane did 

not hesitate to pander to the lowest common denominator in order to retain his 

readership in this competitive market. The most characteristic product of this 

popular branch of the book trade up to the 1830s was the Gothic novel. Crude 

sixpenny leaflets, bound in blue covers, and bearing such titles as The Black 

Monk, or the Secret of the Grey Turret, or The Black Tower ofBransdorf 

transported working men and their families from their dingy, poverty-stricken 

world into the dungeons of sinister castles where nuns shrieked and novices bent 

under the whip. It was into this company, rather than to the proximity of Smollett, 

that Ann of Swansea's productions fell.

She continued to emulate the Gothic, long after its first flush had passed, picking 

up the strands of its main themes long after the reading public had lost interest. 

She was following The Abbey of St. Asaph by Isabella Kelly (1795), and

104 TheSta^Dec.20, 179
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Montgomery; or scenes in Wales by Annabella Plumptre (1796). To a greater or 

lesser degree, she had internalized the elements of the Gothic. These were 

partially recognized by The Magazine Encydopedique (1797) which printed 'a 

recipe to obtain a good mixture of shudders and fright, in three volumes' as 

follows:

An old castle, half of it crumbling down,

A long corridor, with numerous doors many of which must be

hidden,

Three corpses still weltering in their blood,

Three skeletons carefully wrapped up,

An old woman hanged, stabbed several times in the throat,

Robbers and ruffians galore,

A sufficient dose of whispers, stifled moans and frightful din.

All these ingredients well mixed and divided into three parts or volumes 

give an excellent mixture which all those who have no black blood may 

take just before going to bed while having their baths. They will feel all 

the better for it. 105

Ann of Swansea followed Isaac Crookenden's The Skeleton (1805), Clara 

Reeve's The Old English Baron (1777), Eleanor Sleath's Orphan of the Rhine 

(1798), and a host of others in a strictly constructionist way. Her astonishing

105 Quoted by Devendra P. Varma, The Gothic Flame (London: Barker, 1957), pp. 179-80
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output of at least fourteen multi-volumed novels, to which we must add her 

Album and Scrapbook, the lost play Zaffine, and the recently-discovered play 

Tammany, is a Thackeray-like outpouring of imaginative creation. Cambrian 

Pictures is a veritable hodge-podge of fictional elements, but predominantly 

Gothic in tone, following the influence of Ann Radcliffe. Secret Avengers reveals 

an incomplete mastery of the by now standard Gothic formula. And Cesario 

Rosalba uses the rusting mechanics of Gothicism, beclouded by the venting of 

spleen on the male sex. The remainder of Ann's novels, with one exception, are 

potboilers, mixing up intrigue and sentimentality, verbose in the extreme, and 

cluttered with syntactical blunders and strange sidetracks. Deffet Francis took a 

great interest in Ann of Swansea, and used to say that he had ploughed through 

the whole of her published oeuvre in the British Museum and had survived the 

ordeal. 106

The exception is Chronicles of an Illustrious House, or the Peer, the Lawyer, and 

the Hunchback which Ann of Swansea published in 1816. It was artfully sub 

titled 'Embellished with Characters and Anecdotes of Well-known Persons,' 107 

and located in part in a town called 'Gooselake' - that is, of course, Swansea. 

Earlier, in 1811 in her Poetic Trifles, Ann had published a panegyric to her town- 

in-exile, which in a later age Dylan Thomas was to eulogize as his 'lovely, ugly 

town'. 108 Indeed, Swansea's most famous bardic son read Ann's work and 

declared of her, 'she is the first local writer of anything approaching

106 The South Wales Evening Post, June 6, 1905
107 It was again published by A. K Newman, Leadenhall Street, for the Minerva Press.
108 John Ackerman, Dylan Thomas, his life and work (Oxford: Oxford University J*ress, 1964), p. 
24 and Ralph Maud ed., Dylan Thomas the broadcasts (London: J.M. Dent, 1991), p. 3.
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importance'. 109 In 1816, however, Ann seems to have aroused the Gooselakeites' 

anger rather then their appreciation with the publication of her novel. In it, she 

took aim at a covey of Swansea's better-known citizens, and aroused a storm of 

protest to which she ingenuously responded: 'Why do the Heathen so furiously 

rage together, and why do people imagine a vain thing?' Just referring to 

Swansea's citizens as 'Heathen' was enough to torch a blaze. So was one of the 

earlier episodes in the novel, in which insult is cast upon the town-dwellers of 

Gooselake during a crowded street scene:' "Out of the way, you barbarous clod 

hoppers! You uncivilized boors!" said Miss Frasier, pushing them on each side of 

her; "make way and let me pass." ' no

In passages from the third volume of the novel Ann suddenly, without any 

warning, becomes more specific in her abuse of the good people of Gooselake. In 

a dialogue between two of the novel's characters, Mrs Dip and Mullins, the vices 

of the townspeople are laid bare. Mullins tells Mrs Dips that:

'I shall never forget the indignities I have suffered from them...and 

having shown me no mercy, they can expect none. The men of Gooselake 

have abused my person, and scoffed at my infirmities; they have, with 

coward malice, thrown out innuendoes against my character, always 

observing to steer clear of the law; they have scoffed at my abilities, 

though incapable of satirizing them; and as for the women of Gooselake -

109 Dylan Thomas, Swansea and the Arts, facs. of 1949 BBC broadcast (Swansea: Ty Lien, 2000).
110 Ann of Swansea, Chronicles of an Illustrious House; or, the Peer, the Lawyer and the 
Hunchback, 5 vols. (London: Minerva, 1816), i, p. 55.
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but no matter; I fancy I shall be able to prove that there are very few saints 

among them.' 111

In particular Mullins rages against 'a certain rhyming apothecary' with the 

'depraved taste of a miscreant,' who constitutes 'the vilest compound of 

presumption, cowardice, vanity, and insolence, that ever contaminated 

society.' 112 One cannot help hearing Ann of Swansea's voice behind that of 

Mullins. As we know from her Scrapbook, in 1815, before the publication of the 

Chronicles, Ann had received an insulting verse epistle from a rhyming 

apothecary. One of her Scrapbook entries constitutes what she terms a 'just 

retort' against 'scurrilous verses written by a would be Poet who from his family 

and his own character ought to have been particularly sparing in making any 

reflections on the character of others'. Her 'retort' is entitled 'Lines addressed to 

Mr J. Surgeon, Llanelly, in answer to a Valentine sent to Mrs H. on her 

performance of Lady Randolph (in School for Scandal) where he calls her "old, 

wrinkled, smutty, fat and lame" .' Ann's verses read:

Conceited fool! to thee I write, 

Whose muse is duller than the night, 

On which no planet shines, 

To thee, thou vainest of thy kind, 

To feeling dead, to Genius blind, 

I dedicate these lines...

m ibid.,iii,p.341 
112 ibid., pp. 342-343
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How couldst thou hope unknown to pass 

Plainly thou stand'st a very ASS 

I knew thee by thy braying...

Indulge thy Coward malice still,

Rail on, exert thy utmost skill

In staining harmless paper;

Formed into strips, thy matchless rhyme

O'er which thou waste much ink and time

Will serve to light my taper. 113

But who was Ann's attacker? One candidate, known to have been a south 

Wales surgeon with literary pretensions writing at this time, was Joseph (or Jos) 

Jones, author ofLorin: or, The Wanderer in Wales: a Tale. lu Writing under the 

pseudonym 'Robin Rough', this surgeon seems to have publicly attacked Ann of 

Swansea in his 1816 volume, Poetical Epistles addressed to Hagne (Mrs 

Hatton). 115 Under the name Cambrienze Beppo, he appears to have satirised Ann 

again in 1819 in Ambition: A Poetical Essay, a poem later attributed to him by 

the Swansea historian Glanmor Williams in his Swansea: An Illustrated 

History. ne In the early 1820s, Pigot's Commercial Directory (1822) lists Joseph

113 A reference to medieval exorcisms.
1M [Joseph Jones], Lorin: or. The Wanderer in Wales: a Tale (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, 
Orme and Brown, 1821).
1 ls Robin Rough [Joseph Jones], Poetical Epistles addressed to Hagne (Mrs Ration) (London: 
Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme, 1816). 'Hagne' is Greek for pure and holy; 'Agnes' is a 
Latinized version of the name. But Jones seems here to be thinking more in terms of the punning 
association with 'hag'. In the poem, he attacks Ann of Swansea by saying 'Of all the fume to 
which dull brains give birth,/ Thy works, Oh Hagne! raise most spleen and mirth.'(11.9-10) 
116 Cambrienze Beppo [Joseph Jones], Ambition: A Poetical Essay (Swansea: Cadell & Davies, 
1819); see Glanmor Williams, ed., Swansea: An Illustrated History (Swansea: Christopher 
Davies, 1990), p. 226, for the attribution. Beppo continues the assault by saying: 'Till Time, who 
spares no work of mortal frame,/ Stamp'd her an OLD MAID, a stiff, censorious dame.' (11.15-16)
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Jones as a surgeon living on Fisher Street, Swansea. In the introduction to her 

Scrapbook poem Ann refers to her enemy as a surgeon of Llanelli; however, she 

received in response to her 'retort' further defamatory verses from her enemy 

who now signs himself'J. Jones' of Swansea. His poem is dated March 4th 

1815, and is addressed 'To Mrs Hatton Novel maker etc, in return for some 

complimentary verse reced. this Morning'. It begins by addressing Ann most 

insultingly as an
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Old cancerous hag! conceited fool! 

A dull and ignorant players' tool. 117

After this reference to his opponent's theatrical career, Joseph Jones proceeds to 

disparage her pretensions to learning:

Thou lying crone! I ne'er could dare

With Horace's matchless lines compare

My poor poetic fit;

But thus I gather from thy rage

Thou know'st as much of Horace's page

As satire, sense or wit.

Defending himself against any possible accusation that in defaming Ann he was 

attacking a disabled woman, worthy of pity and support, not vituperation, he 

continues:

It is not age, infirmity, 

Nor bodily deformity118 

In numbers harsh I mark, 

Tis when I see on folly's tide 

Conceit preposterous and pride 

Push out a clumsy bark.

117 A reference no doubt to her acting performances.
118 Another reference to her lameness.
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However, by 1816, after the publication of the Chronicles, Joseph Jones the 

surgeon seems not to have been alone amongst the citizens of Swansea in 

regarding Ann as his enemy. For all her adoption of the town's name, many of its 

dwellers could not accept her as their representative. They saw themselves 

reflected in her insulting portrayals of the Gooselakers, and took her jibes very 

much to heart, or so at least the mocking verses Ann wrote in despite of them 

would suggest. These verses too she preserved in her Scrapbook, and they stand 

as her full-blown defence of her fiction. In them, veiled reference is made to the 

manner in which the people of Swansea struggled to defend themselves from their 

portrayal in the Chronicles:

Because their luckless pages spoke the truth\ 

With indignation see our ladies mourn, 

In bitter tears to iheii first chief they fly, 

To interest him for their vast misery, 

With great contempt the chief their folly hears, 

And feels no pity for their flowing tears, 

Folly which to their heads the cap would fit 

Has food for laughter, subject for his wit. 

To look with wonderous gravity he tried, 

The merry working of his soul to hide
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Then pleas'd Gooselakians grateful haste away 

And raise a chosen band in fair array 

Motley they were, a very motley Band

First in the ranks, the infidels to scare! 

Stood chaste virginity Lucretia^ 9 fair 

For well she knew in tales of ancient lore, 

The glorious name Virginity once bore, 

How it could chase whole armies from the field. 

Believing that her charms might well subdue 

All male folks, tho she's turned sixty-two 

And she engag'd, if they would win the day 

To well reward them   in her usual way\

With pious venom see the Preacher swell

To dedicate the sinful books to hell

And with rais'd hands and upturned whites of eyes,

Invokes all Heaven to aid the enterprise,

All Heaven laughs, denies its wish'd for aid

119 She suffered outrage at the hands of Sextus, leading to an insurrection. The tale was told by 

Shakespeare in 'The Rape of Lucrece'.
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The General thunders o'er the groaning dead 

And strikes the second chapter on the head. 

The chapter trembles, bends, and totters low 

But quick recovers from the parchment blow. 

The second volume sees the danger near, 

And springs undaunted on the leader's rear

Still more twould send the Chronicles about

And give the world a glorious hint

How Gooselake ladies know themselves in print

Dame Lovejoy rushes to the dangerous place, 

Aloft she rears her chubby ruby face, 

And she had conquered all who dare afraid, 

Did not keen stratagem o'er arms prevail, 

An Irish printer harms the aged dame 

She yields alas! to love's all powerful flame, 

Believes each word the laughing rogue can say 

And nothing loth, is led from the fight away. 

There Fanny Phantom 120 struts across the field 

And many a doom by stocking Death is seal'd, 

While gentle Varnish leads her patchwork crew 

To beat the Chronicles dire black and blue.*

120 These and other names obviously refer to citizens of Swansea - now lost in the murk of 
history.
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The Chronicles advances, while Varnish fan- 

Retreats, unable their hard blows to bear. 

Fanny Bamboo beholds her friend dismay'd 

And rushes boldly to the fair one's aid 

The hair resents the undeserved shock, 

Falls off and shows - ah me! the naked block. 121

But the ire of the men and women of Swansea continued to assail Ann, not 

surprisingly perhaps, given the manner in which she responded to their 

complaints. In 1819 a full-barrel assault came upon her in the form of an 

anonymous poem in five cantos entitled Allegro:

Long Vict'ry gave our fair coquette the prize, 

And shone triumphant in her azure eyes; 

But frail and fickle is her favouring smile, 

Too oft deceitful and replete with guile 

For when we think she is our bosom friend, 

And that such friendship ne'er will see an end, 

The faithless wanton seeks another's crest, 

And on a rival standard deigns to rest. 

Twas thus ordained gay Flirtilla's fate, 

Who smiled in triumph, with success elate;- 

Beaux crowded around her, jealous belles, enrag'd,

121 Scrapbook^pp. 1-10.
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A gallant contest unsuccessful wag'd;

She bore the palm in every varied scene,

And shone victorious, like the Spartan Queen.

When lo! that spectre with contagious breath,

Who'd often pil'd the charnel house of Death;

Which our good Jenner, with his magic lance,122

Laid afterwards in everlasting trance -

Approach'd our fair one, with his odour dread,

And breath'd his putrid vapour around her head. -

Those dimpl'd cheeks that, healthful, late display'd

The rose and lily in their finest shade;

A mass ungracious to the sight appear,

Where once carnation bloom'd throughout the year.

Those azure eyes that, in triumphant hour,

Glisten'd with all the insolence of pow'r,

Look dim and ray less as a taper's fire,

When once the breath bids the bright flame expire;

While sickly glue o'er either lid is spread,

Where once the silken lashes made their bed -

And with a veil Flirtilla strives to hide

The melancholy wreck of former pride.

In vain she tries each noted wash and cream,

The' unsightly scars still more unsightly seem.

122 Edward Jenner (1749-1823), originator of inoculation with cowpox virus to immunize against 

smallpox.
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Her jealous rivals triumph in their turn,

Her fickle beaux no longer feign to burn.

The park, the playhouse, opera and ball,

Her former victories with pain recall.

With grief, with rage, with rankling envy teiz'd,

And with a fit of fierce devotion seiz'd,

She seeks the church, and kneeling in her pew,

Appears to bid the world a last adieu.

But once Ambition fixes on the mind,

The soil is tainted and proves never kind;

For some diseases will be vicious still,

And baffle ever moral doctor's skill;

No pill or potion, maxim or receipt

Can bring the subject to a healthy state.

And thus it happen'd with our devotee,

Tormented by her mental malady;-

Although on silken hassock low she kneel'd,

Still busy Fancy her lost joys reveal'd;

Her former state embitter'd all her word,

And turned Devotion's milk to acid curds.

Long time a prude, ill savour'd, she remain'd

And show'rs of rank invective daily rain'd;

Till Time, who spares no work of mortal fame,

Stamp'd her OLD MAID, a stiff, censorious dame;
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And now she awaits Death's unrelenting call, 

By no one lov'd, despis'd and scom'd by all.- 123

Ann of Swansea had, however, her poetic defenders as well as attackers. A 

certain 'Mr. R.E.' joined the fray with an acrostic which did double duty as an 

encomium to one Mary Evans (presumably a supporter of Ann's), 124 and a 

prayer that the heavens should protect Ann. Light as these word games may be, 

his lines, though almost indecipherable, reveal some support for Ann by the 

unlettered populace of Swansea. Not since Pope went after Gibber in The 

Dunciad had so much heat been generated with so little light. A final Scrapbook 

entry, entitled 'Ann Julia to the Great Dons of Swansea', may serve to indicate 

the vigorous manner in which Ann defended her good name, and the truth of her 

portrayals of Swansea:

Now fare ye well and try your best, 

By law to stop my pen; 

Your idle threats I make a jest, 

And will soon write again.

By which I something more shall make, 

(Though law may strive to baffle;) 

To pay the cost of tea and cake, 

Than cost was made by waffle.

m Allegro, A Poem (London: Hodson, 1819)
124 Again, who Mary Evans was is lost in the murk of history.
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Then take advice, you senseless horde, 

Your silly comments smother; 

For by applying on any word, 

You libel one another.

Why, mercy on one! What a stir 

My Chronicles have made 

Which engender a horrid slur 

On Widow, Wife and Maid.

Good gentlefolks, be still, I pray, 

And swallow down your spleen; 

Nor thus let rage for truth betray, 

What I mere fiction mean. 125

It has to be admitted that the exchange of insults over the Chronicles has more 

interest than many of Ann's actual fictions. One of her later readers, Ellis 

Jenkins, writing in The Herald of Wales in 1939, characterised her novels as 

'wordy, sentimental, so dull that they have survived for consultation by 

occasional students interested in local antiquities...It is second rate school

125 Scrapbook, p. 237.
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magazine stuff mingling the sentimental with the moral according to the fashion 

of the day...[T]he woman seems to have been ever with a pen in hand, 

sublimating perhaps in this odd way her life of poverty and suffering.' 126 In her 

poetry, however, Ann was freed from the obvious constraints of prose narrative.

Her Album and Scrapbook contain over four hundred poems all neatly written 

out by hand. In the Scrapbook she has composed a poem a day from Nov. 3rd 

1833 to Oct. 31,1834, each dedicated to Dr. Douglas Cohen (one of three 

surgeons and two doctors attending the Swansea Infirmary) 127 or his sister. In her 

dedication, she adds 'For whom they were expressly written, these trifles are 

most respectfully inscribed, by his Much Obliged and Sincerely attached Friend 

Ann of Swansea.' 128 Some of her final written words were to this close friend 

and, possibly, lover, Dr. Cohen, to whom she bade a hard-to-decipher last 

farewell. It was, finally, the unmediated truth, scrambled and distorted by pain 

and the onset of death. There are two fragments worth studying here as indicative 

of Ann's state of mind as her death drew near, both equally incoherent, although 

the feeling behind them is very clear. The tone is one of undifferentiated 

pessimism. Firstly she writes of her own

126 The Herald of Wales, Jan. 7,1939. p. 3.
127 Dr Douglas Cohen's practice was established in 1817, and located in St. Helen's Road, 
Swansea. His bother was Reuben Cohen who died in Jamaica in 1881. His sister remains 
anonymous, but he himself was elected as President of the Royal Edinburgh Physical Society in 
November 1827. His name was listed under the heading of 'Honorary Staff, Physicians,' 1835- 
1858. According to the Minutes of the Committee of the Swansea Infirmary for the period 1828- 
41, held in the West Glamorgan Archives, on the 16th of June 1835, Dr. Cohen was present and 
submitted a letter about alterations to the byelaws - which was approved (pp.249-50); on October 
20th, 1835, Cohen was elected to the post of physician to the infirmary (p.297); on 25th April 
1837, he was commended for adhering to guidelines for the admission of patients (p. 260); on 
April 31 st 1837 he was thanked for his services; and on March 2nd 1837 he was a witness to the 

last will and testament of a patient. 
128 Scrapbook, p. 1
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praiseworthy endeavours to obtain fame and independence Mrs Lawrence 

has never written me, though she knows of my illness but twice, since 

she left this early in June. I have not heard from Ann Smith lately, nor 

from Miss Story - the Fisher Street folks, 129 have called upon me twice 

since my illness - Oh! what warm friends but Mrs Trow I regret all I ever 

said about her being heartless; she has been kind and attentive and most 

affectionate to me, making me continually one little nicety or another, 

sending me game which her Bird recommended, and Grapes which 

though I could not partake of them after they were cooked still shewed the 

kindness of her heart. God help her and make her happy, for though she 

may have been giddy and unthinking, I believe she has never really been 

guilty - and I know her heart is in the right place I am no longer jealous of 

your preferring her to me, and I shall with pleasure present your kind 

wishes - Ellen Jenkins 130 has been very attentive to me since my illness, 

and Lettice Rees131 and Mrs Watkeys 132 , and others from whom I had no 

right to expect it, have sent to inquire after me - all but the Jones's and 

these are my particular friends so at best they call themselves -1 have a 

little tale respecting Mr Hurst, which I will give you in my next your 

sister told me, he was eminent all over the continent of America, query for 

what? for promise making, and promise breaking, but more of this next 

letter. I am fatigued Douglas, and cannot correct the mistakes with which

129 Richard Bevans (a shipping agent), 11 Fisher St., Charles Collins (a coroner), 5 Fisher St.,John 
Holloway (a coach builder), 25 Fisher St., Charles Poole (a dentist), 2 Fisher Street, William 
Jones (an insurance agent), 8 Fisher St., John Jones (a Deputy Registrar) 3 Fisher St., and many 
others listed in Slater's Commercial Directory, 1850.
130 Perhaps the Ellis Jenkins, a dealer in musical instruments, who lived at 24 Wind Street.
131 Who lived at 35 Goat St. in Swansea.
132 Possibly the wife of her portraitist, Henry Watkeys, who painted her portrait in 1834 (see 
frontispiece, and Bromham, op. cit., p. 78).
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this abounds, but it is no mistake when I spare you, you true in my heart 

and in my memory, and that I remain thine own 'Aye true' as long as I 

remain on this earth - God help you prosper and make you happy prays 

your truly affectionate Ann J. Hatton.

133Send your letter to me always with that dear Seal.

What is one to make of these last comments by Ann? First, she is quite desperate 

in her loneliness; she feels abandoned. Second, she is full of regret about rejecting 

those who keep at her side. Third, she is forgiving (as well she might be) of those 

who strike her as foolish and 'giddy'. And last, she delights in gossip to the end, 

with a juicy story soon to be recounted about Mr. Hurst. Even at the close of her 

life, Ann of Swansea still had a sting in her tail.

But she knows her life is drawing to a close. The second fragment reads:

My dear valued friend

I promised you when I got better I would let you know -1 am not better - 

the scripture says - no liars shall enter into the kingdom of heaven. I have 

not exaggerated my sufferings, nor the means which have been applied to 

remove them - and I beg of you to offer me no congratulations but that I 

may soon rest in the kingdom of God through the merits of our crucified 

Saviour Jesus Christ and I beseech you earnestly to believe that the

133 Scrapbook, p. 237
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Messiah has been upon earth in the form of man to preach repentance to 

sinners, and to suffer death upon the cross in expiation of our sins. Hoping 

my dear friend there is his name under Heaven by which man can be 

saved but in that of the Lord Jesus Christ our Saviour and Redeemer 

below that at his second coming it will be to judge the quick and the dead 

and then we may meet again in the Kingdom of Heaven. I have settled all 

my worldly affairs. My portrait and some other trifling memorials are 

bequeathed to you - and I wish they were more worthy of your acceptance 

but you know my circumstances and how little I have to bestow - and now 

may the Lord bless you and grant we may meet in a happier world and 

now all happiness attend you prays yours aye True, Ann Hatton. Farewell 

you will have the earliest intelligence of my death. 134

Yet another letter makes quite plain Ann's condition at this time. It is addressed 

to The Observer and reads:

From some statements in your Observer of the 10th I perceive you have 

fallen into a few mistakes respecting the Kemble family as well as Mr. 

Campbell. [Thomas Campbell was proposing to write a life of Sarah 

Siddons]. Jane Kemble, the late Mrs. Nason died Jan. 12, 1834. She was a 

very talented woman and has left a husband one daughter and five sons all 

in poor circumstances to survive her loss. Ann Kemble now Mrs Hatton 

known in the literary world as Ann of Swansea I beg to inform you has

134 Ann Julia Hatton to Douglas Cohen, December 12th 1838. Folger Library collection, Y.c. 4
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not lost an eye. She has still the perfect use of a pair of dark, brilliant and 

expressive ones. Her skin remains smooth and unwrinkled, her teeth of 

which she has not lost one are regular and white and her particularly 

handsome mouth retains the crimson glow and freshness of youth - She is 

still a splendid woman in her youth she must have been extremely 

beautiful. Mrs Hatton owing to a fall in years ago and very unskillful 

treatment was confined to her room almost to her bed for full seven years, 

but though she is rendered infirm by the accident, she frequently visits her 

friends and time has dealt so favourably with her person that those 

unacquainted with her real age never will believe she can be more than six 

or eight and forty. In the full enjoyment of all her faculties - with a 

buoyancy of mind - a peculiar richness of fancy - grace of delivery and 

elegance of meaning, Mrs Hatton is the wonder and admiration of all who 

have the pleasure of her acquaintance. She is another woman 'age cannot 

wither her'. She has resided in Swansea more than thirty years. My friend 

Ann is highly respected by all ranks for her lady-like deportment, her 

honourable principles and her genius...Mrs Hatton is now preparing a 

poetic work for publication, The Raconteur 135which her Royal Highness 

the Duchess of Kent has graciously permitted to be dedicated to her - to 

which some noble and literary characters have become subscribers, and to 

which the morals of the work are highly spoken of. It is to be hoped there 

will be a numerous list of names. The still beautiful and talented 

authoress, now in her sixtieth year having an income of less than one

135 Now apparently lost - or published under another title.
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hundred pounds a year to support herself and faithful servant who has 

lived with her near twenty years whose affection for her mistress whose 

illness she saw increased by pecuniary difficulties induced her to pay 

secretly the doctor's bill, which amounted to nearly all the savings of her 

wages rather more than twenty pounds and which sum she was not certain 

of ever receiving again, her mistress at that time being considered past 

recovery136 ... Mrs Hatton was born at Worcester and thinks her age is 

correctly stated. 137

The letter is signed, 'Your humble servant, A Resident of Swansea.' Who was the 

'Resident'? Possibly Ann herself. If so, the letter is disingenuous to a degree. For 

one thing, it most likely was deliberately underestimating her income. As Dorothy 

Blakey points out, 138 the stipends paid out to writers towards the end of the 

eighteenth century were by no means large. Half a guinea per volume was by no 

means unusual. But most (like Ann, a regular contributor) would do better. The 

price - without royalties, of course, which only began to take some effect after the 

Copyright Act of 1742 - would vary from ten to twenty pounds. It seemed to 

average out at approximately thirty pounds with some popular writers hitting as 

high as forty pounds. Long subscription lists were sometimes tried, but authors 

generally found it more advantageous to turn matters fiduciary directly over to a 

publisher like Lane or Lackington.

136 Ann was impoverished, but not so poor that she was totally indigent.
137 August 19, 1834. Folger Library collection, Y.c. 423 This letter was referred to earlier in the 

section on Ann Curtis.
138 Blakey, The Minerva Press, pp. 72-74
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Further, Ann of Swansea was by no means as buoyant of mind or elegant as the 

'Resident' would allow. As her last communications to Dr. Cohen makes clear, 

she was greatly embittered - and probably in considerable pain. It is in this final 

letter to Cohen that we have her final word, desperate in its frankness. She is not 

recovering - and she knows it. She is resigned in her new-found faith. She has not 

prevaricated, and so she knows her way into Heaven will, on that account, be 

cleared, and keenly anticipates meeting Cohen again there. But she also reminds 

him of her fiscal position about which some considerable residual bitterness 

remains. And she repeats at the very last a symbolic phrase, often repeated 

between them - 'yours Aye.' Ann Julia Hatton died five days after penning this 

letter; she appears to have suffered from a renal disfunction, probably Bright's 

Disease. Aged seventy-four - an extremely venerable age for that time, when the 

average life expectancy for females was only forty-one139 - she had outlived most 

of her family and friends.

139 Whittaker's Almanac (London: J. Whittaker, 1869), p. 684
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2. Introducing the Poems

In recent decades, scholars and critics of the age of Romanticism have succeeded 

in substantially augmenting - indeed, in revolutionizing - our previous 

knowledge of the contribution of women writers to the culture of the period. A 

number of monographs and essay collections on Romanticism and gender have 

focused attention on such hitherto neglected writers as Joanna Baillie, Anna 

Barbauld, Felicia Hemans, Sydney Owenson, Mary Robinson and Helen Maria 

Williams. Other women writers of the period who had previously gained some 

recognition, like Mary Wollstonecraft, Ann Radcliffe or Mary Shelley, have by 

now found themselves firmly established in the canon of English literature as 

mainstream contributors to British Romanticism. 1 However, very little critical 

attention has been paid to Ann of Swansea's poetry, nor have her poems been 

collected in any of the new anthologies of Romantic women's verse.2 . No 

lengthier biographical study has followed Ivor J. Bromham's detailed but 

necessarily limited 1971 article on her. 3 It is not the case, either, that many world 

wide web pages have as yet been devoted to reproducing for modern-day readers 

copies of Ann of Swansea's writing, unlike that of many of her female 

contemporaries. She remains neglected, and it is the aim of this thesis to show 

that neglect to be unjustified.

1 See for example, Anne Janowitz, ed., Romanticism and Gender (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 

1998); Anne K. Mellor, ed., Romanticism and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

1988) and her Romanticism and Gender (New York and London : Routledge, 1993); Marion B. 

Ross, The Contours of Masculine Desire: Romanticism and the Rise of Women's Poetry (New 

York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989); Carol Shiner Wilson and Joel Hafher, eds Re- 

Visioning Romanticism: British Women Writers, 1776-1837 (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 1994).
2 She does not feature for example in either Jennifer Breen, ed., Women Romantic Poets, 1785- 

1832: An Anthology (London: Dent, 1992) or in Duncan Wu, ed., Romantic Women Poets: An 

Anthology (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997)
3 Ivor J. Bromham,' 'Ann of Swansea" (Ann Julia Hatton: 1764-1838), Glamorgan Historian, 1 

(1971), 173-86.

2
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The one area in which Ann has received some attention recently is within the 

field of Welsh feminist studies. Jane Aaron pays some attention to Ann of 

Swansea in her Welsh-language study of nineteenth-century women writers Pur 

fely Dur: Y Gymraesyn Lien Menywody Bedwaredd Ganrifar Bymtheg (1998), 

and refers to her work in two recent English-language articles.4 And Moira 

Dearnley published in 1998 a short but very informative article on the 

unpublished manuscript poems of Ann of Swansea. 5 However, the most sustained 

critical appraisal of Ann of Swansea's poetry in recent years is Catherine 

Brennan's chapter on her work in her book Angers, Fantasies and Ghostly Fears: 

Nineteenth-Century Women from Wales and English-language Poetry (2003).

Brennan's study focuses on seven poets connected with Wales: as well as writing 

on Ann of Swansea, she also has chapters on Jane Cave, Felicia Hemans, Maria 

James, Sarah Williams, Emily Pfeiffer and Anna Walter Thomas. As Brennan 

informs the reader in her introduction, her approach 'draws extensively on 

theoretical notions of culture and society developed through the large and often 

disparate body of so-called Marxist feminist critical thought', to which she also 

adds 'psychological as well as social understandings of text and context'. 6 Many 

of her comments on Ann of Swansea's poems are perceptive and searching; but 

she appears only to have had access to Poetic Trifles (1811), and to the small 

selection of four previously unpublished poems transcribed by Moira Dearnley in

4 Jane Aaron, Purfel y Dur: Y Gymraes yn Lien Menywody Bedwaredd Ganrifar Bymtheg 

(Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1998), pp. 85-7; and her two articles 'Seduction and betrayal: 

Wales in women's fiction, 1785-1810', Women's Writing, i (1994), 68-70 and 'A national 

seduction: Wales in nineteenth-century women's writing1 , New Welsh Review, 7/3 [27] (1994), 34-

5 Moira Dearnley, "Condemn'd to wither on a foreign strand": Ann of Swansea's manuscript 

poems', New Welsh Review 41 (1998), 56-8. The ms poems by Ann of Swansea transcribed in 

full in this article are: 'The Mirror', 'Resignation', 'Stanzas to the Portrait of my Mother: Painted 

by Sir Thomas Lawrence' and 'My Father'.
6 Catherine Brennan, Angers, Fantasies and Ghostly Fears: Nineteenth-Century Women from 

Wales and English-language Poetry (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2003), pp. 6-7.
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her 1998 article. Similarly, the short selection of Ann of Swansea's poetry 

anthologised in the recent collection Welsh Women's Poetry 1460-2001, edited 

by Brennan and Katie Gramich, only includes poems from Poetic Trifles and two 

of the manuscript poems published by Deamley.7

Such a narrow view of Ann of Swansea's oeuvre is understandable in the 

circumstances: her first volume of poetry is a very rare book; her manuscript 

poems are not easily decipherable, and it is only very recently that the songs she 

composed for her verse play, Tammany, have come to light. But it is my aim in 

producing this edition to provide future critics of Romantic women poets with a 

much more easily accessible body of work by Ann of Swansea, so that the 

contribution which she made may more readily be recognised. In the pages which 

follow, I introduce each of her poetical publications in turn, closing with a brief 

introduction to her previously unpublished manuscript poems.

i) Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects (1783)

Ann Julia Curtis' first-published work was the short collection of poems entitled 

Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects published in 1783 in London by Millan and 

Rae. Only fifteen works are included in the collection, though some of them, like 

'Peace: A Poem' which opens the volume, are of some length. In a preface, Ann 

informs the reader that some of these Poems were composed when she was no 

more than fourteen years of age, and as she was only nineteen when the volume 

appeared, all of its contents may appropriately be termed her juvenilia. These

7 Katie Gramich and Catherine Brennan, Welsh Women's Poetry 1460-2001: An Anthology (Dinas 
Powys: Honno, 2003), pp. 71-7. The poems by Ann of Swansea included in this anthology are: 
'Man as he is: Prose Made into Poetry', 'Swansea Bay', 'A Man without Deceit', 'Roses have 

Thorns', 'Resignation', and 'The Mirror'.
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early poems may indeed strike a present-day audience as largely immature in 

structure and content. However, they serve to show that she was a poet in the 

making.

The book is dedicated to the Duchess of Devonshire8 with conventional 

fulsomeness: Ann thanks her Grace, 'the constant Encourager of Arts, and the 

Patronizer of Genius,' for granting 'me the Honour of Laying it at your feet'. She 

is apologetic about her own status as a woman writer, suggesting that, 'A Woman 

seldom writes without hazarding much, for want of sufficient Knowledge'. She 

also apologises in advance for any disappointment a reader may feel who 

expected something better from the sister of Mrs Siddons than the verses which 

are to follow: 'What Reception this Work will meet with is unknown; but the 

Author is apprehensive, too much will be expected from one who is so nearly 

related to Mrs. SIDDONS,' she says. Such an apology is clearly disingenuous: 

Ann is but underlining the connection with her famous sister once again, as she 

had done on the title-page of the volume, in the hope of attracting readers through 

her reflected glory. At this desperate stage in her career she was shameless in her 

importuning and her public use of the family connection.

The main purpose of Ann Curtis's prefatory address to her readers, however, is to 

set out her poetic agenda. 'Simplicity of Style, and delicacy of Sentiment' are 

presented as her aims in constructing pieces which she categorizes as 'Pastoral 

Poems'. But she also draws attention to the fact that one of the poems, 'The Night 

Mare', is the result of a 'hint 'taken from a whimsical painting of Fuselli' (that is,

8 For more information on the Duchess of Devonshire, see Amanda Foreman, Georgiana, 

Duchess of Devonshire (N.Y: Random House, 2000). Born in 1757, the Duchess became the 

epicentre of a nexus of gambling and immorality.
9 In this respect, she is much like Isabella Lickbarrow, in her Poetical Effusions (London: 

Richardson, 1814), p. iii..
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of course, Fuselli's 1781 picture of the same name), and has Gothic pretensions. 

The reader is also informed that many of the poems were written in great haste, 

'Peace: A Poem' apparently having been composed in a fortnight. The speed 

with which she wrote seems here to be presented both as an excuse for what may 

be thought weak in the poetry and as a matter of pride, suggesting perhaps 

youthful, runaway 'genius'.

The emphasis she puts on her youthfulness also signified her fashionableness, for 

Ann, in 1783, was by no means the first teenage female to have sought a public 

for her poetry. Mary Robinson (1758-1800) was eighteen when her first volume 

of poems, also dedicated to Georgiana, the Duchess of Devonshire, was 

published in 1775; Charlotte Lennox (1730-1804) was also eighteen when she 

published her first verses. Both Elizabeth Carter (1717-1806) and Mary 

Whateley (1738-1825) were twenty-one years of age when their first poetry 

publications appeared, and so was Helen Maria Williams (1761-1827) when her 

Edwin andEltruda met with success in 1782. A little later, Felicia Hemans 

(1793-1835) was but fifteen when her first poetry collection was published in 

1808.

The themes of this first collection are by and large what one would expect of a 

young writer wishing to make a name for herself in 1783 and support herself 

financially through her writing. 'Peace: A Poem' is strongly patriotic: much is 

made of the valour of a number of British officers who fought in the American 

War of Independence, and their defeat and the actual loss of the colony is barely 

mentioned. Instead it is suggested that America remains the 'child' of Britain, 

because it remains English-speaking and Protestant:
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America her native rocks shall view, 

In language and religion still the same; 

Brirtania, to their int'rests ever true, 

Shall sink th' Opponent in a Mother's flame.

Under the pervasive banner of Peace even France will be forgiven, and 

prosperous relations will be resumed with that country, or so this young poet 

patronizingly reports:

Thou Gallia, too, again shalt be believ'd 

Again shalt trade upon this sea-girt isle, 

Tho' thou our easy faith hast oft deceived, 

Yet on thy produce we will deign to smile. 10

In 'Henry and Jessy. A Tale', the second poem in the collection, Ann Curtis does 

not hesitate to employ the clanking impedimenta of Gothicism. This poem also 

introduces the shocking theme of'lawless love', which was similarly to become 

a topic to which Ann would frequently return. Jessy has succumbed to Henry's 

seductions but he dies before bestowing upon her his promised hand. The poem 

is her lament upon his tomb:

'O stain to virtue, and to virgin fame! 

'Sev'n conscious moons beheld my growing shame, 

'When death insatiate, clos'd those lovely eyes... 

'Ere Hymen could his purple incense bring.' 11

10 Ann Curtis, 'Peace. A Poem', Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects; see below, p. 153.
11 Ann Curtis, 'Henry and Jessy. A Tale', Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects; see below, p. 164.
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In her disgrace, poor Jessy has become a byword for immorality: 'Now the chaste 

matron warns the softer young;/ With Jessy's shame the distant forest's rung'. 

Lost beyond all possibility of redemption this 'wretched spectacle of lawless 

love' asks for death on Henry's tomb, and it is promptly given to her to the 

accompaniment of a Gothic croaking of ravens.

These references to sexual shame may, of course, be self-directed, and they may 

have been expected by Ann Curtis's audience, known as she then was for her 

involvement with bigamy, and with Dr James Graham's Temple of Health and 

Hymen. In the next poem in the volume, 'Winter', she refers to herself as 

'Condemn'd eternally to prove/ The Winter of the Soul'. 12 Likewise, she soon 

shifts into further internalization in the fourth poem in the volume, To A Friend 

Who Bade Me Hope', moving from addressing the friend to concern for her own 

'tortur'd' soul and 'breaking' heart. Such self-obsessive concerns are 

characteristic of these juvenile poems.

The next poem in the volume is the elegy to David Garrick, who died in 1779 

when Ann was fifteen. It would have served to remind her audience of the young 

poet's illustrious family connection with the theatre, though there is little of 

individuality about the poem itself. Genius dies with Garrick, but all is not lost, 

since 'Death's dread sting creates immortal love.' 13 Just as generalized are her 

remarks in the next piece, 'Invocation to Fancy', relying heavily as they do on 

abstractions ('Care', 'Woe', etc.) and conventionally poetic references to

12 'Winter', ibid. See below, p. 165.
13 'Elegy on the Death of David Garrick, Esq.', ibid. See below, p. 168
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'Philomena', 'Luna', and the like. Here again, Ann asks for sleep and a merciful 

escape from the grief that torments her.

In 'Elegy on the Death of a Friend' Ann adds the obligatory fashionable elements 

of pastoralism. Here again, abstractions abound ('Religion', 'Care', etc.), the 

symbols are somewhat pedestrian (a rose, a snow-drop), and the whole comes 

across as somewhat artificial. There may be an autobiographical element in the 

next poem 'To a Friend on reading his Polydore and Julia in the Ladies 

Magazine'', since in the tale Ann Julia Curtis has so much admired, Julia, at the 

altar 'by a Sire's command' gives her hand 'To him she hated'. 14 The following 

'Impromptu' is once again in praise of Georgiana, the Duchess of Devonshire; at 

its close it hails the Duchess as 'PROTECTRESS OF ARTS!' as if to remind her 

of her responsibilities towards one struggling artist in particular, namely Ann 

herself.

The themes of the next poem, 'Zelida to Irene. An Epistle', can be said to look 

ahead to issues which were to preoccupy Ann in 'Tammany' and in some of the 

strongest of her Poetic Trifles poems, such as 'Oppression'. The Peruvian Zelida 

tells Irena of a love affair interrupted by Spanish colonialists who manage to 

destroy it: her chief complaint is that the colonialists have taught her lover Azor 

to scorn his former religion and culture, and with them herself. They have

instill'd into his mind 

His love was sinful, his religion blind; 

Taught him his household deities to scorn, 

Nor praise the god that does illumine the morn. 15

14 'To a Friend on reading his Polydore and Julia in the Ladies Magazine', ibid. See below, p.173.

15 'Zelida to Irene. An Epistle', ibid. See below, p. 176.
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Zelida herself comes to a dreary and stereotypically Gothic end, living as a 

recluse in the 'dreary cave' previously owned by a 'sad Hermit'. Similarly "The 

Night Mare' is a tale replete with the Gothic machinery - witches, caverns, 'dark 

Uriah', 'Beldams', serpents and 'gloomy woods' - which was to colour much of 

Ann's later fiction. Here, though, the manner in which the description of the 

witches draws so evidently on Macbeth, and the anti-climax of the close, which 

presents the whole episode as but an 'idle dream!', suggest that this poem is the 

product of an immature sensibility.

Not so juvenile are the sentiments expressed in 'Ode to Contemplation'. Ann 

Curtis again emphasizes her desire for peace and expresses admiration for 'the 

bounteous Hand that form'd' all of nature. But she also introduces again the 

motif of women's betrayal at the hand of a man: the poet contemplates the grave 

of her friend Eliza who was 'by fond love and faithless Man betray'd.' This 

theme is further emphasized in the next poem, 'Search after Happiness', in which 

a 'rev'rend Sage' tells the poet not to expect to find happiness with alluring men:

'From him that flatters ever fearful fly, 

'For falsehood hangs on his deceitful tongue; 

'If he should heave the fascinating sigh, 

'O listen not! or you are sure undone. 16

16 'Search after Happiness', ibid. See below, p. 188
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Of course, such sentiments were common, but, as we shall see, in many of her 

later poems, Ann of Swansea's work was to become marked by its forthrightness 

on sexual matters and its criticisms of the sexual double standard, and the manner 

in which men took advantage of it. Her sensibility as a proto-feminist was at 

odds with many of her contemporaries' view of women. One has only to examine 

Lucy Aiken's Epistles on Women (1810) to see how far she had already removed 

herself from the norm. According to Aiken,

As long as the bodily constitution of the species shall remain the same, 

man must in general assume the public and active offices of life which 

confer authority, whilst to woman will usually be allotted such domestic 

and private ones as imply a certain degree of subordination. 17

But Ann's stance was by no means opposed to that of all her writing sisters. 

Increasingly during the 1780s and early 1790s female poets were claiming 

greater independence from men. Elizabeth Moody (1737-1814)18 strikes directly 

at men in her poem 'To a Gentleman Who Invited Me to Go A-Fishing':

Shall I, who cultivate the Muse's lays, 

And pay my homage at Apollo's shrine, 

Shall I to torpid angling give my days, 

And change poetic wreaths for fishing line?

17 Lucy Aiken, Epistles on Women, exemplifying their character and condition in various ages
and nations. With miscellaneous poems (London: J. Johnson, 1810), p. v. Aiken continues:
'instead of aspiring to be inferior men, let us content ourselves with becoming noble women' (p.

vi).
'"Elizabeth Moody (Greenly), The Rights of Women (London: Baldwin, 1794), p. 3.
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By 1792, the year in which Mary Wollstonecraft's.4 Vindication of the Rights of 

Women appeared, a number of women poets supported the new radicalism. 

Anna Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825), for example, with her poem The Rights of 

Woman', was in the van of women's liberation. She tells her female reader,

Try all that wit and art suggest to bend

Of thy imperial foe the stubborn knee;

Make treacherous Man thy subject, not thy friend;

Thou mayst command, but never canst be free. 19

Nevertheless, the sense of the injustice of the prevailing social system towards 

women which marks 'Henry and Jessy', 'Zelida to Irena' and to a lesser extent 

'Ode to Contemplation' was to be a theme which Ann made her own. Her 

awareness of the 'wrongs of women' no doubt also sharpened her responses to 

other abuses of power prevalent in her day such as the slave trade, imperialism, 

and the fate of colonized peoples. Native American Indians were to become the 

subject of her next composition; the existence of a poem like 'Zelida to Irena' in 

this first volume of juvenilia indicates the depth and authenticity of her interest 

in the plight of the dispossessed. No doubt it was her early bigamous marriage, 

and the immediate disgrace into which it thrust her through no fault of her own, 

which fuelled her sympathies with other defrauded victims of treacherous power 

systems. That marriage had long-term effects and was to colour much of her 

verse in the ensuing years, including her verse play written while she was in 

America   Tammany.

19 Anna Laetitia Barbauld, The Rights of Woman (c. 1792); anthologized in Fiona Robertson, ed., 

Women's Writing 1778-1838 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 54.
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ii) The Songs of Tammany (1794)

With the publication of her verse play Tammany in 1794, Ann Julia Hatton, as 

she now was, at once became the poet of American democracy. When the 

Democratic Society of New York celebrated the recapture of Toulon,20 she 

furnished an ode for the occasion and was voted the thanks of the Tammany 

Society. The Tammany Society was established in New York in 1786. Tradition 

had it that Tammany was one of the Delaware Indians who had welcomed 

William Penn on his first arrival in the New World. As suited his name, which 

apparently meant 'the affable', Tammany was reputed to have become a strong 

supporter of the freshly-arrived whites. To the members of the Tammany Society, 

American Indians represented a wellspring of new ideas that freed Europeans 

from the antiquated systems of class and autocratic government that had so long 

existed in Europe: they symbolized a freedom that would unshackle Europeans 

from their custom-bound limitations and prejudices. Tammany Society members 

often consulted with native leaders and sought to study Indian languages and 

ideas. The celebration of Tammany Day may have been an attempt to adapt May 

Day to the North American environment. Although controlled by the rich, the 

Society soon attracted the working classes and became a widely-based popular 

movement. It espoused the notion that it brought together a unique synthesis of 

the better aspects of Europe and North America, through amalgamating Indian 

symbols with Western ideas in a quest for a viable American identity. It was to 

these beliefs that Ann Hatton willingly subscribed. Her play Tammany was 

clearly designed to promote the Tammany Society.21

20 The British occupied and held Toulon until Dec 19th 1793.
21 Initially a social organization, the Society later became dominated by corrupt politicians.
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She was probably strongly influenced by a work which became popular in 1782 

(though it was not published until 1802), Anne Hunter's 'North American Death 

Song', billed as 'Written for, and adapted to, An Original Indian Air':

The sun sets in night, and the stars shun the day, 

But glory remains when their lights fade away: 

Begin, you tormentors! Your threats are in vain, 

For the son of Alknomook will never complain.

Remember the arrows he shot from his bow, 

Remember your chiefs, by his hatchet laid low: 

Why so slow? Do you wait till I shrink from the pain? 

No; the son of Alknomook can never complain.

I go to the land where my father is gone, 

His ghost shall rejoice in the fame of his son: 

Death comes like a friend to relieve me from pain; 

And thy son, O Alknomook, has scorned to complain.

The original text was published in Tarrytown, New York, by William Abbatt. 

Later another version of the same poem appeared, under the imprint of Longman 

and Broderip, 26 Cheapside and 13 Hay Market, in London. It was entitled 'The 

Death Song of the Cherokee Indians' and billed as 'An original AIR, brought 

from America by a Gentleman long conversant with the Indian Tribes, and
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particularly with the Nation of the CHEROKEES. With the words adapted to the 

Air by a LADY.'22

George C. D. Odell describes the first performance of Tammany: or, the Indian 

Chief as occurring on March 3rd 1794,23 but an examination of the original 

playbill announces the first performance as being on (variously) April 10* or 

April 11 th. It is possible that the playbill was printed ahead of time, or, in other 

words, the operetta was presented in haste. Be that as it may, from its first 

appearance, the play made its political standpoint very clear. Its prologue was 

written by Richard Bingham Davies, a young New York poet, then only twenty- 

three; it was included in a volume of his poems published after his death from 

yellow fever in 1799. In part, it reads:

Secure the Indian roved his native soil,

Secure enjoy'd the produce of his toil,

Nor knew, nor feared a haughty master's pow'r

To force his labors, or his gains devour,

And when the slaves of Europe here unfurl'd

The bloody standard of their servile world,

When Heaven, to curse them more, first deign'd to bless

Their base attempts with undeserved success

He knew the fruits of liberty to prize,

And, lost on earth, he sought her in the skies;

Scorn'd life divested of its noblest good,

And seal'd the cause of freedom with his blood.

22 The version from which I am working has 'Ann Hatton nee Home' pencilled on the ms. The 
gentleman's name is similarly marked as 'Mr. Turner.' It is from the Sister Mary collection in the 

American Music Research Center at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
23 In George C. D. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage. (NY: Columbia University Press, 1927), 

pp. 346-348.
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For you, this night, we bid those scenes return - 

Scenes that must make each patriot bosom burn; 

While the brave deeds of former times renew'd, 

Exhibit what yourselves but late have view'd. 

When Tammany his country's champion glows, 

'Thus,' says the patriot, 'Washington arose;' 

And when his hand illumines the fatal pyre, 

'Thus glory saw Montgomery24 expire.' 

In each heroic act we fondly trace 

Those features which Columbia's25 worthies grace; 

In every eye with exaltation see 

Columbia's sons determined to be free. 

And oh! may this exalted spirit glow, 

Long as the rolling tide of time shall flow.26

The pronounced political nature of the work rendered it anathema to the 

Federalists generally.

Ann's collaborator on the score was James Hewitt (1770-1827), a violinist 

(probably befriended by William Hatton, himself a violin maker), and ultimately 

a music publisher, who dominated the New York theatre scene at the time. He 

came to New York in 1792, and was very active as a virtuoso and the leader of 

the orchestra of the Old American Company; he held an undisputed position as

24 Richard Montgomery (17387-1775), an American Revolutionary general killed in the assault on 

Quebec.
25 A city in South Carolina, the legislature first met here in 1790.
26 George C.Seilhamer, History of the American Theatre (NY: Greenwood Press, 1888), p.85.
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one of New York's leading musicians. So-called 'Indian' works were popular and 

commonplace at the time: Hewitt also was responsible for 'The wampum belt', as 

well as "The Tammany quickstep', and Hans Gram created 'The death song of an 

Indian chief.

Indeed, the theatres of the time were awash with confections of the most 

hackneyed sort - with opera bouffe, rather than 'high' opera which was largely 

ignored. Typical examples of the fare set before audiences include 'Modem 

Music, or the psalm-singers amusement' by William Billings, performed in 

Boston in 1781, which opened with the couplet 'To tickle the ear is our present 

intention/ We are met for a concert of modem invention.'27 Other popular pieces 

of the era include 'Fal Lal La. The favourite Welsh air', sung by a Mrs Seymour, 

the first line of which opened very conventionally with the words, 'A shepherd 

lov'd a nymph so fair.' 28 No wonder then that Ann Hatton called her work 'a 

serious opera'. She was trying to address a very serious subject, and needed to 

distinguish her work from the more frivolous pieces of the period.

Her plot was straightforward (in contrast to the convolutions of her fiction). 

Tammany, the Indian chieftain, loves the Indian maiden Manana, but the 

villainous Spaniard Ferdinand abducts her. Tammany rescues the girl, but the 

Spaniards return and burn them both to death in their cabin. When first performed 

the opera featured Mr. Hodgkinson as Tammany, his wife as Manana, and John 

Martin as Ferdinand. Lewis Hallam already had a long connection with the New 

York stage, having arrived there in 1753.29 Hodgkinson, playing Tammany,

27 William Billings, Modern Music, or the psalm singer's amusement, in Complete Works, ed. 
Hans Nathan and Karl Kroeger (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1781).

28 New York, 1797.
29 Arthur Hornblower, A History of the Theatre in America (Philadelphia: Lippmcott, 1919), p.

88.
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represented him as an Indian saint, and in so doing evoked a historical event, 

when Cherokee, Choctaw and other chiefs marched from the East River up Wall 

Street to the old Federal Hall to be presented to the President, George 

Washington, and to Congress. Commenting on the white actors' imitation of the 

Indians, William Dunlap says, 'How these sons of the forest must have despised 

the sorry imitators of barbarism who followed in their train, with painted cheeks, 

rings in their noses, and bladders smeared with red ochre drawn over their 

powdered locks. Hodgkinson's Tammany dress was not so barbarous, for the 

actor took care not to excite disgust or laughter.' 30

Charles Ciceri, a young man who later became one of New York's leading scenic 

designers, made an impact on audiences with his sets for the play. William 

Dunlap noted that 'They were gaudy and unnatural, but had a brilliancy of 

colouring, reds and yellows being abundant.' 31 This stage design was 

undoubtedly connected with evoking freedom and free vitality: the theatres were 

becoming a means of arousing patriotic fervour while simultaneously admitting 

more of the lower classes. But theatre conditions were primitive at best. T. 

Alston Brown, in his History of the New York Theatre, describes the theatre of 

the first half of the eighteenth century:

It was a two-storied house with high gables. The stage was raised five feet 

from the floor. The scene, curtains and wings were all carried by the 

manager in their 'property baskets' A green curtain was suspended from 

the ceiling...Six wax lights were in the front of the stage. The orchestra

30 William Dunlap, A History of the American Theatre, p.201 (reprinted edn., NY: Burt Franklin,

1963)
31 T. Alston Brown , A History of the American Theatre (NY: J. Oram, 1797), p. 78.
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consisted of a German flute, horn and drum player. Suspended from the 

ceiling was the chandelier, made of a barrel hoop, through which were 

driven half a dozen nails into which were struck so many candles.

The audience at such a theatre experienced neither comfort nor sophistication; 

according to Alston Brown:

The seating capacity of the earliest theatres was about three hundred and 

performances were given every second or third night. The heating and 

lighting arrangements were of the most primitive order.. .usually there 

was one large stove in the centre of the foyer near the street entrance and 

round this...the chilled spectators would crowd to thaw themselves out. 

Notices posted conspicuously in the lobbies 'respectfully request the 

audience not to spit on the stove.' Notices also appeared in the house bills 

requesting that 'ladies and gentlemen to bring their own charcoal foot 

warmers.' These were small square boxes with perforated lids and metal 

receptacles made for hot embers.. .even as late as 1830 there were posted 

conspicuously such notices as 'It is particularly requested that dogs not be 

brought to the theatre as they cannot be admitted.' Another house rule 

read 'peanuts are proscribed'... Candles were also used for footlights and 

it was nothing unusual during a tender love scene or a moment of tense 

tragedy for a stage hand to come down and snuff the smoking candle.32

Of course, a large section of the public held themselves very much aloof from 

theatres because of the 'shameless' girls and the uncouth beaux, the fops who

32 T. Alston Brown, op. cit., p. 15
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went to the plays for the sole purpose of being noticed and trifling with the girls. 

Then there were the wits - the literary men who attended in order to weigh the 

merits of the production. This main group was usually to be found in the 'fops 

comer', forever running in and out, smelling of orange flower and jasmine, while 

combing their large curly wigs and whispering to a friend with their hats cocked 

rakishly on one side of their heads. A feature of the theatres in those days were 

the orange women, a corps of strikingly attractive young women in the charge of 

an older lady, a so-called 'Orange Moll' who sold the fruit (in those times quite 

expensive) to the beaux who in turn would offer them to their ladies or use them 

as a pretext for an introduction.33

In the event, Tammany was both widely attacked and extravagantly praised. 

Perceived as a symbol of republicanism, it was patronized by the New York 

rabble to the discomfiture of the theatre-going aristocracy. On March 6th, in The 

Daily Advertiser an obviously partisan republican writer exclaimed that

the language of the piece is sublimely beautiful, nervous and pathetic; its 

sentiments such as must be approved by every wise and virtuous person. 

Some of the speeches of Tammany and Columbus, are written in a style 

of loftiness which would honour the first male writer of the age to be the 

author of. The story is simply and elegantly told - The speech of 

Ferdinand, where he tells the death of Tammany and Manany (sic) inspire 

at once admiration and horror; in short the whole of it is replete with 

beauty, and discovers a genius of the first order; and the managers have

33 Karl Mantzius,^ History ofTheatrical Art (1903; new edn., Gloucester, Mass: Peter Smith, 

1970), p. 342.
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got it up in a manner which proves they were sensible of its worth, and 

the advantage they would reap from it. 34

A long letter to The Daily Advertiser on March 7th, which, when referring to 

Martin's rendering of the epilogue, announced that the epilogue had initially been 

'refused by Mrs. Melmouth', was sufficient to bring on this actress's head a 

torrent of abuse. One critic expostulated, 'Mrs. M -th refused to speak the 

Epilogue in the opera of Tammany, because of the patriotic sentiments contained 

in it!!! She is to appear on the stage this night. I hope she will be convinced, by 

the absence of republicans when she appears that the people resent her 

impertinence. I think she ought not to be suffered to go on the New York stage 

again.' 35 Evidently, the republicans turned out in force to support the patriotic 

sentiments of the piece.

Another letter to The Advertiser on March 7* conveys the impressions of'A 

Calm Observer' who had attended the second performance of Tammany on the 

night before. The house was, he says, crowded:

They were all Patriots to a man, and the Junto36 were kept aloof. The 'fun' 

began with an attack upon an Individual - poor Hewitt, the leader of the 

band, and a very respectable, inoffensive character.37 They quarrelled 

with him because, as a foreigner,38 he did not know the tune which was 

called for; they could not wait 'till he could recollect himself, and

34 Odell,op.cit.,p347
35 Odell, ibid.
36 Arch: a closely bonded group bound together for a common purpose.
37 One is already reminded of the audience's attack on Victor Hugo, the author ofHernani (1830) 

which created a riot when a character used the line: 'L'escalier derobe'.

38 He was born in England in 1770.
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endeavour to make up a tune from the rest of the band, which was 

afterwards done.. .After much altercation on the score of Music, the play 

(which also contained music and which could not go on without Mr 

Hewitt) was permitted to make its appearance. I would endeavour to give 

you my opinion on this Opera; - but after the rout which has been made 

and the threats given out, I am almost deterred from it tho' under this 

disguise, and with the Liberty of the Press on my side!.. .In the Pit, and 

several of the Boxes, I saw a considerable number of respectable 

mechanics, and other industrious members of society, who with honest 

(some with misguided) sentiments are always inclined to applaud every 

expression that has the semblance of patriotic principles... I saw persons 

there.. .who.. .cannot well afford the expence of public amusements. I saw 

poorer classes of mechanics and clerks, who would be much better 

employed on any other occasion than disturbing a theatre. - Others I saw, 

who, generally follow no useful occupation, what ever, and who exists 

(sic) only in a riot or a frolic. These remarks, I am aware, will be termed 

aristocratic - be it so.39

The pronounced political nature of the work rendered it anathema to the 

federalists generally - and William Dunlap in particular. He characterized it as 

being 'full of spices hot from Paris.' 40 Though the Daily Advertiser enjoined 

republicans to support Mrs Hatton's efforts 'filled with simple and virtuous 

sentiments'41 , and assured them that the opera was 'received with unbounded 

applause,'42 not all the attendees were willing to praise the play warmly: 'I am

39 Odell, op.cit., pp. 347-348.
40 Op.cit, p.20.
41 The Daily Advertiser, p. 10
42 Henry preceded Hodgkinson.
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among the many', wrote one correspondent, 'who were not diverted with the 

piece in your paper of yesterday, signed by a citizen, particularly where it 

supposes mat surprise at the merits of the opera lately exhibited astonished our 

literati into silence. Much credit is due to Messrs. Hallam and Henry43 for the 

pains they have taken in decorations, scenery, &c.; and I doubt not, 'a citizen' 

will, whenever Tammany is performed, hear the warm though juvenile 

exclamation, 'O what a beautiful sight!' ' 44 Ann Hatton's writing was, according 

to another commentator, 'swelling with rhodomante'.45 In any event, the play ran 

for seven nights46 until it was finally excoriated with the words, 'Why is that 

wretched thing Tammany again brought forward?'47

In all, Tammany was produced several times in Boston and Philadelphia as well 

as New York. In 1795 it was reduced to two acts and played under a new title, 

America Discovered; or Tammany, the Indian Chief. Members of the Tammany 

Society with chapters in many principal cities packed the houses at these 

performances, which rapidly became the focal points for Republican-Federalist 

confrontation. Capitalizing on her new-found status as 'poetess to the Tammany 

Society', Ann Hatton offered a program of readings 'from the most select 

authors' at Tammany Hall in September 1794. She farther had printed up and 

sold songs from Tammany - duets, solos, choruses and the full operatic finale.48 

It was her greatest success in the United States. Soon she was compelled to flee 

the continent in the face of an epidemic of yellow fever, and did not publish a 

volume of poetry again until 1811.

43 The Daily Advertiser, p. 11
44 Odell, op.cit., p.348.
45 Dunlap, op.cit. p.200.
46 Sept 18, 1794; Mar. 3 and Mar 6 and 8,1794; Oct. 18, 1794; Mar 13,1795; Jan 4,1796;

47 Seilhamer, op. cit. p.120.
48 Internet: www.Google, p. 2.
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iii) Poetic Trifles (1811)

Ann of Swansea, in her second published volume of verse, went 'offshore' to 

John Bull, a publisher in Waterford, Ireland. For whatever reason, she left Millan 

and Rae, her first publisher of Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects (1783). Bull 

published Poetic Trifles in 1811. Once again, Ann commences her volume with 

the obligatory note of modesty:

It is not without apprehension, ANN of SWANSEA sends her 'POETIC 

TRIFLES' into the world, in defense of which, she takes the liberty of 

observing, that she left no useful avocation - neglected no duties - to 

follow the allurements of the Muse.49

In her short preface, Ann avoids the customary boilerplate prose, but is careful to 

acknowledge her debt to Lord Strangford's 'elegant' translation of the Portuguese 

poet Luis de Camoens and to the 'beautiful' metrical fragments of Sydney 

Owenson's The Lay of an Irish Harp (1807).50 'Should anything like imitation 

appear', she says coyly, 'she begs leave to declare such similarity the mere effect 

of chance.'

But Ann, despite her protestations to the contrary, was clearly influenced by both 

writers. Percy Clinton Sydney Smythe Strangford was the British ambassador to 

Portugal and was influential in having signed what is now known as the 

Strangford Treaty, which permitted trade between Britain and Brazil (a

49 Ann of Swansea, 'Preface', Poetic Trifles (Waterford: John Bull, 1811); see below, ii, p. 9.

50 Sydney Owenson(1776-1859),who became Lady Morgan,after Charles Morgan, the surgeon 

she married in 1812, was knighted.
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Portuguese colony at the time); amongst other things, the treaty gave Britain sole 

right to commercial privileges in Brazil. It is easy to see why the luxuriousness 

of the verse he translated would have immediately appealed to Ann. In such 

poems as 'Catarina', Luis de Camoens, one of Portugal's greatest lyric poets, 

depicts women with a detailed sensuousness:

A movement of the soft eyes, slow and eloquent, 

A smile of sweet, yet of such chastened joy, 

Twere easy to transform it to a tear. 

A gentle, timid motion, like young flowers 

Beneath the murmuring west wind undulating.' 51

Sydney Owenson's ruminations on Gaelic history would also have appealed to 

Ann, immersed in Gothic impedimenta as she was at the time. Here is no Irish 

glee, but only patriotic angst. Owenson sings of'somepatriot hero's tomb ',52 

and of 'the drear heath where he fell'. She deplores the despoliation of Irish 

culture first by the Danes and then by the English, and laments the destruction of 

the Irish bards:

'Yet, ere he ceas'd, a prophet's fire

Sublim'd his lay, and louder rung 10 

The deep-ton'd music of his lyre, 

And Erin go brack53 he boldly sung.'

51 Luis de Camoens, 'Catarina', Poems by 'Speranza (London: Cameron & Ferguson, 1871), p.

110.
52 'The persecution begun by the Danes against the Irish bards,' says Miss Owenson knowingly, 

'finished in almost the total extirpation of that sacred order in the reign of Elizabeth.1
53 'Ireland for ever!--' explains Miss Owenson, 'a national exclamation, and, in less felicitous 
times, the rallying point to which many an Irish heart revolted from the influence of despair.'
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Here Owenson strikes a note of patriotism, and indeed of independent 

nationalism, coupled with a touch of Gothic lament. It would of course have 

appealed to Ann, only eleven years returned from the New World and the success 

of Tammany, which in its own way struck a similar chord. Ann was a 

revolutionary spirit, and in 1811 the fires of the recent conflagration in France 

had not yet died down. The British landed on the Dutch island of Walcheren, 

Mettemich came to leadership and the US Congress declared war on Britain over 

naval interference. It was an unsettled time and Ann was, for various reasons, 

particularly unsettled herself.

On the whole, Poetic Trifles is an interesting collection of verse, varying widely 

in topic, from 'Invitation to a Robin' and 'Sonnet to a Primrose' to the exquisite 

'Swansea Bay' and 'A Walk on the Sands', and the serious and sustained 

polemic, 'Oppression'. Even 'Nova Scotia' is touching, as are the several 

apostrophes to 'Mary'. Clearly, in this volume, Ann has grown to maturity and 

has finally come to grips with her fate. In many ways this represents her best 

work. It deserves a greater recognition.

If we examine the one hundred and thirty eight poems of varying length that 

comprise this volume, we can discern a certain thematic imbalance. Feeling is as 

much emphasized as ever. Ann of Swansea dwells upon a longing for love, and 

includes thirty-six poems on this theme. A melancholic disposition is very much 

present, and finds predominant expression in twenty-four of the other pieces. 

Once again nature features, with some ten poems on this subject. But poems on 

gaining or losing friendships are more numerous now than they were in her first,
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more juvenile, poetry collection, with fifteen pieces concerned with this topic. 

The switch from a solitary absorption in nature to a more convivial and social 

concern with human relationships is perhaps to be expected given the difference 

in age of the poet at the time the two texts were composed.

However, Ann of Swansea's depiction of male/female relations has not been 

much modified: portrayals of male infidelity or harshness are again prevalent, 

with eleven poems on this theme. Suggestively, given that some of her enemies 

accused Ann of alcoholism, the appeal of intoxicating liquor is mentioned in at 

least eight poems, including the spirited 'Whiskey':

Then bother no more 'bout your port and your sherry, 

'Tis whiskey alone makes us loving and merry,54

Ann of Swansea advises. In other poems, however, her self-pity is well to the fore 

too (in four poems) and so is her perennial interest in money (also raised four 

times). Her desire for happiness is a recurring theme (three poems), while at the 

same time a somewhat bitter humour makes itself evident enough in at least half 

a dozen. In terms of subjects, peace and the anti-slavery campaign remain 

significant, along with religious belief, and a quasi-paranoid sense of impending 

doom (many of the poems conclude with dire forebodings regarding graves and 

'endless slumber' or 'chill'). A love interest in Ireland is mooted (the volume was 

published in Waterford - so we may conjecture that Ann must have travelled to 

the Ireland at some point); and singing is referred to as a pastime she enjoys.

54 Ann of Swansea, 'Whiskey', Poetic Trifles; see below, ii, 260.
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But perhaps the most striking of Ann of Swansea's characteristics as a poet is the 

openness with which she refers to sexuality. Of course it is within the context of 

her times that her frankness is startling. Though the closing years of the 

eighteenth century witnessed an awakening of feminist spirit amongst radical 

prose writers, such as Mary Wollstonecraft, in poetry women may have been 

represented as strong but they were rarely allowed to shed the aura of chastity 

and purity. Anna Barbauld, for example, enjoins women to

Go forth arrayed in panoply divine; 

That angel pureness which admits no stain; 

Go, bid proud Man his boasted rule resign, 

And kiss the sceptre of thy reign.55

The relationships between the sexes is presented as problematical here, at best, 

but nevertheless the female must retain her 'purity' as her strongest weapon and 

defence. But in such poems as 'Separate Beds. A Hint to Married Men' Ann of 

Swansea is very far from coy.

One of the points that Catherine Brennan makes in her analysis of Poetic Trifles 

in her book Angers, Fantasies and Ghostly Fears concerns its representation of 

sexuality. She notes the growing importance of a sexual double standard in late 

eighteenth-century culture that instilled in women writers of sentimental literature 

the need to depict themselves as 'passive, virtuous and harmless entertainers'. 

Ann of Swansea rebelled against such new morality, according to Brennan; she

55 Anna Laetitia Barbauld, 'The Rights of Woman' 11. 4-8 in Poems, ed. Lisa Vargo and Allison 

Muri, Romantic Circles Electronic Editions, 2000.
56 Brennan, Anger. Fantasies and Ghostly Fears, p .51.
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believes that 'Hatton's approaches to questions of gender.. .evidence a self 

consciously subversive impulse.' 57 To a large extent this is true. One only has to 

glance at a number of poems in Poetic Trifles (for example, 'The Bridal Night', 

and 'To Sleep') to recognize how Ann's growing alienation from the orthodoxies 

of the gender role system and the sexual double-bind was strengthening. In 

'Separate Beds. A Hint to Married Men', for example, it is the wife, Susan, rather 

than her husband Lubin who becomes sexually weary of her spouse and proposes 

that they should sleep apart:

Susan had found, though still caressing, 

Lubin was cold and stupid grown, 

So wisely thought, that unpossessing, 

She might as well go sleep alone.

But did she sleep alone? Tell truly; 

Was there no lover in the way, 

Who, with desires untam'd, unruly, 

To Susan's bed would sometimes stray?58

Indeed there was, and Lubin eventually discovers Susan's infidelity, but the 

whole episode is represented lightly, as Cupid's comedy, by Ann of Swansea. 

The very lightness of her touch in such poems shows how far removed Ann of 

Swansea was from accepting the sexual orthodoxies of her period.

58 Ann of Swansea, 'Separate Beds. A Hint to Married Men', Poetic Trifles; see below, ii, p. 315.
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Another strong and original strain in Poetic Trifles concerns the poet's relation to 

her adopted country, Wales. The poem 'Hoel's Harp', for example, is very much 

a Welsh poem, one which indicates the degree to which Ann of Swansea had 

undergone a process of self-identification with Wales. As Brennan comments, her 

adoption of her pen-name shows how she 'consciously located herself 

as.. .belonging firmly to the Welsh nation.' 59 Granted this point, it seems curious 

therefore, that Brennan herself persists in calling her subject 'Hatton' when the 

author herself clearly intended to be called by her Welsh adopted name. But 

Brennan is not otherwise unaware of the strengths of Ann's adherence to her 

adopted country. She presents the poem 'Swansea Bay' (arguably the best of 

Ann's poems), as one in which the poet's voice truly takes flight and sings. At the 

same time, she points out Ann's ambivalence of feeling with regard to this home 

which was initially to her an exile's place. To this extent, Brennan is on 

reasonably certain ground.

What indications of Ann's preoccupations and character are revealed in these 

verses? First, she is a highly sensitive woman, much given to lonely 

introspection. She is filled with nameless dreads, and laments her past history: it 

points only to the grave and indeed, she keenly anticipates her own death. She 

wants 'Virtue' and 'Peace' to attend her; failing those, it would be better to die in 

youth, for life is but a vale of tears. On the other hand, she recognizes God as the 

prime mover and that religious 'Joy' and 'Hope' will overcome all mortal 

afflictions. But she has prayed to Heaven and gets no response. Nevertheless, she 

is aware that she has strayed from the paths of righteousness. Running through 

her verse is a strain of paranoia. She is essentially sensual, but nevertheless has a

59 Brennan, op. cit., p. 57.
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great distrust of men. When under attack, she's quite capable of replying at 

length and with vigour; her heart reaches out to natural creatures; she is 

intrigued by the mystic east; she tends to imagine herself as ever-young, and 

(oddly under the circumstances) tends to admire her family. Strangely lacking in 

her poetry is the sort of animus one would naturally expect from a person 

deliberately cut off from her family, treated with disdain - and largely ignored.

However, Ann of Swansea does show a marked predilection for depicting and 

sympathizing with the oppressed, disenfranchised minority; this theme finds its 

most sustained expression in her long poem 'Oppression'.60 Of course her 

concern may constitute a reflection and projection of her own situation within her 

family, but it is important to remember too that this was a frequently repeated 

theme of the period. Wordsworth's and Coleridge's Lyrical Ballads (1798) 

featured poems like 'The Female Vagrant' and The Complaint of the Forsaken 

Indian Woman', for example. And many women poets of the time also wrote 

tellingly of such isolated and victimized figures; see, for example, Anne 

Yearsley's 'To Mira' (1796) and Anne Batten Crystal's 'The Blind Man' 

(1795).61 These paeans to the marginalized members of society which indicate 

that Ann was writing within a recognised political and cultural tradition should 

not be forgotten.

Yet Ann of Swansea, even when she begins a poem by addressing someone else, 

has an unerring knack of returning to a self-obsessive state, so that she ends up 

writing mostly about herself. Ultimately, she is self-regarding, as in 'To Mary':

60 'Oppression', Poetic Trifles. See below, ii, p. 148.
61 Reproduced in Roger Lonsdale, ed., Eighteenth Century Women Poets, (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1989), pp. 398.and 490.
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this piece of verse goes around in a circle biting its own tail.62 She begins by 

apostrophizing Mary as a child, but within four lines gets down to the business at 

hand: her imminent approach to death; she reminds the reader that all that will 

save her is her reliance on hope and faith. The poem, of course, is not about 

Mary at all. It is focussed on the self-regarding Ann with her, squint, grey hair 

and damaged leg. It is ultimately self-serving.

What is one to make of this strange creature, as revealed in her verse? According 

to E. J. Clery in a recent article in the journal Women's Writing, 'The story of a 

young woman, unprotected by family or fortune and submitted to a variety of 

dangers, was the most popular and enduring fiction of the eighteenth century. It 

was reiterated by both male and female authors with infinite variations and 

consumed by both male and female readers with a seemingly unappeasable 

appetite.' 63 While she may not have been chronologically young at this time, 

there can be little doubt that Ann thought of herself as young; at no time does she 

in fact refer to herself as old. Many of the poems collected in Poetic Trifles 

suggest that she was seeing herself and her life as cast in the mould of the 

romantic heroine, a wronged outsider, rejected by her family, but nobly battling 

on in the face of adversity. She saw herself as a nonconformist, and wrote 

diatribes against male domination, against war, and against oppression, 

particularly colonial oppression and the slave trade. But no doubt it was her 

attacks on the sexual double standard of the period in such poems as 'Separate 

Beds' that most alarmed her audience. In a recent article on 'Acting Like a

62 'To Mary'. Poetic Trifles. See below, ii, p. 52.
63 E. J. Clery, 'Ann Radcliffe and D. A. F. de Sade: thoughts on Heroinism', Women's Writing, i 

(1994), 203-4.
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'Lady': British Women Novelists and the Eighteenth-Century Stage' Nora 

Nachumi reminds us that at this time for women

to behave in an unfeminine or unlady-like way was to reveal some sort of 

essential difference in one's character that made women into something 

akin to a monster...[T]he assumption that a woman naturally behaved in a 

lady-like fashion encouraged women to conform to a standard of 

behaviour that prohibited their direct participation in public or political 

life.64

Or, to put it another way, women were for the most part supposed to be destined 

to be totally submissive. Susan Ostrov Weisser, in her study of female sexuality 

at this period, A 'Craving Vacancy': Women and Sexual Love in the British 

Novel, 1740-1880, demonstrates how late eighteenth-century women were 'living 

out a double bind', forced as they were to uphold the proprieties of 'Moral 

Femininity... in an aggressively acquisitive and patriarchal society.' 65 Ann of 

Swansea stands out against her cultural milieu, and does so in isolation. 

Throughout a sad and lonely life, she writes as if she was unaware that she was 

participating in a much larger movement, and was not alone in her personal 

revolution against the gender system of her day.

For during this period, in part because of the printing press and the growth in 

literacy, class and gender barriers to the spread of culture were breaking down. A 

number of women writers emerged, poets as well as novelists, who did much to

64 Nora Nachumi, 'Acting Like a "Lady": British Women Novelists and the Eighteenth-Century 

Stage', Romanticism on the Net, 1998, pp. 2-3
65 Susan Ostrov Weisser, A 'Craving Vacancy': Women and Sexual Love in the British Novel, 

1740-1880 (NY: NY University Press, 1994), pp. 151-153.
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change the predominately male domination. Women such as Joanna Baillie 

(1762-1851), Jane Cave (c. 1754-1813), and Susanna Blamire (1747-1794) 

brought a female voice into the world of belles lettres. But Ann of Swansea 

makes little reference to such women in her poetry or her letters, nor indeed does 

she often refer to any of the major poets of her day. It is almost as though the 

great works of her contemporaries passed Ann by. She cites few influences other 

than Shakespeare and (briefly) Byron. Where are the references to Wordsworth 

or to Coleridge that one might expect, or to such popular women authors as Maria 

Edgeworth or Fanny Burney? They are not to be found. We must conclude that 

Swansea was the most backward of backwaters into which contemporary writing 

did not penetrate. Thus Ann of Swansea had been shuffled off to the geographical 

equivalent of Siberia mired in the direst poverty, struggling to keep her head 

above water, rejected by her famous family, forgotten.

All the same, her work does show many of the traits of her revolutionary period, 

which she must presumably have imbibed as the 'spirit of the age'. She 

emphasizes the importance of cultivating feelings for their own sake and fleeing 

from the artificial, a common Romantic plea. She is intent upon a pursuit of the 

simple and primitive, as Wordsworth and Coleridge were in their Lyrical Ballads 

(1799). In such poems as 'Kidwelly Castle' 66 she evinces a craving after simpler 

times, and for the primitive and the picturesque, as John Keats did in his The 

Eve of St. Agnes' (1820), or Wordsworth in 'Lines written a few miles above 

Tintern Abbey' (1798). Like those of many of her contemporaries, her poems 

span both the Romantic and the Gothic sensibility. Along with these traits she

66 'Kidwelly Castle', Poetic Trifles. See below, ii, p. 63.
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also shares in her age's urge towards untrammeled personal freedom, and takes a 

delight in 'genius' - very much a favoured word in Ann of Swansea's verse.

Indeed, 'The Fate of Genius' was the title of the last poem published by Ann of 

Swansea. It appeared in The Cambrian on the fourth of February, 1832, and as it 

expresses many of her characteristic concerns, it is given here in full:

Fame's thrilling voice each throbbing pulse delights,

On - onwards still - its luring smile invites.

Whither? - 'aye, there's the rub' 67 - to want and woe,

For seldom doth deluded Poet know

Aught else, save aching head, and that dire curse,

That worst of all life's ills, an empty purse.

Sneer not, ye rich - 'tis not wild fancy's dream,

But sad reality supplies my theme.

Ill fated genius with desponding gaze

Beheld Wealth's pampered sons in crowds pass by;

Some freely gave - his odes and sonnets praise.

Others bestow'd a glance from scornful eye.

Better the siren blast had never shed

On him her dazzling, her illusive ray,

To climb Fame's laurel'd steeps had never led,

Or lur'd him from life's safer paths astray.

Sick, broken hearted, stifling fruitless moans,

The hapless wretch to his damp garret hied.

67 Hamlet, U, ii, 278.
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There famished, friendless, hopeless and alone - 

Shudder, O world! Neglected Genius died. 

Young mother Peace! - ah! do not rashly pray 

That Genius with thy children may be found; 

Plain Sense will guide them on that surer way, 

Where common efforts are by fortune crown'd.68

Yet, for all her turning away from 'genius' and its creations here, Ann of 

Swansea's Poetic Trifles contained much material of merit. So also, however, 

did her unpublished work, to which I turn in the last section of this introduction.

iv) Unpublished poems: The Scrapbook and the Album

Ann of Swansea's self-described Scrapbook69 and Album, 70 presently lodged in 

the Swansea Museum, are two fat quarto notebooks bound in black leather. On 

November 1 st 1834 Ann of Swansea dedicated her 'Scraps' to her great friend 

the surgeon Douglas Cohen who attended her in her final days, 'for whom' she 

says, 'they were expressly written...by his Much Obliged And Sincerely 

attached Friend Ann of Swansea.' In a recent article in The New Welsh Review, 

Moira Dearnley has much to say about the circumstances of their composition.71

68 Ann of Swansea, 'The Fate of Genius', The Cambrian, 4 February, 1832; reproduced in 

Glynden Trollope, ed., The Cambrian, or General Weekly Advertiser for Principality of Wales 

(facs. edn., Berkhamsted: Glynden Trollope, 2003), p. 31.
69 See the Swansea Museum collection MS 1832-4 LIB Box 126.3. Presumably lodged there by 

Dr. Cohen. [The Museum was founded in 1836 above a shop in Castle Square and moved to its 

present site in 1841.]
70 See the Swansea Museum collection SM 912.6 LIB BOX 268. Ann of Swansea left the Album 

to her friend Ellen Jenkins of Wind Street; in 1912 it was offered to the Museum for 5 guineas but 

it could not afford it, so the President, Roger Beck, acquired it himself and then presented it to the 

institution.
71 Moira Dearnley,' "Condemn'd to wither on a foreign strand": The 1833-34 Manuscript Poems 

of Ann of Swansea', New Welsh Review, 41 (1998), 56-9
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Ann had promised Cohen that she would write him a poem a day for a year, and, 

from the end of October 1833 to the beginning of November 1834, she kept her 

promise. Later she also added to the Scrapbook fifty-seven other undated pieces.

The second notebook, the so-called Album, is a commonplace book, crammed 

not only with snatches of verse, but with reproductions of Ann's relatives, such 

as her mother, and inlaid with curlicues of plants of various species. It bulges at 

the seams, so crammed with material it is. Here are some 93 undated snatches of 

verse, all by Ann, except one composed by 'D. C.' - presumably Douglas Cohen.

In these unpublished poems Ann was forever lamenting her fate, as in the poem 

'Resignation' in which she represents herself as 'stubborn' and 'rebellious'. But 

at the same time, she is full of grief, not to say self-pity, as in the touching poems 

to her parents, 'My Father' and 'Stanzas to the Portrait of my Mother: Painted by 

Sir Thomas Lawrence'. She looks on herself with realism in these poems; for 

example, in 'The Mirror' she knows that no number of flattering angles will 

obscure the truths of ageing, and that her mirror is deceiving her. In the 

remainder of the manuscript poems we are continually confronted with verses 

that are lugubrious, self-referential, death-obsessed and replete with dread. In 

'Forgive Me', Ann of Swansea craves forgiveness, either from her parents, or 

from God - from exactly whom is not made clear:

Of course, to an extent, such protestations are self-serving; Ann presents herself 

as one who lacked parental guidance, one who was cast on the world while yet a 

child. The reference to herself as a creature born with wild passions is probably 

an oblique reference to her ill-fated 'marriage' to Curtis. In a verse a clef, 'The
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Billet Doux', she also appears to recall again her bigamy, many years after it is 

over and done. Clearly here, Ann is crying out in despair, depression and 

loneliness. Often it appears to be Douglas Cohen to whom she is turning in her 

need. The poem 'Forget me not' asks for his remembrance, and in such poems as 

'Valentine's Day' it appears to be his absence that she is lamenting. She calls 

herself not merely 'doomed', but pleads with the reader to regard her as 'The 

Deserted One'.

Throughout these scraps runs a strong religious bent; Ann of Swansea constantly 

looks to the Divinity and regards herself as a sinner. At times she can appear very 

friendless. In 'The Muse' she rejects the Muse because it fails to lead to closure; 

in 'Expectation' she turns aside from former friends; and in 'Man's Greatest 

Blessing' rejects friendship, which, she alleges, is fickle. She is acutely aware of 

the passage of time, asking in 'Years' but that they bring wisdom as well as 

physical decay. And, in keeping with her era, she makes abundant use of 

personification. Her verses are filled with references to 'Confidence', 'Love', 

'Stupidity', 'Doom', and 'Spring'. This is no more than a species of poetic 

shorthand peculiar to Ann's period.

As Ann proceeds through her 'Scraps', the reader cannot help but hear many 

literary echoes, mostly deriving from Shakespeare. They lend support to the 

theory that she was heavily under his influence as she was hurrying to complete 

her self-assigned chore. Thus we have: 'Is there a mind so dull, a soul so 

dead...' 72 and 'Spectre avaunt! unreal mockery, hence!/ In thee "there is no

72 Sunday May 3rd
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speculation",/Yet thou remainst palpable to sense...' 73 and 'Whose glance of 

beauty wing'd with falsehood flies/Blighting the heart, that doth its lightning 

meet.' 4 These examples could be multiplied many times over, but suffice it to 

suggest that Ann was heavily under the influence of Shakespeare in terms of 

vocabulary, cadences, word order and repeated imagery. He populates her verses 

throughout.

But overall, according to Moira Dearnley, 'she exhibits the vanity of an old 

woman, movingly conveyed in "The Mirror" in her recognition that even if she 

can acknowledge that the flattering reflection in her glass is a lie, it is hard to 

accept that her intellectual gifts cannot compensate for lost beauty.'75 Nothing 

illustrates this more than Ann of Swansea's strange (and probably unrequited) 

love affair with Douglas Cohen - who appears to have been in his thirties when 

she was writing poems for him.76 In her recent article on Ann of Swansea's 

unpublished poems, Dearnley speculates as to the nature of the friendship 

between the young doctor, bom in 1806, and the ageing and widowed Ann who 

was seventy years of age in April 1834.77 But whether or not the relationship 

brought Ann comfort, it certainly resulted in a substantial increase in her 

production of poetry at this late stage in her life; although she did not live to 

publish them (dying in 1838), they contain much work of real interest.

73 'Lines to my Empty Purse'. See below, p. 343. This of course mimics Macbeth, iii..4 'Hence, 

horrible shadowl/Unreal mockery, hence!'
74 Wednesday April 8th
75 Moira Dearnley in New Welsh Review, 41, (1998), 56-59.
76 Douglas Cohen (1806-1892) graduated in medicine from Edinburgh University in 1828 and 

was one of five physicians practicing in Swansea in 1830: see the commemorative brochure 

Swansea Hebrew Congelation, 1730-1980, p. 47. On the title page of his M.D. dissertation, De 

Gangraena, Cohen is described as 'Cambro-Britanicus'. The work is dedicated to the Swansea 

Medical Society and to his brother, Esdaile P. Cohen.
77 See Dearnley, op. cit.
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The poems cover a wide range of topics, most of which touch tangentially on 

Ann's sorry life. Some are religious in tone. Many are overtly hostile on the 

subject of men. Despair is her constant companion. In 'The Spirit of the Wind', in 

'Lines to my Empty Purse', in 'America' (written for the album of Douglas 

Cohen's unmarried sister), and, moving closer to home, in 'Cader Idris', 78 Ann 

reprises the themes that run throughout her work. As the day of her death 

approaches, she continues to compose and to try to exculpate her 'sins'. These 

books were not of course planned for public consumption. Indeed,as Bromham 

has pointed out she seemed obsessed, pen always in hand, attempting to record 

every fleeting thought and emotion that arose.

Themes familiar from Poetic Trifles occur both in the Album and the Scrapbook. 

They include (amongst others): a strain of extreme sadness, verging on 

morbidity; a love of nature in all its forms; a strong belief in God, untinged by 

sectarianism; a well-developed sense of self-pity; a fascination with the mystic 

East; a strong sense of paranoia; an interest in friendships, lost or gained; a desire 

for happiness; a longing for love; some poems of bitter humour; and poems 

expressing antagonistic responses to women's roles and their vulnerability to 

untrustworthy men. This is a recurring motif, almost as though the mistakes of a 

misguided youth have somehow traumatized her. She seems to find salvation, 

only to have it snatched away from her. It is an uncertain world she traverses, full 

of frequent disappointments. She remains a misunderstood 'Genius', but her

78 Which she misspells twice, in lines 3 and 14, as Cader Iris. See p.339 below, where the 

spelling has been corrected.
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'Genius' is something less than that which she declares it to be - bashful - 

because otherwise she would have modestly refrained from laying claims to it.

It is a matter of judgement which of these themes we consign to conventionalized 

eighteenth-century poetic diction and which we recognize as coming from the 

heart. Clearly at times she is making use of conventional themes to press home 

issues of her own. If we make a rough statistical survey of her nature poems, for 

example, we find in the Scrapbook and the Album a distinctly unequal division 

between straightforward nature descriptions and those deployed to deliver some 

sort of complaint. They split unequally: thirteen devoted to straightforward 

description; and thirty-nine given over to some species of lamentation. This for 

Ann is an exceptionally high ratio that accorded to her broodings about mortality.

Now when we turn our attention to perhaps Ann's greatest obsession in her 

unpublished poems, a morbid fear of death, we find a marked change. This is 

perhaps because it was much more deeply engrained in her psyche, and 

everything else was at best peripheral to her actual interests, or because there was 

only so much one could say about, for example, Praxilites, Milton, or the bust of 

Byron. These were something of a poetic dead end, but more self-centred 

concerns struck to the core:

Am I the only one that's sighing, 

Is it because mirth only dwells 

Where Folly wears its cap and bells?

79 Ann of Swansea, 'Mirth', Monday Oct. 26"1 . See p. 313 below.
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Few of the Scrapbook poems are in any sense optimistic; many are full of dread 

and riddled with angst. And few of the Album pieces concern themselves with 

matters of worldly moment - with her purse, with charity, the fate of genius and 

so on. The remaining poems are often just plain statements of fear, and prayers 

for grace:

O, let thy pity like the rain, 

That to the earth doth freshness lend, 

Wash from our soul's polluting stain 

And pardon to our sins extend.80

Here, the poet speaks directly to God without much regard for a sense of 

audience. And then she launches into another plea:

Oh God! to thee my humble prayers arise, 

Deep in my heart let the good seed be sown,

That I may find my harvest in the skies

81
And bind my sheaves at thy eternal throne.

From such an analysis, we can probably conclude that Ann of Swansea reserved 

her most lugubrious thoughts to her private scribblings in the Scrapbook and the 

Album.

80 Sunday January 26th.
81 Sunday July 19th.
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Probably because they were never destined for public scrutiny, Ann was freed 

when writing the Album and Scrapbook to compose openly, pouring out her heart 

on pages written one a day over a calendar year: As she says in her last entry in 

the Scrapbook, in a poem entitled 'Speak of Me as I Am',

Perhaps some critic may destroy 

The faults that in these pages lie 

But let him think, seven scraps a week 

Drawn from the brain of woman weak; 

Was quite enough in truth to tire, 

And deaden all poetic fire. 82

Yet once Ann turns introspective, she reveals herself as a woman of faith, begging for divine 

forgiveness:

Oh! I have prayed...but insincerely.

And Heaven is deaf, and will not hear...

Such prayers to Heaven ne'er wing their way.83

There is a ring of truth to these lines, despite the fact that the writer dare not hint 

at the nature of her self-confessed sins - such as her willing attendance at 

Graham's Temple of Health, or her inadvertent bigamy. But when one is writing 

a poem a day, beset by loneliness and despair (not to mention labouring over long 

prose fiction on the side), poetic invention - unless one is a Shakespeare - is 

certain to flag. Too often she turned out her verse with no sign of careful revision.

82 Saturday, Oct 31st
83 Sunday Nov. 17th
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She was wont to throw her hands in the air and wallow in self-pity, as in 'The 

Interdicted Thought':

I'd sing the song of other days, 

And banish from my heart each care, 

But still obtruding on my lay's (sic), 

The interdicted thought is there.84

She cannot banish from her mind the memories of old 'sins' and grievances such 

as being shut out of the Kemble troupe. But there is more than a trace element of 

conceit here. She clearly thinks of herself as a genius - making frequent mentions 

of it in her verse. But in her mind, she is ignored, despised, rejected: not for her 

the laurel wreath.

But Ann of Swansea was by no means bereft of humour, often with an edge of 

sexual suggestiveness and audacity. Her poem 'A Witty Reply' may exemplify 

this aspect of her work. The poem is set in the Restoration era, and at times is 

metrically uncertain.

Our second Charles of merry memory

Saw midst his Queen's young maids of honour,

One fair one with a very roguish eye,

And thought to fix his claw upon her.

'My pretty one,' said Charles - she archly smiled -...

Vain of himself, the monarch was beguil'd

To ask, 'Which way is your bedchamber?'

1 Monday, January 31 st
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'You're merry Sire,' she quickly made reply, 

Resolv'd his Majesty's designs to lurch; 

'But if your Grace indeed would wish to try, 

The only way is through the holy Church.'85

In its day such material verged on the risque; the sharp note it strikes perhaps 

explains the degree to which Ann of Swansea was ignored during her own age 

and the later Victorian periods. Thus her writing largely became lost to modern 

readers.

Be that as it may, at times Ann does also focus on other forms of humour, for 

example the pun in the poem Tigs':

So did Colin t'other day, 

His coldness hope to palliate, 

While he from Annette stay'd away 

He thought with figs to compensate... 

Annette, perhaps he meant to say, 

When you my present fairing view, 

Observe and understand I pray,
o s

I do not care a fig for you.

But writing humour is by no means easy. It requires discipline and an acute sense 

of timing - talents in which Ann of Swansea was somewhat deficient. So her 

humour tends to become laboured. These humourous poems are quite different in

85 Monday, February 22nd
86 'Figs', see below, p. 289.
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tone from many of the others Ann composed. But there appears no explanation 

for their status. They were written at widely different times. We are propelled 

from religious despair to mere frivolity without any apparent reason. The true 

Ann comes forth only when she writes 'Lines addressed to my empty purse'; she 

forgets her mirth and admits her real feelings, but these are expressed with such 

energy that the effect is still comic. She has lost her love and her poems have 

been given some praise, she says, but:

.. ..I'll ease my heart with railing,

From this perhaps I some relief may find;

Yet, now I recollect 'tis unavailing -

For fortune's deaf, alas! as well as blind*1

Now who this lost love may have been, we shall never know. It may have been 

her bigamous husband, the strolling actor C. Curtis. It may be any one of a rabble 

of admirers from Me ton' when Ann was in her youthful dalliances. Or it may be a 

purely romantic construction, designed to further bolster her self-image. She 

certainly required emotional support. But where was she to turn? Swiftly she 

slipped into a sort of paranoia, during the course of which (if we are to believe 

her) she barely trusted anyone:

Save me from enemies, and most of all 

From treachery of a pretended friend... 

That worst of ills that can my state befall, 

For who against such enemy can guard
no

That comes with smile of Kindness - speech of art...

87 From the Album, see below, p. 343.
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And tihe same note of dark pessimism occurs in the manuscript poems in more 

than one place. It is a sort of requiem for what is past and gone:

Ye voices of the past! I hear thee still, 

When the grey dawn's light glimmers o'er the sky 

My trembling pulses at your echoes thrill 

When twilight shadows on the mountain lies (sic).. , 89

Such deep melancholia seems very simply put and well away from the literary 

conventions of the period.

Ann is preternaturally superstitious. Ever on guard for faithless deceivers, she is 

perpetually friendless, putting her shattered faith in charms, as magical as her 

fictional Arabia:

I've read of Talisman that would convey 

To those that wore it, power to know 

Whatever words or looks might say, 

A friend sincere, or secret foe.

90
I would such Talisman were mine.

She is a desperately lonely woman and reaches around her for any sort of 

companionship. So famished for friendship was she at this time, we find Ann

88 Sunday, June 14th
89 Album, see below, p. 339
90 Saturday, Dec. 28th
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writing somewhat pathetically to Miss Cohen (Dr. Cohen's sister) in an undated

letter:91

Not having had the pleasure of seeing you for such a length of time, I 

begin to apprehend I must have given you some offence at your last visit; 

though in what way, or of what nature I cannot grasp: the idea gives me 

uneasiness - for so lately found, and to lose your esteem so very soon is 

painful to my feelings. I can truly say I have but few friends and I cannot 

spare one of them...I believe my spirits were not in when you were kind 

enough to take Tea with me, but try me once more and I will do all in my 

possible to be more lively...

Notable in this is a total absence of the anti-Semitism which at the time is likely 

to have been quite commonplace in a parochial setting such as Swansea. And of 

course this open-mindedness echoed Ann's liberal approach to the native Indians 

in America.

She sends Miss Cohen a short summary in poetic form of her state of mind. 

Again, it is not too optimistic, but it does emphasize her delight in the face of 

nature:

I love the moon's clear light, 

As slow she glides along the deep blue sky, 

When all is hush'd except the breeze of night 

That o'er departing summer seems to sigh...

91 In the letter she refers to Watkey's portrait of her which dates from 1834 when Ann would have 

been 70; so it must have been written after this date.
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Ann here seems to have suddenly discovered, for her, a fresh poetic device - 

sentence inversion. Whether this is to conform to the exigencies of the rhyme 

scheme or to add emotional meaning to the piece is not clear. But this is one of 

her better ventures, particularly coming after so much Arabian gallimaufry.

Not entirely steeped in despair, she tries to convey a note of optimism and 

cheerful advice in 'Verses addressed to Mary Jones':

As yet dear girl the year is new 

And chilling winter clouds the air, 

This gloomy season teaches you 

The gathering storms of life to bear.93

Once we get into more private matters, it becomes clear that that Ann was not 

completely besotted by Mr Hatton. Indeed, she was a trifle wary of her new, and 

legal, husband. In her own way, she cut him down to size, having got over the 

infectious enthusiasm of accompanying him to America. A violin-maker by trade, 

Mr. Hatton was apparently partial to musical spats - if we are to believe Ann:

A husband in a sulky fit,

Who frowning all the day will sit,

Shewing his wife nor love, nor care,

94
Growling, and rude as any bear.

92 Undated poem, although it was probably composed at the same time as the letter - viz. after 

1834.
93 Undated poem, but presumably addressed to the same Mary referred to earlier in the 

Scrapbook; see below, p. 323.
94 Tuesday, Sept. 22nd
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Yet it would seem Ann's temper was short-lived. Very soon, the spat is over, and 

she is full of apologies:

Though I have strove to hide wild feeling, 

With a calm look I have intended 

The storm within to be concealing. 

I know full well I've thee offended.95

Ann is particularly suspicious of the male animal - a note that she continually 

touches upon.

In the manuscript poems she feels abandoned, and often portrays other women 

similarly blighted. The poem 'The Deserted One' 96 for example, asks

And who is she with pensive look 

As marble statue pale and fair, 

Who gazes on the running brook, 

And with its willows binds his hair? 

Her tale is sad - yet nothing new, 

By love has Agnes been undone -

In another connection, she dwells on nature - but indirectly as a way to her main 

subject: love. In fact, both are conjoined - a longing for love and a delight in 

nature. In this she is being true to her literary period, for the Romantics

95 Saturday Jan 25th.
96 Album, February 14*, 1836.
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frequently made use of nature imagery to symbolize the workings of the inner 

mind and heart. In Ann of Swansea's work, though, there is a distinctively 

sensuous quality to the portrayal of both nature and human interactions.

Above all else, she expresses the longing for eternal happiness, unsullied by the 

errors of the past, uncomplicated by either her poverty, her sin, her disability, her 

exile or her damaged eye. She is forever awaiting the re-appearance of a long-lost 

(probably eponymous) lover who will undertake her salvation. This is a woman 

craving some slight happiness. Her verses continually dwell on this theme to the 

exclusion of all else. She wanders hither and yon, remembering, regretting and 

re-evaluating her past omissions and sins.

But to examine the works of her contemporaries is to discover numerous 

examples of similar poems, also touched by the melancholia affecting Ann Julia 

Hatton. For example, in 1802 Ann Home wrote:

No yellow autumn's leafy ruins lie

In faded splendor, on deserted plains, 

Far from the madding crowd, alone I fly,

To wake in solitude the mystic strains. 

On themes of high import I dare to sing, 

While Fate impels my hand to strike the trembling string... 97

It is typical of the outpourings of Ann's contemporaries and quite grim enough. 

But note how it lacks Ann's morbid introspection.

97 Mrs John Porter (Anne Home), Poems (London: T. Payne, 1802), pp. 1-2
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The remainder of Ann's thematic development runs the gamut of more variegated 

subject matter. It covers lack of love, friendship, the Gothic, death in battle, 

sorrow, the Alps, the healing power of stars, charity, luck, dancing, dreams, 

ageing, and insults real or imagined. She is clearly settled in Swansea as her new 

home, but she frequently chooses to dwell for long periods in memory, writing 

such poems as her paean to America. Not to be missed are her frequent addresses 

to Douglas Cohen and his sister, as in the 'Lines Respectfully dedicated to 

Douglas Cohen Esq. M.D.' Cohen was appointed to Swansea Hospital in 1835:

The youthful Hebrew stood prepared to slay

Beneath his knife the gasping Woodcock lay....

Christian thy scornful prejudice abate

Go, the young Hebrew learn to imitate,

Pity and mercy cherish in thy breast

In life they sanctify, in death make blest.98

This is a panegyric to the surgeon under whose care (and affection) Ann fell. She 

writes this revealing the doctor's mercy and prayerful nature - and by extension 

allying herself with him. She is, she hints, of a similar mind bent, and is strongly 

opposed to the anti-Semitic prejudices which may well have been prevalent amongst 

the chapel- going faithful of Swansea.

But apart from this one sympathetic friend, she appears to be struggling on alone, a 

solitary figure in an alien landscape, venting her grief and loneliness in a series of

! Scrapbook, pp. 207-8.
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poems addressed to Dr. Cohen; she must have clutched at him in some species of 

desperation. One can scarcely fail to detect the real distress exhibited in the mention 

of the dread that infects her mind in 'Tears'.

Nay do not ask me why I weep, 

Or what disturbs this heart of mine? 

But let my bosom always keep 

Within its depths a secret shrine."

The writer here is suffused with self pity - feeling her talent, nay self-proclaimed 

'genius,' unrecognised. She is on a rack. Fate conspires against her. Such gloom 

pervades her writing in this period. In these and other verses, one cannot help but 

feel touched. In a sad way, they resonate with genuine suffering. The verse rings 

with sincerity, a properly arranged catalogue of wrongs. Her writings are replete 

with sorrow. She begs tears for the living rather than for the dead in 'Weep Not':

Tears are for those that here remain, 

Who drag along misfortune's chain, 

Condemn'd to see hope's garlands fade, 

And disappointment throw its shade

100Where expectation rose.

This is a profoundly lonely woman, mixing up solitariness with religion. At 

other times, she is clearly self-revelatory as in 'From My Enemies Defend Me'.

99 Wednesday Nov. 20th
100 Wednesday June 3rd
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Father of all! My humble prayer attend 

Save me from enemies and most of all 

From treachery of a pretended friend, 

That worst of ills that can my state befall. 101

But by this time many of Ann of Swansea's former enemies, and those members 

of her family whom she felt had made her life difficult, were long dead. Sarah 

Siddons had made her final appearance at Covent Garden in the role of Lady 

Macbeth over twenty years ago, in June 1812. Ann had outlived many of her 

brothers and sisters, and in the event had completed more substantial work than 

any of them. Yet while the name of Sarah Siddons remains illustrious, her 

sister's work still has not received the recognition it deserves. It is time now to 

turn to that work itself.

101 Sunday, June 14th
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Part II

The Poetical Works of Ann of Swansea

1. Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects (1783)

Note on the Text

The text given here is taken from the first and only edition of Poems on Miscellaneous 

Subjects published for the author in London in 1783 and printed by Millan and Rae. No 

manuscript versions of the poems survive. The 1783 edition has not here been 

modernized; the sometimes erratic punctuation and capitalization in the original have 

been retained. A few obvious misspellings have been corrected.
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MADAM: 1 The uncommon condescension with which your Grace permitted the 

following small Work to be Dedicated to you, demands my warmest acknowledgements, 

and must for ever live in my memory with unfeigned Gratitude. Obscure, unknown, it 

might have been, nay, it was presumptuous to solicit; but your Grace, the constant 

Encourager of Arts, and the Patronizer of Genius,2 with a generosity known to a few, and 

a Manner peculiar to yourself, granted me the Honour of Laying it at your feet. This kind 

indulgence must cause my Verse to flourish: for, who will question the Merit of that 

which is approved by you? A Woman seldom writes without hazarding much, for want of 

sufficient Knowledge; and yet I conceive great Hopes from the lustre my Book will 

receive, by having your Name affixed to it: the Numbers will flow more harmonious, the 

Sentiments more just; and the recollection of your unequalled Beauty and Virtues, will 

add grace to those Lines, which might otherwise have too justly borne the epithet of 

Insipid. I have endeavored to preserve simplicity of Style, and delicacy of Sentiment, 

which the celebrated Pope says, are the chief Beauties of Pastoral Poetry:3 and how far I 

have succeeded, your Grace must determine; but certainly, if my Verses should please a 

person of your refined Taste and Judgement, they cannot long continue in want of Public 

Favour.

That they may assist to amuse a vacant hour, is the utmost ambition, of

Your Grace's 

Most obliged, devoted,

1 The volume is dedicated to the Duchess of Devonshire. See Amanda Foreman, Georgiana. Duchess of 
Devonshire (N.Y: Random House, 2000). Born on 1757, she became a genuine celebrity, and the epicentre 

of a nexus of gambling and immorality.
2 Of course, even at this early stage, Ann was quite bald-faced in calling herself a Genius.
3 See Alexander Pope, A Discourse on Pastoral Poetry (London: Tonson, 1704)
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And obedient Servant,

A. CURTIS.

What Reception this Work will meet with is unknown; but the Author is 

apprehensive, too much will be expected from one who is so nearly related to 

Mrs. SIDDONS.4 It will therefore be necessary to inform those, who are 

themselves inclined to criticise upon a first introduction, that some of these Pieces 

were written at the age of Fourteen; and others under a complication of 

Difficulties;5 but the repeated persuasions of perhaps, too partial Friends, who 

urged the publication.

The NIGHT MARE will, perhaps, be considered as nouvelle, being a 

subject never before treated of by any Author except Spenser, in his Fairy Queen, 

and there very lightly.6 It must, however, be confessed, that the hint is taken from 

a whimsical painting of Fuselli's,7 exhibited last year at the Royal Academy.

THE POEM ON PEACE was written in less than a Fortnight; and if the 

execution fails, the design will not, it is hoped, be deemed destitute of Merit, its 

chief intent being a Panegyric on those Officers who so particularly distinguished 

themselves, by their indefatigable perseverance and bravery in the late War. Every 

heart, open to Humanity, must feelingly lament the deaths of Lord Robert

4 The celebrated actress (1755-1831), Ann's sister.
5 Doubtless a reference to her bigamy with Curtis or her lameness.
6 She forgets that since the beginnings of the Gothic genre, with the publication of The Castle ofOtranto in 
1764, hundreds of Gothic poems had begun to percolate into the marketplace immediately following 

Walpole's innovation.
7 This would certainly be 'The Nightmare' (1781) exhibited in London. Fuseli (1741-1825) was an Anglo- 

Swiss historical painter.
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Manners, Major Andre,8 and other unfortunate Gentlemen, who lost their lives in 

defense of their country. Every benevolent mind must be sensible of the horrors of 

a War, which has robbed England of so many bright ornaments; and therefore will 

rejoice at a Peace, which is likely to be productive of so much real advantage; 

particularly in our Commercial Affairs.

Not unconscious of Defects in this Work, the Author sends it into the 

World like an unblown Flower, either to expand or wither, as it is approved or 

condemned. It is therefore submitted to a generous Public, with full assurance, 

that if there is the smallest dawn of Merit, it will not be overlooked.

8 A friend of Benedict Arnold, who was executed as a spy in October, 1780.
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Peace: A Poem

HARK! o'er the plain the trumpet's heard no more, 

No longer dins the fury of the War9 

Pale Slaughter, all distain'd with human gore, 

Is heard no longer threat'ning from afar.

And see, on Albion's10 Cliffs a Maid appears, 

Waving, with dove-like1 ' eyes, a snowy wand; 

Her presence dissipates our doubts and fears, 

She chears 12 our drooping, our despairing land.

Tis heav'n-born Peace, with grateful Olives crown'd! 

She conies to bid her best lov'd children smile; 10 

In this thy favour'd, thy distinguish'd Isle. 

Oh! be thy pleasing influence ever own'd.

But had'st thou, Goddess, sooner lent thy aid, 

To save Brittania's Sons from fatal death, 

Full many a wife, and many a tender maid, 

Had blest and prais'd thee with their latest breath.

9 The American Revolution. The Yorktown campaign was the closing of the war, when Cornwallis 
surrendered in October, 1781. The Treaty of Paris (1814) finally recognized the United States as a separate 
nation.
10 England's: its ancient literary name.
11 Peaceful.
12 Arch, variant of 'cheers'.
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Then had the deep-fetch'd sigh, and heart-felt groan,

Ne'er echo'd from the pensive widow's breast,

Who now must never hope the soft return

Of balmy comfort, and heart-easing rest. 20

Full many an orphan mourns a father's fate, 

Who might have liv'd to bless their later days, 

Had deadly Faction, and contending hate, 

Ne'er led him thro' Ambition's fatal maze.

Then had lamented Andre, hapless youth, 

No fatal tribute to his country paid: 

Great was his courage, great his love of truth, 

Tho' now unthought of in the earth he's laid:

Doom'd by the enemy to yield his breath

Calmly resign'd without a groan or sigh, 30

He smil'd complacent in the arms of death,

And in his country's cause did greatly die.

13A friend of Benedict Arnold, who was executed as a spy in October, 1780.
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Thy gaping wounds, O Manners, 14 still shall live, 

Thy valiant deeds make ev'ry bosom glow! 

For thee each sympathetic heart shall grieve, 

And to thy mem'ry drop the tear of woe.

May ev'ry wreath adorn brave Elliot's15 brow,

Who did each danger, greatly, nobly dare;

Made Britain's foes beneath his standard bow,

And stood the wafting fury of the war. 40

For four long years beseig'd by France and Spain, 

He brav'd, undaunted, their united 

Nor sunk beneath pale Famine's meagre train, 16 

Nor wish'd to quit his dreadful, dang'rous post.

Thou too, O Rodney! 17 well deserv'st our praise: 

In after ages heroes shall be taught, 

In lofty verse, and fame-resounding lays, 

How Rodney conquer'd, and how Elliot fought.

14 Well known as an epicurian, Sir Henry Manners dined at breakfast on turkey eggs as an accompaniment 
to tea or coffee. He then rode forty, sometimes fifty miles, dined at six or seven after which he drank 
copiously.
15 Commander John Elliot (1759-1834). He circumnavigated the globe under Captain Cook as a 
midshipman and was severely wounded during the action of April 12,1782.
16 Attendant events or conditions; consequences.
17 George Brydges Rodney (1719-92), British admiral who defeated the French fleet under De Grasse in 

1782.
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The dreadful horrid scene wild Fancy18 shows,

When fir'd by Fame, brave Rodney went to meet 50

Upon the sea, that high as mountains rose,

On victory intent, the adverse fleet.

The darken'd air, the curling waves appear, 

The loud wind whistles, and the billows rise 

The piercing outcries of the crew I hear 

When the toss'd vessel seems to touch the skies.

Spite of the storm the meeting ships

And the rough sea becomes a foam of blood!

Long kept asunder by the roaring flood;

Now, now they give a loose to frantic rage, 60

'Twas then, O Manners! eager of renown, 

Despoil'd of limbs, thou fought'st in Britain's cause; 

Gallia19 survey'd thee with a ghastly frown, 

And 'spite of enmity, bestow'd applause.

18 Imagination 
"France
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Long Conquest stood upon each spreading sail, 

As doubtful where to fix the laurel crown; 

'Britons,' at length she cry'd, 'will still prevail! 

'And Rodney claim Victoria for his own!'

The Ville de Paris 'bove the rest did rise,

De Grasse was her commander's valiant name; 70

But Rodney soon obtain'd the wish'd-for prize,

Rodney, the son of Glory and of Fame.

How vain, alas! are all the hopes of man!

On the wide ocean was the vessel toss'd;

Tis thought she sunk beneath the boundless span,

And is to England, as to Gallia lost.

But let me wave the melancholy theme,

And sing of Peace, and all her smiling train,

Who love to wander near the mazy stream,

Or revel wanton on the flow'ry plain. 80

To hail her blest approach, the genial Spring 

Shall ope her beauties to the ravish'd sight; 

And dreary Winter, with his sable wing, 

Shall take a long, and not unwish'd for, flight:
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Next the glad Summer, crown'd with fruits and flow'rs, 

Shall then frolic joyous o'er the daisied20 lawn, 

And op'ning rose-buds hail thy happy dawn.

The tawny Harvest, waving o'er the field

Its yellow blessings and its golden grains, 90

Its ripen'd bounties more replete shall yield,

And give thee welcome to thy native plains.

Thou meek-ey'd Goddess, dost delight to dwell 

Within the violet-embroider'd vale; 

Or else within the ivy-cover'd cell, 

Or in the low and lilly fringed dale.

At dappled mom, upon the sloping hill,

Thou listen'st to the horn's resounding note;

Or else beside the gently flowing rill,

Thou hear'st the sound upon the waters float. 100

20 Covered with daisies.
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Sometimes within the twining woodbine's shade, 

Whose perfume scents the wanton Zephyr's wing, 

Thou sit'st to hear within the neighb'ring glade, 

The new-fledg'd21 birds their infant-carols sing.

Favour'd by thee, now toils the lab'ring swain, 

Nor thinks his weary occupation 

He sings - Tis thou inspir'st the artless strain, 

Tis thou bestow'st his best, his sure reward.

When sober Eve, in dusky vestments clad,

Relieves him, happy from his daily task, 110

Tis thou that mak'st his pensive bosom glad,

For Peace bestows whatever man can ask.

Thy gentle spirit in his bosom glows, 

Whene'er he speaks of Arno's22 winding vale, 

By thee inspir'd, the accent softer flows, 

And taught by thee, he sweeter tells the tale.

21 Ann Curtis seems to be going through a period here of hyphenated nominatives: 'rose-buds'/meek- 

eyed', 'violet-embroidered', 'ivy-covered', 'new-fledged' all appear suddenly within the space of 17 lines 

here - and disappear.
22 A river in Tuscany, central Italy, flows past Florence and Pisa into the Ligunan Sea.
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Thou halcyon Goddess, near me take thy stand,

Thy gentle look does ev'ry care beguile; 120

Round me thy soft, thy downy wings expand,

And chear my sorrows with thy heavenly smile.

O lead me by the gently purling stream, 

Whose pleasing murmurs lull to soft repose; 

Sunk in thy arms, O let me sweetly dream! 

And ev'ry grief and ev'ry torture lose.

Daughter of Peace, Hygeia23 ever fair,

O wander with us by the mountain's side;

Posses'd of thee, we loose24 the yoke of care,

And all our moments, wing'd with pleasure, glide. 140

Far from the splendor of the glitt'ring Court, 

Far from Ambition's dazzling, dangerous throne, 

Let's rove - where innocence and virtue's25 taught, 

T'adore those glories God bestows alone.

23 Goddess of Health [the author's footnote: she had a personal connection, having represented her in the 

Temple of Beauty.]
24 Arch: unbind.
25 Note how Ann sometimes capitalizes abstractions ('Peace', 'Ambition ) and then drops the capital.
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And yet, among the great there's still a few, 

Unhurt by envy, and untouch'd by pride, 

Whose generous hearts no meanness ever knew; 

Within whose souls soft Peace delights to 'bide.

Tho' on the board the golden goblets shine,

And Nature spreads her most luxuriant store; 150

Tho' ev'ry heart is warm'd with sparkling wine,

If Peace is absent, joy is felt no more.

Tho' the fond virgin feeds a hapless flame, 

And breathes her passion to the passing gale; 

Tho' ev'ry sigh conveys her lover's name, 

In hopeless anguish, to the silent vale:

'Tis thine, O Peace, each torture to assuage,26

To wipe the pearly drops from off her eye,

To mitigate the mad effects of rage,

And bid her bosom cease to heave the sigh. 160

26 Obs. variant of assuage'.
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O gentle Peace! what language can define 

The joys, the transports, that thy form inspires! 

Thy modest aspect, and thy look divine, 

Each bosom pants for, and each heart desires.

O may no fatal adverse stroke 

And tear thee, Peace, from Albion's27 happy shore, 

But may'st thou spread thy wish'd-for empire wide, 

Till Time and Memory shall be no more.

Commerce again lifts up its late-crush'd head,

Pleas'd to behold the dawn of happier days, 170

When di'monds, silver, gold, and useful lead,

Shall ope to view in full enriching blaze.28

Now once again our ravish'd eyes shall meet 

Golconda's29 wealth, and Peru's shining ore;30 

Neptune shall waft them 'cross the seas, to greet 

Belov'd Brittania's long forsaken shore.

27 Ancient and literary name for Britain.
28 Notice how Ann is already foreshadowing her later troubles.
29 A city in India (Andra Pradesh), famous for its diamond trade. It became synonymous with wealth.
30 Spain lost control of Peru after 1824. It was renowned for its gold mines.
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On the wide bosom of the silver Thames

Arabia's spicy store again shall ride;

And vessels freighted from Hesperia's31 realms,

On the smooth surface of the water glide. 190

America her native rocks shall view,

In language and religion still the same;

Brittania, to their int'rests ever true,

Shall sink th' Opponent in a Mother's32 flame.

Thou Gallia, too, again shalt be believ'd 

Again shalt trade upon this sea-girt isle, 

Tho' thou our easy faith hast oft deceived, 

Yet on thy produce we will deign to smile.

Rever'd Brittania, in thy children pride,33

Belov'd of heaven is he who fills the throne; 200

In his firm breast his people's love reside,

Their warmest wishes and their hearts' 34 his own.

31 In Greek mythology, an enchanted island in the western sea, containing a tree bearing golden apples.
32 Meaning England is the mother of America.
33 Meaning 'take pride.'
34 Errant punctuation; it may be a printer's error.
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How shall my untaught Muse fit language find 

To speak the goodness of our much-lov'd Queen? 

For every virtue dwells within her mind, 

A concord, Phoenix-like35 , but seldom seen

Angelic Peace! for ever hover round,

And from dread War defend the coming hour;

Near to Brittania be thou ever found,

Guarding her cities with thy saving pow'r. 210

Ye Heroes, to your native lands return, 

Who bravely have defended England's cause; 

For much our grateful, anxious bosoms burn, 

To give you just and permanent applause.

On thee, Brittania, may each blessing pour, 

May jocund plenty round thee ever smile; 

May Peace defend from ev'ry foreign Pow'r, 

And Commerce flourish in this happy Isle.

35 A fabulous bird of Egyptian legend, a symbol of death and resurrection. A favourite metaphor with Ann,
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Henry and Jessy 

A Tale

THE Night was hideous dark; no twinkling star 

Shot a pale beam, or glitter'd from afar, 

When Jessy sought the yawning Church-yard's gloom, 

To weep beside her much-lov'd Henry's tomb.36 

'All hail, ye horrors! dreary glooms,' she cries, 

'Within whose shade entomb'd my Henry lies: 

'Full in the pride of youth, he fought the grave, 

'Nor could my tears the lovely victim save. 

'Shall I no more those love-taught accents hear, 

'Whose melting softness charm'd th' enraptur'd ear? 10 

'O stain to virtue, and to virgin fame! 

'Sev'n' conscious moons beheld my growing shame 

'When death insatiate, clos'd those lovely eyes, 

'Blind to my tears, and deaf to all my cries: 

'Ere Hymen37 could his purple incense bring, 

'Or white rob'd Virgins soft hymen'als38 sing. 

'Now the chaste matron warns the softer young;

36 Here Ann is already dipping into the gloom that would underlie so much of her later work.
37 Greek personification of marriage.
38 Perhaps a pun - a play on the words 'hymnals' or 'hymenals'.
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'With Jessy's shame the distant forests rung:39

'Scorn'd by each maid, and pity'd by each swain,

'I fly the meads, and shun the hated plain: 20

'Like some sad ghost I glide from grove to grove,

'The wretched spectacle of lawless love.40

'All gracious Heav'n! if woes like mine can move,

'Quick take me to you snatch me to my love;

'I come prepar'd to meet my utmost doom,

'And breathe my last upon my Henry's tomb.'

The Gods41 assent red grows the troubl'd sky,

And nimble lightnings dance before her eye;

The raven croak'd, hoarse thunder shook the ground.

And echoing vaults remurmur'd back the sound. 30

'I hear the summons Henry, I come!' she cry'd;

Embrac'd his tomb, and with a sigh, she dy'd.

Winter

NOW Winter, rob'd in chilling snow 

Advances slow along;

39 obs. past participle of ring'.
40 It is very hard to believe that Ann is not transferring her guilt from her earlier bigamous marriage with

Curtis to her fictional Jessy.
41 Normally,'gods'.
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No floweret in the valley blows, 

Hush'd is the linnet's song.

No smiling colours paint the skies, 

Dark clouds obscure the day; 

His cheering warmth bright Sol denies, 

Or sheds a fainter ray.

Yon mazy42 stream, that us'd to glide

With gently murm'ring sound, 10

Now spreads its glassy bosom wide,

In icy fetters bound.

But soon shall Spring, with genial heat, 

Renew the drooping flow'rs; 

Flora shall bloom beneath our feet, 

And deck our blasted bow'rs.

But, ah! within this care-torn breast

Eternal Winter reigns;

No Spring can calm my soul to rest,

No Summer chace my pains. 20

42 Like or constituting a maze.
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Should Nature all her beauties yield, 

To charm the eye or taste; 

With richest colours deck yon field, 

'Twould seem a dreary waste.

No more shall joy my bosom move, 

Tho' year on year should roll, 

Condemn'd eternally to prove 

The Winter of the Soul.

To A Friend Who Bade Me Hope

THOU bad'st me hope Alas! can Hope

Restore Content, long lost; 

Or safely guide the shatter'd bark

That's on the ocean tost?

When anguish tears the tortur'd soul, 

And heaves the pent-up sigh,

And sad reflection makes the tear 

Stand trembling in the eye;
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Think'st thou, that Hope's delusive pow'r

Can aught of joy impart, 10 

To calm the tumults of my mind,

Or ease a breaking heart?

Ah, no, my Friend! too oft has Hope

My flatter'd sense deceived: 

She glittering prospects oft has shown,

Too oft have I believed.

Elegy on the Death of David Garrick, Esq.

LET every tongue be mute for Garrick's dead! 

The Child of Nature seeks his native skies;

With him, alas! the Graces44 all are fled,

In him is lost whatever Taste could prize.

43

David Garrick (1717-1779) was an English actor and manager. A friend of Diderot, Dr. Johnson and 
Goldsmith in 'The Club', his formal debut in 1742 as Richard III made him London's idol. His simple style 
of performing swept the declamatory school off the stage. Sarah Siddons, and indeed the whole of the 
Kemble family, must have been acquainted with him. Ann was 15 when he died. 
44 Greek goddesses, daughters of Zeus. They were the personifications of beauty.
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Envy herself shall give the Genius praise,

Shall own, fair Science 45grew beneath his shade;

And Fame for him shall plant the blooming bays,46

To shade the tomb that holds th' immortal dead.

Let hollow blasts be heard along the dale,

And tuneful birds forget to hail the dawn; 10 

Let ev'ry flowret die within the vale,

Nor perfum'd cowslips deck the painted lawn.

Each downy swan, on Avon's flowing tide,

'Fading in music'47 his departure breath: 

Shade of our Shakespeare, rise! for lo! the pride

Of all thy works is gone thy choicest Wreath.

Let laurel tributes deck our Garrick's tomb,

While tears in torrents from our eyes shall flow; 

With woe-fraught hearts we'll quit the peaceful gloom,

And pay to Worth, what Mem'ry can bestow. 20

45 Of acting.
46 Bay trees .. .
47 TTie reference is to The Merchant of Venice, II, ii. 44: 'He makes a swan-like end/ Fading in music.
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Ye weeping Muses, cease those fruitless tears,

No longer haunt yon melancholy gloom; 

His voice now charms in heaven, seraphic ears, 

Tho' cold his ashes in the dreary tomb.

But soft awhile behold yon opening sky!

See, where he mingles with the blest above! 

O Grave! where is thy mighty victory,48

Since Death's dread sting creates immortal love?

48 A reference to: 'O grave, where is thy victory?' Corinthians, LIV, ii. 54-55.
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Invocation to Fancy

COME, sprightly Goddess, fair and blithe,

With eyes of azure blue, 

Who gently skimm'st the fleeting air

Witih robe of motley hue:

O lull me on thy snowy breast,

To soft, enchanting sleep; 

For on thy bosom Care's beguil'd,

And Woe forgets to weep.

Borne on thy wing, the cot I've view'd,

The flow'r enamell'd mead; 10 

Heard Philomena's49 plaintive moan,

And Shepherd's vocal reed.

The desert wild, the craggy rock,

And dashing surge, I've seen; 

The mould'ring tow'r, and blasted heath,

By Luna's50 lambent beam.

49 In the Greek myth, the sister of Pocne. She was raped by Tereus who was the husband of her sister . 

Tereus then cut out Philomena's tongue to silence her. The gods changed them all into birds; Philomena 

became the nightingale, and so her name is used poetically to refer to that bird. 

30 The moon; or obs. Silver for their legs.
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On Avon's banks I've trac'd the stream,

Where swans delight to lave; 

Their ebon oars51 there ever ride,

Their proud necks kiss the wave. 20

To Heaven I have oft wing'd my way,

Where worlds eternal roll, 

There trod the spangl'd pavement o'er,

And rov'd from pole to pole.

Come then, thou Goddess, heav'nly fair,

With thee, O let me live; 

With smiling mirth let me partake

Those joys which thou can'st give.

Elegy on the Death of a Friend

NO more I hail the rosy-colour'd morn, 

Or range with gladness o'er the tufted mead; 

No more I brush the dew-drops from the thorn, 

Or join my voice to Damon's vocal reed.

51 A good image for their legs.
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For, horror to reflection, now no more 

Eliza sings, the wonder of the plain; 

When doubting whether they should not adore, 

Admiring mortals heard the 'witching strain.

With in her spotless mind each virtue dwelt,

She wip'd the tear from ev'ry sorrowing eye; 10

A tale of woe her tender heart would melt,

And heave her bosom with the pitying sigh.

Pale was the rose upon her beauteous cheek, 

Robb'd of its blossoming hue by pining Care; 

Yet sweet Religion, fair and meek, 

Taught her the sick'ning hand of Death to bear.

Yet gentle Virgins, on Eliza's bier 

Strew the fresh rose, and snow-drop ever fair; 

Then, if they fade, refresh them with a tear - 

Eliza was deserving of your care.

52 The shepherd singer in Virgil's eighth 'Eclogue' and therefore adopted by poets to denote a rustic swain. 

Ann may have been influenced by James Thompson's 'The Seasons' (1726-1730), in which in 'Summer', 

Damon observes Musidora bathing.
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To a Friend, on Reading His 

Polydore53 and Julia54 in the Ladies' Magazine 5S

Ye tuneful Nine,56 inspire my artless verse!

Teach me in flowing numbers to rehearse

His praise, who told the melancholy tale,

More soft than Zephyr fanning thro' the vale.

He real love from Nature drew,

And dar'd the Lover's feelings to the view:

Painted what anguish, what distress he prov'd,

When parted from the maid he fondly lov'd;

What pangs, what tortures fill'd the gentle breast

Of Julia Told how frantic, how distrest, 10

When at the altar, by a Sire's command,

She gave her trembling, her unwilling hand,

To him she hated Most unhappy Fair!

Too soon you trod the thorny paths of Care:

Affrighted Hymen from the Altar fled,

In Shakespeare's 'Cymbeline' Polydore was the name carried by Guiderius while in the Welsh forest; it 
was also the name of a character in Otway's 'The Orphan', and a character in Fletcher's 'The Mad Lover.'

Julia was a character in Shakespeare's Two Gentlemen of Verona^ It is quite possible however, that Ann 
is also associating herself with Julia here. After all, her name was Ann Julia and she had bigamously 
married her Mr. Curtis and been torn from him by 'a sire's command' - John Phillip Kemble's.

The Lady's Magazine, or Entertaining Companion for the Fair Sex, Appropriated Solely to Their Use 
and Amusement, 1770-1837. According to Edward Copeland, the magazine marked 'fashion' as a 'structure 
around which women could mount their conversation about consumption.' See Edward Copeland, Women 
Writing About Money, Cambridge Studies in Romanticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1995), p. 265. 
56 The nine muses.
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Nor held his torch to light the nuptial bed.

Haste thee, fair Fame, thy laureate honours spread,

In wreaths infading, to adorn his head,

Of him, whose name shall flourish when he's dead:

Ev'n sternest Censure, pestilent and pale, 20

And Criticism, with its chilling gale,

Shall rise a Fane57 to speak thy matchless fame,

And Envy's self builds altars to thy name.

Cautious I strike the panegyric string,

And fearful to offend, on languid wing

The Muse soars faintly   yet accept the lay;

Tis Merit prompts, and Friendship bids obey.

An Impromptu

The Nine58 and Apollo59 from Pindus60 descended; 

To see if the race of mankind was amended; 

And try, if each virtue to one fair was given, 

As old Father Jove61 had oft boasted in heaven.

57 A church .
58 The nine muses. The second time Ann Curtis has apostrophized them. (See 'To a Friend , page 25)

59 In Greek mythology, one of the most important Olympian gods.
60 A range of mountains in Northern Greece.
61 In Roman mythology, the supreme god.
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They travers'd the globe a fair female to find, 

In whom wit, good nature, and virtue were joined: 

In one there was pride, folly, noise, and ill-nature, 

Another was vain, without one blooming feature; 

In each there was something that still gave offense - 

For what is good-nature without there's good sense? 10 

And what is good-nature and sense, when they're join'd, 

Unless with strict honour they're closely combin'd? 

Deceiv'd thus and vex'd, they prepar'd to be gone, 

When Phoebus62 reflected they'd pass'd over one: 

Returning, they view'd in the Duchess of Devon63 

E'en more than old Jove had reported in heaven: 

No envy, no malice, debas'd her pure mind; 

To all she was generous, to all she was kind; 

As beauteous as Venus,64 like Dian65 as chaste, 

Good sense, sparkling wit, in her features they trac'd; 20 

They found that despotic she reign'd in all hearts, 

And they stil'd66 her thenceforward - PROTECTRESS OF

ARTS!

62 In Greek mythology, one of the most important Olympian gods.
63 The second time Ann Curtis has fawningly solicited the favour of the Duchess of Devonshire, to whom 

this volume is dedicated.
64 In Roman mythology, the goddess of vegetation, and identified with Aphrodite.
65 In Roman mythology, the goddess of the moon, forests, animals, and identified with Artemis.

66 Viz. styled.
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Zelida to Irena 

An Epistle

Tis past! - the hours of happiness are o'er: -

They're fled! - and Reason lends her aid no more.

Why throbs my heart, ah! why these killing fears?

What means this bursting sigh, these falling tears?

Why glows my bosom with unusual heat?

Say, for thou know'st, is it a sin to own,

Where Love resides, no peace, no bliss is known?

Not myrtle grove, nor amaranthine bower,

Can save, can shield from Love's almighty power:

Whether in grove, or by the chiding stream, 10

My faithless Azor68 is my constant theme!

For him I sigh, for him, alas! I mourn;

For him I weep, without the least return.

Say, can'st thou blame, so pure, so chaste a fire?

'Tis love resign'd, not wild or loose desire:

Peruvian maids, unlearn'd in wile or art,

Can ne'er disguise the feelings of the heart.

O curst Ambition! thirst of slavish shore!

67 Fadeless, undying; 'The only amaranthine flower on earth is virtue, the only lasting treasure, truth.' 

William Cowper. (1731-1800) - "The Task', 1785.
68 Concocted name.
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Why did rude War invade our peaceful shore?

Why did the Spaniards seek Peruvian gold, 20

By us unthought of, and in mines grown old?

The never-dying lamps were burning round,

When lo! the temple shook the altar groaned!

'Postpone the nuptial rites!' the Incas cried,

'Some dreadful mischief will our land betide.'

Scarce had the Priest pronounc'd this direful tale,

When dismal shriekings fill'd the distant vale:

The Spaniards came, O horror to relate!

Our nation bravely fought, and - met their fate!

The bleeding Fathers to the Altars bore 30

Their Infants, blotted with paternal gore;

Hoping the Temple would a refuge prove,

And from the Stabber save the Babes they love:

Round the bless'd Image of our God ador'd

I clung with fervent pray'rs his aid implor'd;

Nor pray'rs nor tears could save us from their pow'r,

They came, and conquer'd in an evil hour;

They bore me, trembling, o'er the boundless flood,

Their swords still reeking with my country's blood.

Yes, my Irena! on the very day 40

That was to join, they tore my Love away,
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Far from my sight - instill'd into his mind 

His love was sinful, his religion blind; 

Taught him his household deities to scorn, 

Nor praise the god that does illumine the morn 

His fickle heart believ'd their faithless wiles, 

Deliver'd with deceit - dress'd up in smiles. 

Why did I live to quit my native land, 

Where innocence and truth went hand in hand? 

Where festive mirth, with soft contentment reign'd? 50 

We knew no falsehood in our happy times, 

Nor pierc'd the golden bosom of our climes. 

On Gallic shores there's nought but noise and strife - 

Contention and distrust embitter life! 

Hesperian69 Maids have charmed my Azor's eyes, 

While, sunk in sad despair, Zelida dies. 

Say then, Irena, canst thou blame the sighs, 

That swell my bosom, and unbidden rise 

Perhaps e'en now he at the Alter stands -

And now the Priest for ever joins their hands. 60 

Be still, my flutt'ring heart! - be strong, to hear 

The fatal news, without a groan or tear! 

Hear, that he never more shall bless my sight,

69 Occidental; inhabitants of the West; the Hesperiidae. Pope, Essay on Man, Epistle 1,1.289.
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And calmly own - 'whatever is, is right.' 70

Not rising morn, nor Afric's spicy gale,

That wantons o'er the perfum'd citron vale,

Can ease or pleasure to my soul impart,

Or calm the tortures of my breaking heart.

Turn back thy stream, O Tiber! quit thy course,

And with loud murmurs make e'en Echo71 hoarse! 70

Fade, fade, ye flowers! O droop your painted heads!

And sink, all wither'd, to your blasted beds!

He's gone, for ever gone! Unfaithful Youth!

Is this the fond return for love and truth?

Sometimes, Irena, in your tow'ring grove,

Once sacred seat of friendship and of love,

While glitt'ring dew-drops deck the quiv'ring trees,

And gentle Zephyr fans a cooling breeze,

Alone I range, when Luna mounts on high,

To drop a tear, or heave the pent-up sigh; 80

There rave I, wilder than the winds or seas,

Sigh with each gale, and murmur with each breeze.

Zelida, cease - thou send'st thy fruitless sighs

To one who heeds not tears or piercing cries:

70 A reference to Pope.
71 In Greek mythology, a mountain nymph who aided Zeus in his love affair with Hera by chattering. As a 

penalty she could only repeat the last words of someone else. Arch: mad or delirious.
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A Cave there is, once some sad Hermit's Cell, 

Where Solitude and Peace were wont to dwell; 

Beneath, enrag'd, the surging billows rave, 

And wash the bottom of the dreary cave: 

There, with dejected eye, I'll sit all day,

And watch the curling eddies as they play; 90 

Till Death, with lenient power appears, 

Calms my sad breast, and stops the gushing tears; 

Then will each care, and ev'ry grief be o'er, 

And faithless Azor be beloved no more.

The Night Mare72

NIGHT's sable curtains o'er the world were spread, 

And more than common darkness hung in the air, 

While in soft sleep were weary mortals laid, 

And not a star kept twinkling in its sphere:

72 This is a much-used literary device. Dreaming is signalized by a rapid eye movement (REM) and while 

dreaming the EEC brain wave differs. Freud examined dreaming in his The Interpretation of Dreams 

(1900). Dream images are often used in Gothic paintings such as those by Fuseh (1741-1825) with which 

Ann was familiar.
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All Nature slept, with peaceful slumbers blest, 

Save only one, and she, to joy unknown, 

Pass'd the long hours without her usual rest, 

And for each breeze she gave an echoing groan.

Three nights before, the Church-yard's horrid gloom 

Receiv'd her Lover, from the clay-cold bier; 10 

Her mind revolving on her Edward's Tomb, 

For him fast flow'd the unavailing tear.

Her, dark Uriah, from her cavern deep, 

Beheld fit object for her hellish spite; 

Whose art could drain the waters of the deep, 

Transfix the stars, and turn the day to night.

In Edward's life, the Witch he had revil'd,

Deny'd her alms, and thrust her from his door;

Bade her howl in deserts ever wild,

And come with winning looks to him no more. 20

This in her mind, she mounted her Night Mare,

A figure horrible to human view!

With rapid force she cut the foggy air,

O'er hills and vales, and roaring floods she flew.
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At length alighting at a dreary cell, 

Where Witches meet, and incantations use; 

Where terrors nod, and direful horrors dwell, 

Man's frighted reason sorely to abuse.

In the deep covert of a gloomy wood

Where nightly, fiends and glaring spectres walk, 30

This mould'ring, subterranean cavern stood,

In whose lone aisles dread apparitions stalk.

There to her other Beldams73 she imparts 

Her present grief, and asks their hellish aid; 

Intreats they'd summon up their subtlest arts, 

To plague and torture the afflicted Maid:

The serpent's tooth, the dragon's hateful blood,

Hemlock, and hissing viper's venom'd tongue;

Foam of the sea, and newly ebbing flood,

And panting hearts from dying turtles wrung. 40

73 An old woman; a virago. Remiscent ofMacbeth : 'Eye of newt, toe of frog,' (IV.i.10-48.).
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The thunder roar'd, the dismal night-owl scream'd! 

The Witches muttered wiles, and horrid sung; 

The cavern groan'd, the flashing lightning gleam'd! 

The air with horrid invocations rung!

The spell accomplish'd, thro' the endarkened'd air, 

With eager haste, they flew to Edward's side, 

And there rehears'd their incantations drear - 

His voice procur'd, to Emma's bed they glide.

Her form, most fiend-like, still Uriah wore,

And on her Mare to Emma's chamber rode, 50

Who did with tears her wretched fate deplore,

And oft in anguish call'd upon her God.

'Mid the impervious gloom of ebon night, 

The fond, distracted, wretched Emma, found 

His much-lov'd form oft fleet before her sight, 

And heard his voice in dismal accents sound.

Her lovely neck hung down beside the bed,

Pale and distorted seem'd her beauteous face!

Her auburn hair erect upon her head,

Robb'd by pale Fear of every female grace. 60
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On the white bosom of the tortur'd Maid, 

Uriah grinn'd in Asmodean74 guise; 

While cares for Edward Emma's breast invade, 

She scarcely credits, scarce believes her eyes.

She tries to speak - to stretch her weary arm; 

Her voice is lost - she cannot hear the sound; 

Nor raise her hand: so potent is the charm, 

By damned Magic thus envelop'd round.

Drops of cold sweat from off her bosom pour'd,

While sheets of fire seem'd falling from on high! 70

Torrents of hail the sister Beldams shower'd,

Enlight'ning now - then darkening all the sky!

The night she'd pass'd thus restless and dismay'd, 

When the plum'd Cock, glad harbinger of day, 

Aurora75 saw, in purple robes array'd, 

And the curs'd Wizards shrunk in haste away.

74 Demon of the Hebrew story. In the book of Tobit, 3.6.8.
75 In Roman religion, goddess of the dawn. Olympian god of light.
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While the fair Goddess trips the daisy'd hills,

Sweeter the dew-bespangl'd lawns appear;

And vocal herdsmen, with the noisy mills,

Assist - from Emma's breast to chase pale Fear. 80

Th' ambitious dream of sudden loss of pow'r; 

The poor are poorer, and the sick grow worse; 

The miser grasps in vain at shining ore, 

And each forlorn one feels an added curse.

The love-sick Maid of ghosts and shadows dire; 

Thus Emma thought, when rous'd by Phoebus' 76 beam, 

No more she saw the falling flakes of fire - 

She woke - and found - 'twas all an idle dream!

Ode to Contemplation

COME, Contemplation! Nymph divinely fair! 

With meditative eye and pensive air: 

Far from the sight of Folly's laughing throng, 

Far from the festive dance, or giddy song,

76 In Greek legend, a nereid, mother of Achilles.
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O lead me! - where the angry billows roar,

And waves contending, lash the distant shore;

Where rocks on rocks stupendously arise,

Whose barren tops appear to touch the skies;

There, on the beach, we'll teach the tear to flow,

In all the tender luxury of woe. 10

Then, when the Sun shall hide his golden head,

And seek in painted clouds his Thetis77 bed,

And the still ev'ning claims our pensive walk,

Of Nature's wonders and her works, we'll talk:

Admire the humble vale, the forest tall,

And praise the bounteous Hand that form'd them all.

Returning homeward, thro' the Church-yard's gloom,

We stop to view some hapless Virgin's tomb,

Perhaps Eliza's - to my memory dear!

Still to thy sufferings falls the gushing tear. 20

Hail, sacred Friendship! ever in my heart

Shall dwell thy manners mild, devoid of art;

Thy simple converse, thy unweary'd truth,

Thy matchless faith, and early faded youth.

Is injur'd innocence the care of Heaven?

If so, to thee eternal bliss is given!

77 According to Homer, 'the old man of the sea', a wise and kindly deity, he was the father of Thetis.
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For thee the Maids shall trip the blooming bow'rs,

And strew thy grave with Nature's fairest flow'rs:

Thyself once fairest, joy of ev'ry eye,

Thy ear was never shut to Mis'ry's cry; 30

Thou found'st the way each succour to impart, 

And yet not wound the feelings of the heart. 

Next, the Inscription meets the tearful eye, 

And from our breasts extorts another sigh: 

'Here lies Eliza, once a happy Maid,

'Till by fond78 love and faithless Man betray'd; 

'Like the fresh rose, she wither'd in her bloom, 

'And dropp'd an early victim to the tomb.'

O Death! how awful thy unerring bow,

It lays the haughty and the rich man low; 40

The proud Lord here, forgetful of his birth

And titles, mingles with the meanest earth.

Some haste to meet thee, as their surest friend,

Soothing their sorrows with a gentle hand,

Giving oblivion to their grief and care - 

While others view thee but with eyes of fear. 

When sickness from my cheek shall steal the bloom, 

And bid me haste to Death's uncertain gloom,

Foolish.
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Let me submissive wait the Will of Heav'n,

Nay, pleas'd, resign the life my God has giv'n.79 50

At Night, return'd, we view the learned page,

Wrote by the hand of venerable Age -

How Rome's first founders bold in Virtue grew,

Firm to their country, to each other true;80

Till curst Ambition stole into the mind,

Ambition! bane and plague of human kind!

How she her Virtues and her Glory lost,

And that fam'd Freedom, once her greatest boast. 

Her beaut'ous walls are now o'er grown with weeds, 

Where the swol'n toad and hissing viper breeds. 60

These are thy works, unconquerable Time, 

Felt in all ages, and in ev'ry clime; 

All own thy might, save Virtue - that alone 

Shall sit secure, and thy rude pow'r disown: 

And on a blissful, on a happy shore, 

Survive, when Time itself shall be no more; 

The Earth shall waste, all Nature feel decay, 

While Virtue reigns amid eternal day.

79 This of course, is in marked contrast to how Ann behaved at the end of her life
80 Ann was not familiar with the internecine strife that plagued the beginnings of the Roman empire, 

starting with Gracchus (133 B.C.) and concluding with Caesar (59 B.C.).
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Search After Happiness

HAPPINESS! to few known but by name, 

Say, dwell'st thou in the bosom of the deep? 

Art thou annex'd to Titles, wealth, or Fame; 

Or near yon sapient College dost thou sleep?

I've sought thee in the unfrequented vale,

Thro' whose fair shades winds soft the babbling rill;

I hop'd to find thee in the lowly dale,

Or on the summit of yon tow'ring hill.

Oft have I chac'd thee o'er the verdant plain,

Yet from my eyes you fickle ever flew; 10

And still my searches and my toils were vain,

Tho' oft I've grasp'd thee in my fancied view.

I sought thee next in Learning's ample store; 

But still in vain - Thou'rt no where to be found! 

I caught a glimpse in Philosophic Lore, 

But fear thou'rt only an illusive sound.
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Thus as I try'd to catch the flying Fair,

Swiftly came on the gloomy shades of Night;

And while my bosom heav'd with rueful care,

A rev'rend Sage appear'd before my sight. 20

An antique robe was 'cross his shoulders bound, 

Sandals, instead of shoes, adorn'd his feet; 

A wreath of palm81 his aged temples crown'd, 

His mien was awful,82yet divinely sweet!

His furrow'd face a smiling aspect wore, 

His silver locks bespoke a length of years; 

My heart a rapture felt, unknown before, 

While thus the Sage my pensive bosom cheers:

'Daughter,' he cried, 'attend INSTRUCTION'S voice!

'You sigh for HAPPINESS - the Goddess flies; 30

'To lure her, yet depends upon your choice,

'And how to keep her, in your wisdom lies.

81 Recalls Jesus's entry into Jerusalem adorned with palm branches.

82 Arch: fearful
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'Tis not in splendor, equipage, or noise, 

'To shine at ball, or sparkle at the play; 

'Pleasures like these the thinking mortal cloys - 

'They're short, and fleeting as a winter's day.

'Nor let Ambition snare thy swelling soul -

'For what is Fame beyond the present hour?

'Beauty will fade, as years upon thee roll,

'And over hearts you'll lose your boasted pow'r. 40

'From him that flatters ever fearful fly, 

'For falsehood hangs on his deceitful tongue; 

'If he should heave the fascinating sigh, 

'O listen not! or you are sure undone.

'Let Honour still sustain thy wavering heart; 

'Tho' you should find the tender conflict hard, 

'Avoid the Youth made up of wiles and art,83 

'For Virtue ever is its own reward.

83 There may be specific allusions to her bigamous lover's age here and to the lecture she received from her 

relatives.
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'Court blest Religion in the pensive shade,

'She'll breathe upon thy soul seraphic light; 50

'From her thou'lt ever find the surest aid,

'And Heaven will open to thy distant sight.

'Let thy pure hand the crying Orphan cheer, 

'And let thy charity the Widow bless; 

'Deny not to Affliction, Pity's tear, 

'For Virtue's fairest when she aids Distress.

'This will ensure the Goddess to thy breast, 

'And Peace will hover o'er thy humble Cell; 

'Content will sooth thy rising cares 

'And with thee HAPPINESS shall ever dwell!' 60

Song

I'LL hasten, a wreath to prepare, 

And twine all the sweets of the bow'r: 

The woodbine, and lilly so fair, 

And the violet, fresh blooming flow'r.
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The rose, to the cheek of my Love,

All faded appears to my view;

Nor the snow-drop, fresh plucked from the grove,

Can vie with her bosom's white hue.

Yet the rose-bud I well may compare

To the sweet, modest blush of the Maid;84 10

And the snowdrop, so beaut'ous and fair,

Is like her, in innocence 'ray'd.

This garland, new cull'd from the vale, 

I'll place on my fair Delia's head; 

Not the perfume these flowerets exhale 

Can compare with the breath of the Maid.

Damon and Phyllida 

A Pastoral

'YE Shepherds, give over your strains, 

'Attend to poor Phyllida's tale:

'Young Damon, who gladden'd our plains, 

'Has left his fair Cot in the Vale.

A shepherd singer in Virgil's 8th 'Eclogue'; often adopted by poets to characterize a rustic swain.
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'Entic'd by the Trumpet of Fame,

'His pipe and his crook laid aside, 

'To raise by brave actions his name -

'All the horrors of Death he defy'd!

'Contented and happy we were,

'For healthful and large was our flock; 10 

"Their fleece as the snow-drop was fair,

'And whiten'd the top of yon rock.

'Our garden with flowrets was stor'd, 

'Where roses and eglantine twine; 

'Where the bee stole his nect'rous hoard, 

'And rich grapes pendant hung from the vine.

'Our cottage with jas'mine was crown'd,

'Oaks shaded the seats at the door; 

'The woodbine crept wantonly round,

'And gave a fresh zest to our store. 20

'A stream by the side of our cot,

'Ran murmuring thro' a fair mead, 

'Where Damon, so happy our lot!

'Oft pip'd to my praise on his reed.
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'Thus favour'd of Heaven, we dwelt, 

'No bliss but each other we knew; 

'Our moments no sorrow e'er felt,

'For, wing'd by fond pleasure, they flew:

'Till Strephon, 85 who lives on yon Mount,

'One day to our vicinage86 came; 30 

'And tales he thought fit to recount,

'Of Glory, of Freedom, and Fame.

'He told, in his youth how he fought;

'How he Riches and Honour acquir'd; 

'How nobly he Liberty fought -

'Till the breast of my Damon was fir'd!

He spoke with contempt of those Swains,

Who for Alba87 would feel no alarms, 

'But frolic and dance o'er the plains,

'While 'gainst Nations combin'd she's in arms. 40

85 The shepherd whose lament for his lost love begins Sidney's 'Arcadia'. Strephon's name had been 

commonly adopted for a rustic lover.
86 Vicinity, neighbourhood.
87 Albion, meaning England.
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'On this, my dear Damon grew sad,

'No longer his cottage could please; 

'No longer his bosom was glad -

'His heart was a stranger to ease.

'His flowrets, which once were his pride,

'Unpropt and neglected they grew; 

'His lambs o'er the meadows stray'd wide,

'And peace from our cottage withdrew.

'One day, as we sat in the wood,

'With these Warriors, said Damon, - I'll roam: 50 

'Shall they for me shed their best blood,

'While I sit inactive at home?

'In vain were his Phyllida's tears,

'For firm to his purpose he stood; 

'In vain did she paint her wild fears,

'And conjur'd up Horror's dark brood.

These woods and these valleys, he cry'd,

'Can witness, thou'rt dear to my arms; 

'But leave thee I must, still he sigh'd,

'For Glory resistless has charms. 60
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'Yet soon will thy Shepherd return, 

'All cover'd with laurels, to thee; 

'Again with fond love will I burn,

'And my passion I'll carve on each tree.

'Next morning I travers'd each grove,

'But Damon had taken his flight, 

'For ever he's lost to my sight!

'Forgetting his vows and his love-

'Then mourn, my dear Shepherds, with me,

'My Damon, I fear me, is slain; 70 

'For Britain from War now is free,

'And yet he returns not again.

'No more will I join the gay throng,

'That festive nor dance in the grove; 

'No more will I list to the song,

'But mourn all the day for my Love.

'O Damon! Most dear to my soul,

The tear still fast flows at thy name: 

'While Time o'er my sorrows shall roll,

Til curse the allurements of Fame.' 80



As she spoke - o'er the far-distant plain 

Her Damon came tripping along!

And the Day that restored her lost Swain, 

Each morn, is the theme of her song.

FINIS

196
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2. The Songs of Tammany (1794)

Note on the Text

The text given here is taken from the edition of The Songs of Tammany, or the 

Indian Chief: A Serious Opera published by John Harrison in New York in 1794. 

This edition has not here been modernized; the sometimes erratic punctuation and 

capitalization in the original have been retained. A few obvious misspellings 

have been corrected.
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THE SONGS OF TAMMANY:
OR, 

THE INDIAN CHIEF.

A Serious Opera1

By Ann Julia Hatton.

To be had at the Printing-Office of JOHN HARRISON

No 3, Peck-Slip 

And of Mr. Faulkener, at the Box-Office of the Theatre

Price One Shilling. 

1794

1 For the text I am indebted to the University of Colorado at Boulder, provenance of Sister Mary 
Dominic Ray, O.P.
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ACT I

AIR I

Manana

Refulgent2 pow'r! whose gladsome ray 

Inspires and warms my pensive heart; 

While thou dost pour the golden day, 

Bid hence the sigh of grief depart.

Oh! let thy beams my bosom cheer 

That sinks with trembling fear oppress'd 

Conduct my daring hunter here, 

And make the sad Manana blest.

Scarce can thy splendors, beauteous sun!

Dispel the terrors of my heart; 10

Yet ere thy glorious course be run,

Oh! bid the sigh of grief depart.

Air II 

Manana

Dear woods! beneath whose spreading boughs 

I listen to his tender vows,

! Glittering, brilliant.
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And feel the while3 an equal glow, 

While fast the tears of rapture flow.

Forever flourish green and gay,

Soft breezes hither wing your way;

Bring perfumes from the citron4 grove,

To breathe around the woods I love. 20

AIR III

Mariana

At early dawn to rouse the chase, 

Or active join the flying race; 

To climb the mountains awful brow, 

Or swim the rapid stream below, 

Beneath the wave to dive for shell, 

To deck my mossy couch or cell; 

All these are sweet, but not to me 

So sweet as is my Tammany.

At eve to lure the finny prey,

As thro' their coral groves they stray, 30

Or, on their ouzy5 beds supine,

They in the radiant sun beams shine;

3 Viz. All the while.
"Citrus.
5 Oozing.
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Beneath the moon's pale light to rove, 

The aloed6 wood or palmy grove, 

These, these are sweet; but not to me 

So sweet as is my Tammany,

AIRIV

Manana

When dark and cheerless is the sky, 

And o'er our heads the chill gales fly, 

Thro' pathless woods the Indian roves,

To rouse the prey for her he loves; 40 

And scarcely prints the shining snow 

While seeking for the foaming foe. 7

Sure wing'd with death his arrow flies, 

Then to his love he bears the prize. 

And then when gleams the sanguine star,8 

And fiercely burns the fire of war, 

When loud the war-whoop dins around, 

Ready for fight the Indian's found.

No fear his dauntless bosom knows,

But for the battle throbs and glows, 50

6 Pale green, or agalloch.
7 Presumably an animal foaming at the mouth.
8 Perhaps Mars, the god of war.
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And should he fall (O glorious fate!) 

His living friends avenge his fate, 

And (higher bliss) upon his bier, 

His bosom's partner drops a tear.

Chorus of Indians

Men

Near Or'noco's9 limpid stream, 

Did the hatchet clang and gleam: 

Here the war whoops dismal note, 

Dreadful on the wind did float; 

Conquest smil'd we won the day. 

Happy Indians! come away. 60

Zulla

Late our chiefs were stain'd with blood; 

War resounded through the wood: 

Now the battle's din is o'er; 

Fury swells our souls no more; 

Now we laugh and dance and play; 

Happy Indians! come away.

Manana 

Now our parent, mounted high,

9 The Orinoco River flowing through Venezuela, one of the longest South American rivers.
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Shoots his bright beam thro' the sky;

From the noon day heat remove;

Let us seek the palmy grove; 70

By the cool refreshing rill,

Tumbling headlong from the hill,

As we jocund wind along,

Let us wake the sprightly song.

Doubt and fear and grief, away,

Let us celebrate the day.

When the field of blood was won,

And the battle's rage was done.

Happy Indians! haste away,

Let us celebrate the day.' ° 80

Chorus

Happy Indians! come away, 

Let us celebrate the day.

End of Act I.

10 Ann Hatton has, to some extent, fallen under the influence of the 'noble savage' idea, 
promulgated by Rousseau in Emile (1762).
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ACT II

AIR I

Wegaw

For deep sups of this liquor I swear, 

Have made foolish Wegaw quite wise; 

And faith now, I can tell to a hair, 

What's doing above in the skies.

The sun is a deep thinking fellow,

He drys up the dews of the night,

Lest old father Time should get mellow,

And so become slow in his flight. 90

The moon she loves drinking 'tis plain, 

She governs the tides of each flood, 

And she takes a sip from the main ; 

You may know her changeable mood.

Thou dear tippling orb give me a drink, 

Large lakes full of glorious rum! 12 

My head turns, I'm swimming I think 

Sweet Rheuma! 13 Why look you so glum?

" Arch: wide reaches of the sea.
12 Ann is showing a high interest in spirits.
13 In old English a term describing a basket of disorders, a goddess personifying fluid affecting
joints.
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SONG 

Ferdinand

Sweet simple maid dispel each fear, 100 

Fair faith and truth inhabit here; 

Never shall my heart deceive thee, 

The white man loves, pray believe me.

Ne'er to greater joy aspiring;

Love shall strew our path with flowers,

Love shall brighten all our hearts.

AIR II 

Manana

See! the orb of night appears, 

Misty twilight disappears. 

Lightly fall the dreams of rest, 

Cheering ev'ry pensive breast. 110

See! along the crumpled wave, 

How the dancing moonbeams lave ; 

Airy spirits on the wing 

Now their joyous vigils sing.

14 Arch: wash.
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Night commands us hence, away, 

Sure too fleeting is the day, 

But to-morrow in the grove, 

Welcome long, and dance, and love!

AIR III

Manana

Pale chilly fear my heart assails.

Shade15 of my mother! hear my pray'r; 120 

Dark terror o'er each sense prevails; 

O! let thy spirit hover near.

The hollow gale sweeps o'er the flood; 

Ah! why from my eye starts the tear? 

The whip-o-will 16 sounds thro' the wood: 

His voice is an omen of fear.

Chorus

Joy and mirth dispel, the pensive tears of grief 

And constant virtue still, from Heav'n shall find relief. 

The Indian thus, when long, rude storms deform the skies, 

Glad beholds tempests calm, and sees the sun arise. 130

END OF ACT II

15 Spirit.
16 A nocturnal goatsucker, found in the eastern United States and related to the European nightjar
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ACT III

AIR I 

Tammany

Fury swells my aching soul, 

Boils and maddens in my veins; 

Fierce contending passions roll 

Where Manana's image reigns.

Hark! Her shrill cries thro' the dark woods resound! 

She struggles in lust's cruel arms; 

My bleeding bosom my ears how they wound 

And fill ev'ry pulse with alarms.

Come revenge! my spirit inspire,

Breathe on my soul thy frantic fire, 140

O'er each nerve thy impulse roll;

Breathe thy spirit on my soul.

Thy shade, my love, shall hover round, 

Shall see nor deal death's ghastly wound; 

Thy lovely eyes, brightly beaming. 

O'er my bosom valor dreaming.

Despair, the fiend of darkest night 

Fiercely urging on the fight,
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He thy sorrows shall avenge,

And 'midst the carnage, howl revenge. 150

AIR II

Manana

From thy dear brow that frown remove, 

And smile as thou wert wont17 my love, 

Oh! let not fierce revenge destroy 

The happy hours of future joy.

For 'midst the fearful battles dreadful rage,

When poison'd arrows fly, and spears engage,

Oh! should'st thou fall, what can the fates bestow,

To soften sad Manana's poignant woe. 160

AIR III.

Manana

SOFT peace, alas! from us is flown, 

And fear and rage usurp her throne, 

Distracting all our hours: 

War spreads his flaming brands around, 

And never more shall peace be found 

To cheer our frighted bowers.

17 Accustomed to.
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DUET 

Altered from the old Indian song

Tammany

The sun sets in night and the stars shun the day, 18 

But glory unfading can never decay, 

You white men were always deceivers in vain; 

The son of Alkmoonac shall ne'er wear your chain. 170 

Remember the wood where in Ambush we lay, 

And the Scalps which we bore from your Nation away, 

Now the flame rises fast, you Exult in my pain, 

But the Son of ALKNOMOOK can never complain.

I go to the land where my father is gone,

His ghost shall rejoice in that of his son;

Death comes like a friend, he relieves me from pain,

And thy Son O! ALKNOMOOK has scorn'd to complain. 19

Manana 

To the land where our fathers are gone we will go,

18 There is a curious anomaly here. This line is plagiarized from Anne Hunter's (nee Home's) 

poem 'North American Death Song' (written 1782, published in the United States in 1802). Only 

the first line is identical. Hewitt's work was widely distibuted in North America, Ann must have 

borrowed it. It was published in England by Longman & Broderick in 1786.
19 This alteration is in the score, but not the text of the libretto. The score, as the enclosed 

fragment reveals, is written for Guitar and German flute. But on the other hand, we have to 
remember that the operetta, in 1795, was reduced to two acts ("America Discovered, or 

Tammany, the Indian Chief) and this may explain the altered score.
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Where grief never enters but pleasures still glow, 180 

Death comes like a friend: he relieves us from pain, 

Thy children, Alkmoonac, shall ne'er wear their chain.

Both

Farewell then ye woods which have witness'd our flame. 

Let time on his wings bear our record of fame. 

Together we die for our spirits disdain, 

Ye white children of Europe your rankling chain.20

Chorus

Sorrow with us no more is found; 

Peace, joy and frolic, mirth resound: 

While ev'ry wood and ev'ry grove,

Echoes the melting song of love. 190 

Hither haste with frolic gay, 

Sons of India! haste away.

DUET

Yes, he deserv'd our warmest praise, 

Our proudest, most exalted lays; 

For he was valiant, good and brave. 

Manana too, of form divine! 

Our hands the glowing garland twine, 

To decorate thy grave.

20 There is an interesting variation on the text as written above. The Magazine of History, 170 
(1831) quotes Hewitt's score as reading: 'The Sun sets at night, and the stars shun the day;/ But - 
Glory remains - when the light fades away./ Begin ye tormentors, your threats are in vain,/ For the 
Son of ALKNOMOOK shall never complain.'
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Indian Priests

Oh hero! Sunk alas thy might. -

No more you pant to join the fight, 200 

Thy eye bright beaming like a star. 

Beneath the sod must glory lie, 

Alas! and must the chieftain die, 

Who led the ranks of war?

Chorus of Indians and Spaniards 

You whose souls with virtue bum, 

Drop a tear upon his urn, 

Far beyond our feeble sight, 

See they soar to realms of light.

Chorus of women 

Indian maids your voices raise;

Sing to chaste Manana's praise. 210 

Here at silent nights return, 

Will we wander near thy um. 

Dew-bathed blossoms we'll combine, 

Round this hallow'd spot to twine; 

Dropping tears upon the grave, 

Which contains the good and brave.
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Chorus

While we rear the standard high, 

Weep upon our victory. 

Let fame her clarion sound,

To the list'ning world proclaim, 220 

Throughout all her ample round, 

Laurel'd conquest and bright fame, 

Yet let humanity still fervid glow, 

Shewing soft mercy to the vanquish'd foe.

FINIS
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3. Unpublished Poems 

A. Selected Poems from the Scrapbook (1833-4)

v. .-/i.O*
: 

n<

u*i\J

Note on the Text

Ann of Swansea's Scrapbook of 1833-4 is a quarto volume bound in embossed black 

leather, now held in the City and County of Swansea Museum Collection, SM. LIB. Box 

126.3. I am grateful to the City and County of Swansea for their kind permission to 

reproduce a selection from the manuscript poems it contains. The occasional error of 

punctuation and capitalization has not been corrected. Since these poems were written 

over a twelve month period (November 3 rd 1 833 - October 3 1 stl 834) they are listed 

below chronologically.
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The Inscription

To Douglas Cohen Esq. M.D. For whom they were expressly written, these trifles 

are most respectfully Inscribed, by his Much Obliged And Sincerely attached 

Friend Ann of Swansea.

Swansea Nov 1 st 1834. Park Street.

My Prayer1

My prayer is breath'd - may it arise 

Wafted by angels to the skies; 

May it be heard at that bright throne 

Whence blessings are dispens'd alone; 

Friend of my heart! For thee I pray'd 

That sorrow never might invade 

Thy breast, - that peace and joy with thee 

Might dwell in smiling unity.

' Saturday, November 3 rd.
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Jealousy 2

I will not curse thee, happy one!

Though I such anguish prove,

Though by thy charms I am undone,

And blighted is my love.

Thou canst not bind thy lover's head,

With flowers that fancy wreathes;

Nor canst thou o'er his senses shed

The perfume genius breathes.

Yet do I envy thee - 'tis thine,

This thine, to kindle transient fire; 10

To have a heart I thought was mine,

Then mute forever by my lyre.

I will not curse thee happy one!

Though still I deeply feel - and know

Thy charms his roving heart have won,

Yet I'll not curse thee - for the woe

Of his desertion, will be thine,

And there art doom'd to jealousy like mine.

Saturday November 9th
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The Crysanthemum3

The Sun! the glorious Sun! see how

It throws its beams on yon bright flowers

That borrows its own golden hue,

Nor thinks frail thing, how short its hour

How soon a biting frost may steal

And nip its beauty now so bright,

With icy spell its buds may seal,

And doom to perish short from light..

So will the female heart expand,

And yield to hope in happy hours 10

'Till torn asunder is the band,

That fancy twin'd of summer flowers.

Then comes the blight of chill despair,

Which heeds not reasons weak control; -

Then the forsaken wretch must bear,

The dark dull winter of the soul.

Monday, November 11th
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Sleep 4

Where are thy poppy garlands now

O Sleep! the sorrow lulling band,

You us'd to twine around my brow

Sealing my eye-lids with a downy hand?

Then com'st no more to me with dreams

Of joy, visions of pleasure!

Thou giv'st my couch no smiling gleams

That memory with delight may treasure.

Come gentle sleep again thy balms restore

Give me again thy opiate breath, 10

But bring before my mind no more,

Those Dreams, that torture worse than death.

4 Tuesday, November 12th
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Memory 5

Charming is memory though it bring

But painful images to view,

Of vanish'd youth, of thoughts that spring

Of hopes deceiv'd, when love was new.

Memory has charms - it brings again

Looks, words, and makes smiles forever fled;

Yes, though they give the bosom pain,

The tears are sweet, we o'er them shew

Then Memory throw thy portals wide,

Renew the happy past to me, 10

While yet I must on earth abide

Let me not mourn the loss of thee.

s Thursday, November 14th .
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Cherish Hope 6

Early one smiling sunny day

Hope - Joy - and Love forsook their biers

And o'er a mountain took their way

To gather spring's fresh budded flowers

Hope said 'twill be delightful weather -

And laughing Joy with jest, and song

Amus'd them as they stayed to gather

Violets that grew the path along.

Deceiving Hope! Soon came a storm,

The sun's bright face no longer shone 10

Love shivering wish'd himself at home.

Love sadly wept - Hope heard no sigh

But bade Joy rise, and laugh, and play,

The rain said Hope, far hence doth lie -

The sun has driven the clouds away;

Hope threw her blossoms all to Love

While Joy to frolic gave full scope

Love said Joy did a craven prove -

' Sunday, November 17th .
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So I henceforth will cling to Hope,

Sweet Hope! that braves the tempest's power 20

While Joy shrinks back when dark clouds lower.

Oh! I have prayed...but insincerely.

And Heaven is deaf, and will not hear -

For my offending heart too dearly

Worships an idol I should spurn and despair.

I weep - but not my sins; adoring

While I would repent, - glowing while I pray;

Lamenting, trembling, and imploring -

Such prayers to Heaven ne'er wing their way.

Wretch that I am! for still I'm feeling.
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Tears 7

Nay do not ask me why I weep,

Or what disturbs this heart of mine?

But let my bosom always keep

Within its depths a secret shrine.

The tear that trickles down my cheek

Without a real cause may stream -

Perhaps a dread I may not speak,

Some fancied ill, some idle dream!

Then heed me not - for well you know

A strange, weak, silly thing am I, 10

That blushes rise, and tears will flow,

When I can give no reason why.

Thou know'st presentiment is mine -

Dost thou persist - then lend thine ear,

Another by that heart of thine

Prefer'd, - shall cause me many a tear.

7 Wednesday, November 20th .
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Expectation 8

Depend not on a Friend too much

Lest you should meet vexation,

And he should adverse fortune touch,

Deceive your expectation.

Doat9 not upon a lovely face

Sickness 10 makes depredation;

The mind if counting sense to grace

Deceives the expectation.

Happy are they who are content,

Whate'er their situation; 10

For never can their hearts repent

Yielding to expectation.

'Friday, November 22nd 
" Dote. 

Presumably her lameness.
'Dote.
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The Myrtle11

It seem'd to droop with yellow leaf,

It sickly hung its odorous head,

As if its life, so sweet and brief,

Had with its snowy blossoms fled -

I thought 'twas gone, and o'er it sigh'd -

Mourning it sad and early doom -

When on the withering storm I spied

Young, tender leaves, of verdant bloom;

It lives! My heart exulting said,

O, may these leaves prophetic be. 10

Of what I blighted thought and deed,

Living for friendship, and for me.

11 Thursday, November 28th .
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The Mirror12

As yet no wrinkles in thy face appear;

Thy bosom has no stain of yellow hue;

And still meandering as a streamlet clear;

Thy veins disclose a bright and healthy blue.

As yet there's lustre sparkling in thine eye,

Thy dewy lips a crimson tint disclose;

And still unfaded on thy cheek doth lie

The glowing colour of the summer rose.

Tis thus my mirror most deceitful says

That time to me, but little harm hath done; 10

Vain as I am, and fond perhaps of praise.

This flattery my belief has never won:-

Credulity alas! is woman's bane -

By adulation thousands are betray'd -

Deceitful mirror! O, pronounce again,

Unsay the falsehoods, thou hast lately said!

Tell me, that vainly blooms the polish'd mind

When youth's gay rosy hours away have flown.

Tell me, that man can seldom—never find,

Beauty, or charm, in intellect alone. 20

12 Friday, November 29th .
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The Mimosa 13

The Mimosa from a rude touch, 

Closes its leaves and seems to die 

So do I droop, so shrink , while sad 

O'er all my wayward destiny

The breath of Heaven the plant reviving

Its fragile head again it rears;

But outrag'd heart's neglect surviving,

In secret pour forth bitter tears.

I the Mimosa am, - still praying

That I no longer may repine 10

But while on earth I may be staying

Calm Indifference may be mine.

13 Thursday, December 5th
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Blossoms 14

Fair pledges of a fruitful tree 

Why do ye fall so fast? 

Your date is not so past, 

But ye may stay yet here awhile 

To blush, and on us smile 

And go at last.

But ye are lovely buds, where we

May read how soon things have

Their end, though ne'er so brave

And after they have shewn their pride 10

Like you awhile, they glide.

14 Saturday, December 7* .In Scrap number 47, she is quick to note 'Profession and Sincerity are often 
taken for each other, time and experience can alone disclose the difference.'
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Morning 15

See, how the planets fade away 

Obedient to Almighty power, 

Who from the night divided day. 

And period mark'd for every hour. 

Tis dawn, and now along the sky 

The gray clouds change to tint of rose, 

Swift rays of light along them fly 

And nature wakes from its repose.

15 Sunday, December 8th
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The Spider16

I've marked thee at thy work deceitful thing.

I've seen thee form thy web with artful skill,

What dost thou weave? A snare for silly flies,

Poor death-doomed creatures! Beating feet and wing

That thou delayest for a while to kill -

Delighting to behold their agonies!

Woman from this a moral may derive,

A useful lesson from the spider gain;

When man to win her love employs each art,

Let her against the fond deceiver strive, 10

He soon will scorn, should he her love obtain,

And leave his victim, but a broken heart.

16 Tuesday, December 10* She again strikes her virulent anti-male theme in this short poem.
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The Mandoline17

The Mandoline's sweet melody,

Its tender plaintive notes, 

Upon the Adriatic18 sea,

In melting cadence floats: 

When high in Heaven the moon doth climb,

The mandoline is near 

Mingling with convent's solemn chime

And song of Gondolier19 

Sweet are the nightly serenades,

Venetian20lover'spour; 10 

To win the hearts of dark ey'd maids,

In grove, or moonlit bower... 

O music! Magical the power, 

That breathes from thy sweet warbling shell,

It soothes the throbb (sic) of pain; 

But most in pleasure's joyous hour 

The heart acknowledges the spell

Of thy entrancing strain.

17 Wednesday Dec. 18th..
Obviously, Ann means here any distant sea.
Again, an uncertain attribution. 

0 Acually, Venice is set on a marsh close to the Adriatic.
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Supplication (written at the time of the cholera)21

Spare us, let breaking hearts and tearful eyes

Appear before thee as a sacrifice

For sin. See us enfeebled lie, God of mercy hear!

With pious hope the couch of sickness cheer,

Remove thy dreadful scourge! thy wrath restrain,

Give the pale cheek its healthful glow again;

Let us before our maker contrite kneel

And all that stains, and wounds our soals (sic) reveal.

Let us devoutly and sincerely pray

This fearful scourge may pass away. 10

21 Probably 1833, it having spread throughout Europe from central Asia. Sunday Dec. 22
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Blots22

Oft on the paper blots appear,

And stain the page I wish were fair,

Remembrance urg'd the gushing tear,

The drops would fall, - they settled here.

But blots on paper that remain,

Upon a true heart give no stain;

And tears that fall from heart sincere,

Expressing sorrow's lurking there,

May be excus'd; - nay some would say

"I would not have those blots away, - 10

"For they the memory renew,

"Of friendship that no change e'er knew;

"Of one" - no matter whom - who bore -

Rest silly heart - regret no more

The past - be firm - weak tears restrain

Nor let them blot the page again.

21 Monday, December 23rd
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Man's Greatest Blessing 23

Is wealth a blessing? answer pray,

No, it has wings, may fly away;

And when its hoards are dissipated

You will be laughed at - scom'd - and hated.

Is love a blessing? if 'twould last

But ah! too soon its glow is past; 

To apt to change - it will depart. 

And leave you - but a breaking heart.

In friendship do we blessings prove?

Alas! 'tis fickle quite as love; 10

For when misfortune finds our door,

There friendship is beheld no more.

On love, on riches, ne'er depend 

Rely not on a professing friend; 

Nothing expect, and you shall find 

The blessing of a contented mind.

23 Friday, December 27*
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The Talisman 24

I've read of Talisman25 that would convey

To those that wore it, power to know

Whatever words, or looks, might say,

A friend sincere, or secret foe.

I would such Talisman were mine,

That while conceal 'd within my breast

I might command wily thoughts untwine,

And bring plain truth to stand confest.

Then should I learn the heart to prize

Though words displeasing I might hear; 10

And I might read in loving eyes,

A character most insincere.

Yet, it is better to my mind,

No magic Talisman to have,

Each smiling friend in heart a knave.

We want no Talisman to pry

Where falsehood weaves its web of art,

Alas, sufficient meets the eye,

Peace to disturb - and wound the heart.

Saturday, December 28. 
25 Something that produces apparently magical effects.
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Inconstancy26

Man's heart - what is it I am saying

Man has no heart - only a yearning,

With those weak trifles to be playing

Call'd woman, - deepest feeling spuming

Fair one remember, man to be straying

Is prone, regard not tender speeches;

Heed not the worship he is paying,

Or in thy heart he'll make sad breaches.

Think woman of thy preservation

Be thou wise, and shun his sophistry; 10

Man ever sees with mental reservation,

He'll swear he loves - but 'tis inconstancy!

26 Monday, December 30th
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The Deluge27

The face of Heaven is overcast,

Darkly is roll'd cloud upon cloud -

Still howls the wild and stormy blast

With untir'd breath, strong, hoarse, and loud.

Ceaseless in torrents pours the rain,

Alike through sickly day, and night -

A stagnate sea appears the plain,

A lake the hill's aspiring height.

O! if a second deluge break

The solid basis of the earth, 10

If to its deep sunk centre make

O'erwhelming all of mortal birth -

Heaven grant, when yielding to the wave

My closing eyes may meet the face

That to my life its sunlight gave,

The form that in my heart holds place.

Then - on the foaming billows toss'd

Friendship will cheer, 'till life be lost.

Wednesday, January 8*.
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Years 28

And what are years, unless they bring 

Deforming wrinkles on their wing? 

Unless they in their rapid flight 

Quench in the eye its liquid light; 

Unless they fade the cheek's fresh hue 

And rob the lip of tint, and dew; 

Unless upon the warm heart's page 

They could inscribe the frosts of age; 

If they indeed could reach the mind 

And there each folly closely bind 10 

Then it were well; - but years nay pass 

And form, and heart, unchang'd remain 

E'en as they're now - proving, alas! 

Years may be number'd,- Wisdom preach in vain.

8 Thursday, January, 16th .
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The Bust of Byron 29

The world and Byron disagreed

It censur'd genius - word - and deed.

Yet when these puny railers die,

Unheeded shall their memories, lie.

While his soul; care and time shall frown

He well deserv'd the laurel crown

That round his honour'd bust doth lie

The mead of genius most sublime!

And Fame shall round his hallow'd shrine

Bid the bright Bay forever bloom.30 10

29 Saturday, January 18* Lord George Gordon Byron (1788-1824), one of the great English Romantic 
poets. The church authorities refused to place his bust in 'Poet's Corner' in Westminster Abbey. Like Ann 
of Swansea he had a club foot.
30 A laurel wreath, signifying a prize for excellence.
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Forget Me Not31

There is a little simple flower 

I would have sent to thee, 

Because 'tis said to have the power 

To waken memory: 

Near lady's Bower 'tis seldom seen, 

Affects not gay parterre,32

But bides on banks, that fresh and green,

Border a streamlet clear.

There does it lonely bend and lave

Its coronal33 of blue, 10

That gathers from the lucid wave,

A deeper, brighter hue.

It loves to grace a poet's lay,

It cheers a maiden's lot,

By whispering to a friend away,

Dear one! Forget me not.

31 Monday, January 20th
32 A garden with beds of flowers separated by paths.
33 A circlet for the head, denoting rank or dignity.
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34THE PICNIC

The party form'd, away they hie,

Though rather cloudy looked the sky

On Kitty in a brand new Bonnet;

Their baskets filled with Fowl and Ham,

With tongue, veal pie - Jelly and Jam.

Down pours the rain - and worse disaster

Down falls [sic] the Baskets...

The veal pie, tongue, the fowls, and the ham,

Mix'd up with Jelly, mustard, Jam.

No mortal can I'm sure be eating; 10

Hal laughed, while sharing Lucy's cloak.

And said, 'this picnic is a joke!

I'll write a sonnet on it.'

34 Tuesday January 21 st .
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Sickness 35

Since 'tis our doom while life we wear,

Sickness, and sorrow still to bear,

Of man's first sin the penalty;

How much that sickness heavier lies

When no kind word, no loving eyes

Soothe us with gentle sympathy.

Sick, lonely, sad, to me is given

Comfort to seek alone from Heaven;

No friend have I, with tender care,

To press my temples silently, 10

Whose lips for me will breathe a prayer,

For me, the lone one! fervently.

Wednesday, January 23rd
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The Billet Doux36

Observant of appointment made

Juan beneath her lattice staid37

From which the love-sick Inez threw

Poor silly maid! A billet doux -

In which the promise made, next might

With him, from home to take her flight.

Inez a father's arms forsook.

And to herself a husband took.

But soon alas! had cause to rue,

She ever wrote the billet doux, 10

That took her from a single life

To be a wretched wife;

One year had plainly told to her,

Seldom love matches happy are. 38

36 Friday, January 24th
37 Or perhaps 'stands'
38 In particular - Ann's love match.
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Forgive Me39

Though I have strove40 to hide wild feeling,

With a calm look I have intended.

The storm within to be concealing,

I know full well I've thee offended.

Wilt thou forgive me, and with pity view

A creature born with passions wild.

Who guide parental never knew,

Cast on the world while yet a child.

To me that world has been portraying

Scenes of contention, and of gloom, 10

Of hopes delusive and betraying

Of friendships blighted in their bloom.

Then wonder not if thou dost see,

Within my breast strong feeling live,

If stormy passions reach to thee 

Heed not the tempest - but forgive.

39 Saturday, January 25th
40 Dial, past participle, of 'to strive'.
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Intercession 41

Lord from thy laws so oft we swerve

So much of sin have to repent

That nothing we from thee deserve

So conscience owns but punishment.

Yet let thy mercy still be near

To friends that traverse sea or land,

Great God in time of danger hear

And stretch o'er them thy saving hand.

O, let thy pity like the rain,

That to the earth doth freshness lend, 10

Work from our souls polluting stain

And pardon to our sins extend.

41 Sunday, January 26th
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The Sea 42

Deceitful element! How smooth and clear 

Thy undulating waves just now appear 

As with soft whisper'd murmurs on they flow 

And sparkling around the fatal vessel glow 

That bears to foreign land some faithful soul 

By adverse fortune forc'd from home to find 

That sadly leaves friendship and love behind 

The wealth life asks, in other climes to find. 

Deceitful elements now foaming high. 

The raging billows seem to brave the sky. 10 

Loudly the spirit of the ocean wails, 

Shrieking it cracks the masts and rends. 

Hopeless on deck behold the wanderer stand, 

Distant from all he loves, and far from land - 

To Heaven he prays - the waves rush wildly on - 

Hark to that cry! - she sinks! - the vessel's gone! 

Down, down it goes - and unnumber'd fathoms deep - 

The hapless crew beneath the white foam sleep -

42 Monday, January 27*.
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It closes round them, wrapping like a shroud, 

While raving winds sing out their dirge aloud. 20 

Deceitful element! How silently 

How smooth, how placidly thy waves glide by - 

Yet wherefore should I thus reproaches pour 

Upon the Sea? When every passing hour, 

Shows us that earth, with verdant beauty smiling 

Is to the full as treacherous, and beguiling.
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Think of Me 43

In pleasure's hour when all are gay,

And then with spirit light and free,

Dost join the merry roundelay,44

I wish not thou shouldst think of me.

But should misfortune on thee press

In sickness shouldst thou chance to be,

In hours of pain and loneliness,

I wish that thou shouldst think of me.

Where e'er thy knee shall find a shrine

To supplicate the Deity, 10

Whenever holy thoughts are thine,

Then most I'd have thee think of me.

For be apart what e'er thy fate,

My friendship still unchang'd will be;

But if thou shoulds't be rich, and great,

Say wilt thou ever think of me?

43 Tuesday, February 7th. 
A poem with a recurring refrain.
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Infliction45

Oh God! Inflict not more than I can bear 

Remove from me thy sin chastising hand, 

Lest at the instigation of despair, 

I grow forgetful of thy great command. 

Against self murder thou hast set thy soul 

Be merciful my banish'd peace restore 

Thou dost behold the tortures that I feel 

Pardon thy servant, punish me no more. 

While weeping, crush'd, to thee O God! I cry 

With pity hear - nor disregard my prayer, 10 

Year after year I've suffer'd misery, 

Further infliction God of goodness! Spare.

45 Sunday, February 9th .
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Retrospection 46

To raise the ghosts of former years,

Requires no wizard's potent wand,

For each event unwill'd appears

And though unwelcome, near will stand.

And few there are with steady eye,

Can view which once afforded joy -

For dark and scowling still is nigh,

The thought of what did bliss destroy.

Most happy is the vacant brain

That dullness doth from thinking keep, 10

For past events can never pain,

Where life is but a dreamless sleep.

46 Tuesday, February 11 th
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Valentine's Day47

Vain was the hope I form'd this day,

Vain as most other hopes of mine;

For on this morn I thought you'd say,

I am thy friend and Valentine48

It was not so alas, for me!

Some other met good wish of thine;

But though thy form I did not see,

I'll dream thou wert my Valentine.

Heaven bless my friend! And round thy head

May happiness forever shine; 10

And all the joy from me that's fled,

Be showered on thee my Valentine.

47 Friday, February 14*
48 Saint Valentine: a Roman martyr and by association with a pagan feast-day - the day of lovers.
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Farewell 49

Farewell, but not I trust forever,

That fearful thought would break my heart,

Though now,from me, my friend, you sever,

I will not weep that you depart.

But I will count the hours, and say

Thanks be to heaven, at last 'tis night,

And in my dreams, the friend away,

May smiling come to bless my sight,

And I will think one day is past.

Though time mov'd by on heavy wing; 10

And I will hope that joy at last,

Will over me her garlands fling.

Farewell, be sure for thee I'll pray,

That ceaseless I thy absence mourn,

And wish not long may be thy stay,

But soon thy steps will homeward turn.

Farewell, and may'st thou happy be,

May pleasure greet thee at each turn.

And may'st thou sometimes think of me

Thy friend - who prays for thy return. 20

49 Saturday, February 15*
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The Deserted One50

And who is she with pensive look,

As marble statue pale and fair?

Who gazes on the running brook.

And with its willows51 binds her hair?

Her tale is sad - but nothing new -

By love has Agnes52 been undone:

And now the hapless maid you view

With broken heart, Deserted one.

Sometimes in silence she will muse

On him, who is not worth her thought; 10

And hid in solitude will chuse,

To weep the misery love has wrought.

And he is happy free and gay -

And scorns the heart his flattery won;

But there may yet arrive a day,

He'll mourn for this Deserted One! 53

50 Thursday, February 20th . 
51A symbol of lost love.

For Agnes, we should perhaps read 'Ann'. 
"Archaic.
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A Witty Reply 54

Our second Charles of merry memory

Saw midst his Queen's young maids of honour,

One fair one with a very roguish eye,

And thought to fix his claw upon her.

'My pretty one,' said Charles, - she archly smil'd -

She's whore thought he, and who can blame her?

Vain of himself, the monarch was beguil'd

To ask, 'which is the way to your Bed chamber?'

'You're merry Sire,' she quickly made reply,

Resolv'd his Majesty's designs to lurch;55 10

'But if your Grace indeed would wish to try,

'The only way is through the holy Church.'

Odds fish! said Charles, and pinch'd her blushing cheek

'There's wit, and virtue in that speech of thine;

'Beshrew his heart, who would thy ruin seek

'From me thou'rt safe, though call'd a libertine.' 56

54 Saturday, February 22nd.
55 Arch: set back.
56 Here she verges perilously close to sedition.
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The Ganges 57

Thou golden river, on whose stream

The Sun has thrown its gorgeous beam!

How many victims splendid ride

Beneath thy glittering surface hide?

Thy banks grim Kali58 calls her throne

Idol to Hindu nations known;

Who, Superstition by her side

O'er golden Ganges doth preside;

Where cruel offerings are made

And horrid worship still is paid! 10

O'er its bright waves the demon's ride

That urge and prompt infanticide!

That ask for maidens in their bloom

To whelm down deep in wat'ry tomb!

Roll on, roll on, then, golden wave,

I wish not in thy stream to lave,

Lest dire disease should on me creep

From crimes that in thy waters sleep.

57 Friday, February 28th 
The goddess of death and evil.
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Promises 59

A lover's promises are light as air. 

As soon as made forgotten are,

Nearly as soon as spoken. 

Robert a promise made to Fanny, 

Better he had not made her any,

Because so quickly broken. 

Rob promis'd she is wife should be, 

As soon as he return'd from Sea,

But he turn'd out a rover,

And when reminded, thus he spoke: 10 

"My promise, child, was but a joke!

"And made when half seas over." 

In Robert's absence Fanny came, 

To be the heir of wealthy dame;

But Fanny thought it wise 

To keep her new acquired wealth 

A secret - little cunning elf!

'Till she her lover tries.

59 Saturday, February 29th
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But when 'twas made to Robert plain

In Fanny he rich prize would gain 20

He swore he was in jest 

For that sweet promise she had made, 

To marry him or die a maid.

'Twas treasur'd in his breast. 

Said Fanny, 'I was but a child 

By flattery easily beguil'd

But time has wisely spoken, 

In promise never put your trust, 

For these are mostly like pie crust

'Made only to be broken!' 30
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The Suttee "

On Cassay's61 banks what means the cymbals clash? 

Those clouds of dust that on the air arise? 

Why do such crowds from Vishna's62 temple rush? 

What mean these shouts that seem to rend the skies? 

Tis a young widow they persuade to die, 

For her they shout and of their idol name - 

The wily Brahmins63 argue subtlely 

That death is glory - to survive is shame! 

See the pale victim trembling at the shrine 

Of Vishna midst the restless Brahmins bend; 10 

While light voices call the rite divine, 

That bids the widow the dread pyre ascend 

Where burns her husband - that her body may 

Be safe from ghouls, that for their midnight feast. 

Tear from the new-made grave unholy prey 

And on the livid flesh make accurst- 

Inebriating perfumes o'er her shed

"Monday, March 2ndA funeral practice of Hindus in which a widow sacrificed herself on her husband's 
pyre. It was abolished by law in British India in 1829. 

A reference to a sub-group of rivers known to foreign historians (such as Ptolemy) and located in north
eastern India.

She misreads 'Vishna' for Vishnu, the Preserver. 
63 The Brahmins codified their own rituals in the Laws of Manu. They worship a remote deity called
Brahma, who created the universe.
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The crafty Brahmins around their victim press

Tell her Rayana64 waits her soul to bless.

With wild delirium fills her heart and head; 20

Red lotus flowers they say shall crown her brow;

Temples to her on Cassay's banks shall rise

That worshipp'd as a deity below,

A starry throne awaits her in the skies!

Even times she circled round the fearful pile

Giving with frantic hand rich gems away;

Officiating priests placid the while

Upon the perfum'd gems her husband's day.

Till her own hand kindles the fatal pyre,

Till urg'd to madness, springing to his side 30

The flames burst forth and o'er their forms aspire:

Sandal wood, the resin's blaze on high,

The gongs ad cymbals clash with horrid sound -

The shouting Brahmins drown the fearful song

Of her the widow, whom the flames surround.

Peace to thy ashes, poor deluded one!

Thy ignorance shall plead with God for thee

God! whose pure light ere long the realms shall own

That now are sunk in dark idolatry!

A water bird of India.
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The Arab Chief 65

Son of the Desert! Wildly bred

A tent thy home - a skin thy bed -

A fiery steed thy richest treasure,

A lance, and dust, thy greatest treasure

Now while the bleak north wind doth blow

Where Arab chieftain dost thou go?

Rich Pilgrims cross the plain tonight,

I lead any troop with them to fight,

To strip the moslems of their pride -

To gain perhaps a blue-eyed bride. 10

Ere the bright moon her course begin,

I will a battle lose or win.

Away - away my noble steed!

Bear me along with wonted speed.

manner, almost as though the rivers there w< as

ignores the fact that Hinduism stems from the fifth century, 
Hinduism.
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Dancing Girls 66

Tis but the favoured few may see 

The Harem's pomp and brilliancy - 

Tis there the fountain sparkling flows, 

The gilded lamps are shining round, 

In splendid vase the red gull blows, 

Sweetly is heard the Anthems sound. 

And see, the Dancing girls appear, 

Their brows with perfum'd garlands crown'd, 

Rich pearls entwining in their hair. 

With gems their arms and ancles bound. 10 

Lightly they step, and nimbly dance 

Their pliant limbs voluptuous move, 

Their melting eyes with amorous glance 

The language speak of glowing love: 

Poor slaves of tyrants that desire 

A look of joy each face should wear; 

Alas! how cruel to require 

Smiles, when the sad heart feels despair!

Thursday, March 12th
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One mourns for parents and for home

Laments the ills she cannot cure; 20

While others weep condemn'd to roam,

Far from the lovers they adore!

Tis thus through life deceiv'd by shew

We see not grief beneath its glare;

Nor recollect the thorns that grow,

Around the rose that blooms so fair.
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Praxiteles 67

Praxiteles, thy sculptur'd maid,

Thy Venus, boasts each grace and charm,

But though with matchless form array'd

Thou couldst not give it feeling warm -

Thy chisel could not give it mind;

The lips are parted, but no sense

No intellectual thought68 refin'd.

Can in sweet accents issue thence.

Then what is beauty? - to the eye

Alone it pleasure can impart; 10

Will faultless features satisfy

The understanding, and the heart?

"Friday, March 13 th Praxiteles was one of the most famous of the Attic sculptors, (circa. 370-330 B.C.) He 
was unsurpassed as a worker in marble. 

A redundancy.
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Legacy Hunters 69

'Stir, Susan,70 stir! A fire go light, 

And see a fine plump Duck to kill, 

For Mr. Tomkins conies tonight, 

And Toland is to make his Will, 

And he has large estates to leave 

Who'll be his heir I cannot say - 

But some I certainly conceive 

Have a good right to look that way. 

Our Sam's his godson - Hark!

That's Tomkins' knock - fly Susan, flee! 10 

I did not think he'd come till dark 

And here I vow he's come to Tea!' 

Well - Toland made the rich man's Will 

He left his Godson Houses - land - 

And what pleas'd Toland better still 

Twelve thousand pounds at his command. 

Tomkins fell sick, and kept his bed - 

And Mrs Toland morn and noon, 

On downy pillows rais'd his head.

69 Monday, March 30th 
Possibly her maid-servant?
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And gave him jelly with a spoon. 20

Death call'd old Tomkins soon away

His funeral went from Toland's House

And then they found to their - dismay!

He died as poor as any mouse!

"A vile imposter!" Toland said

"My house he made his own for years" -

"In every sort of dainty bed" -

Sobb'd Mrs. Toland, drown'd in tears.

"And why all this?" ask'd neighbour Lee

"Ten fold reward no doubt you sought - 30

"In place of good fat Legacy,

"Experience you have dearly bought.

Where e'er he went old Tomkins still

"Found fools; who with him made great fuss

"To whom he has bequeath'd by Will

"His large estates in -Nubilus! 71"

"Madam, and Sir, I pray be wise,

"For if you hunt for Legacies -

As Toland Geese72 you will be known."

71 This word is meaningless. 
A species of winter geese.
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The Jaggernaut 73 ....

Hark to the screaming Vulture's dismal note

While feasting on the frantic victim Jain74

That crush'd beneath the wheels of Jaggernaut

Lie festering and putrid on the gory plain;

O'er these the moon looks down with sickly light -

While wolves rush forth to share the bloody prey;

These with the Vultures for the torn limbs fight

'Till the wild shore's echo with the horrid fray.

O, land of beauty! Midst thy palmy groves,

Beneath the glory of thy sunny skies 10

The idol worshipper unthankful roves,

And ruthless seeks for human sacrifice!

He tears the infant from its mother's breast

Deaf to her shrieks - regardless of its moan -

Its little limbs with wreaths of pepal75 drest

It bleeds and dies, on sacrificial stone!

And shall these horrid rites permitted be

And will not vengeance on their crimes be brought?

Yes, God will rise! - and crush idolatry,

And grind to dust the demon Jaggernaut. 20

73 Tuesday, March 31 st The modern spelling is 'Juggernaut', but here Ann is connecting it with the Hindu 

belief in Jagganath, lord of the world. The Hindus believed that devotees of Vishnu allowed themselves to 

be crushed under the wheels of his carriage. 
74An Indian religion which protests against Hinduism. Jain doctrine believes that everything in the universe

is eternal. 
5 The pepal tree or ashwata tree.
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The Doomed One76

Her eyes were lovely-yet their dark orbs wore

A look of sadness-and her cheek was pale,

As if deep hidden in her heart she bore,

A secret pang that made her spirit quail.

Her lip might boast the richest ruby dye

And a soft smile lay sweetly dimpling there

But sorrow in that smile still met the eye

Resembling pleasure less than pensive care.

She was a doomed one! Sad it is to say

Her natal star in storms and clouds arose 10

And dark misfortune on her youth did prey

Like mildew blight upon an opening rose.

Thou who dost read, canst thou not guess full well

Her, who the smile of fortune never won?

Her, in whose bosom hope no more can dwell!

Her, whom stern fate has seal'd a Doomed One?

Thursday, April 2
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77The Eye

How wonderful! how beautiful the eye!

Reflecting each emotion of the mind,

The tender impulses of sympathy -

Or all that' prov'd unfeeling - and unkind; 

Fond love, and bitter hate, are often read 

Plainly set forth in that expressive page; 

And few to observation are so dead 

Not to have seen it flash, with joy, and rage. 

Yet all must know, there are well tutor'd eyes 

That only speak the language of deceit; 10 

Whose glance of beauty wing'd with falsehood flies 

Blighting the heart, that doth its lightning meet.

77 Wednesday, April 8*.
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Presentiment 78

Perhaps a spirit whispers to the mind,

And dim as through a veil obscurely shews,

A shapeless fear - a terror undefin'd -

That shakes our nerves with dread of coming woes.

Oftimes the second-sighted seer79 will tell

Before his mental eye, there doth appear,

Those who in wedded life shall prosper well -

And those who soon a winding sheet shall wear.

Then what is this? like half forgotten dreams

This faculty of the immortal soul- 10

That seems to catch, though in imperfect gleams

Sorrows, that on time's stream shall hither roll?

78 Tuesday, April 14th.
79 A mystic; a clairvoyant.
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Resignation 80

Nor yet - not yet, hath my rebellious mind

The bitter lesson to submit been taught;

Not yet my stubborn spirit is resign'd

I am not meek or humble as I ought.

It is not faded beauty prompts my tears,

Or lack of riches gives me agony -

That causes sleep that even sickness cheers

To bring to me, but dreams of misery.

Condemn'd to feel a pang that probes the soul

To meet forever Disappointment's blight - 10

To see long months, nay years before me roll,

Nor gain from hope no cheering ray of light. -

In life's sad mystery to wander on

To find despair on all my haunts intrude -

To know that patience never will be won,

To dwell within my hearts drear Solitude!

Oh! let my groans ascend, and meet thine ear

God of compassion! pity me - and still

The throbbing of my brain, - teach me to bear

And bend with resignation to thy will. 20

80 Sunday, April 19th Here, Ann makes a note to herself: 'Life is a mixture of joy and sorrow, and those to 

whom they are dispensed in equal proportion have reason to be satisfied.'
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Iceland 81

Iceland how slow thy winter seems to move

To us who seldom lose the orb of day;

Yet o'er thy skies in flashing splendour rove

The lights, that will supply the solar ray.

The Aurora Borealis82 - that seems

To Iceland maids all bright and ever dear

When by its streaming light, its dancing beams

She sees her heart's selected one draw near.

When she remembers that for her he throws

His frail canoe upon the troubled sea 10

To catch her fish - that love inspir'd he goes

O'er desert rivers, still cheering pleasantly

His rein-deer guides83 - that instinct led pursue

The chase of beasts, whose furry skins supply,

Vestments of rich and variegated hue,

To deck her form, and gratify her pride.

is devoid of gardens.
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Though Iceland sees no fragrant shrubs arise,

No gardens bloom, where crimson roses blow -

Its mountains lift their tall heads to the skies

Their summits cover'd with eternal snow! 20

In forms fantastic, these amaze the sight

There Hecla84 crown'd with ice, yawns wide and throws

From its deep centre of flames - that make all bright

Like many tinted gems, surrounding snows.

Iceland in Skin form'd huts thy natives smile -

While o'er their heads the snow-storms fiercely blow

For love e'en there, can boil and care beguile

And Providence supplies each want they know.

M A fissure volcano, one of Iceland's most active at some 4,800 feet.
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Hercules 85

Hero, and demigod! whose labours shew 

A matchless strength, a never shrinking mind; 

Thine was the great resolve the noble glow - 

The wish to free from ill, all human kind. 

Yet strength and virtue nothing could avail, 

'Twas thine adversity's dread power to know, 

To find that sad misfortune could prevail 

And even Jove's86 great son encounter woe!

85 Tuesday, April 21 st

86 In Roman mythology, the supreme god, husband of Juno. His name means 'father of bright heaven.'
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Sunrise87

How little dream the faithful as they lie

Sunk in the arms of Sleep, what splendours play

What colours float upon the morning sky -

What glories wait around the God of day!

How lovely looks the fresh green earth

Gem'd with the dew, how bright each shrub, and tree,

While as rejoicing at the morning birth

The feather'd throng unite in melody.

The flowers unclose to greet the sun's glad ray -

Their rich perfumes salute his golden light, 10

The whispering breeze sports with each emerald spray -

The rose-bud blushes with a glow more bright.

All hail sweet hour! To meditation clear,

In nature's book are lessons good, and wise -

But to our senses would we have them clear,

Let us pursue them at the calm Sunrise.

"Thursday, April 23rd
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88Ixion'

Ixion like, still eagerly we crave

Some fancied bliss most difficult to have;

And if by chance our wishes are allow'd

We find like him we only clasp a cloud!

That quick dissolving only leaves behind

A sad impression on the cheated mind,

Those troubled thoughts that like his rolling wheel

Just shews a joy - and then hastens to conceal -

Brings at each turn a pang to hurt, and brain,

A wild desire for what we ne'er obtain.

Chain'd to such thoughts Ixion's doom we find 10

One dizzy whirl - one lasting pang of mind!

88 Friday, April 24*.^ Greek mythology, Ixion was tied to a revolving fiery wheel in Hades in punishment 

for his love for Hera. He became the father of the centaur monsters.
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89The Natal Day (of A. J. H.)

The changeful year has pass'd away 

Again returns the natal day 

Of her - whom time has little shewn, 

Save what had better ne'er been known. 

Why memory paint a natal day 

That seldom owns a sunny ray? 

That raises up a spectral host 

Of hopes receiv'd, and wishes cross'd 

Roll on ye years! For as ye fly

Near, and more near, the grave draws nigh; 10 

And ere another natal day, 

The spirit may have pass'd away 

Of her - whom fortune's sun or storm, 

No more can cheer - no more can harm.

'Wednesday April 29th
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The Wooden Leg 90

'Twas war time - and duty called Tom to the sea 

But he left weeping Peggy from promises free 

I love her, said he, dear as I love my life 

But may never come back to make her my wife. 

It chanc'd that a cannonball took off Tom's leg, 

Like Nelson91 said he I am minus a peg92 - 

But Victory's93 ours - we have beaten the foe, 

And so never mind, if on crutches I go. 

My own pretty Meggy,94 the maid of the mill 

Though her sailor's a cripple, will cherish him still. 10 

Tom a wooden leg got, and to England came back - 

With plenty of prize money stow'd in his sack; 

And a pension for life for bravery shown, 

In tearing the enemy's proud colours down. 

But wishful to try ere his riches she knew 

If beholding his stump, Peggy's heart would be true. 

Oh no! she declar'd he was grown such a fright!

90 Friday, May 1 st» AAUUYj ATAt*¥ J.

91 Admiral Lord Nelson (1758-1805), killed in action at Trafalgar.
92 A peg-leg. She's not quite correct here, because Nelson would have lost an entire leg.

Nelson's vessel. 
94 Notice the name change from Peggy to Meggy
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She begged as a favour, he'd not shock her sight;

For up to that moment 'twas always her plan,

To marry the whole - and not part of a man; 20

Tom drew forth the bag where his shiners95 lay snug -

Said women were mermaids - and love all humbug!

95 Coins.
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The Spell 96

'Tell me Witch - they say you can

'How to win the heart of man;

'If you philtres97 - potions know,

'In pity these on me bestow,

'To make me charming in his eyes

'Who more than aught on earth I prize.

'Say, know you notes that will befriend

'Or words to bid the Friend offend?

'Tell me Witch, Oh name the Spell!

'Be it form'd on earth - in hell - 10

'Tell me how his heart to move,

'Teach me how to gain his love.'

The Witch her bony finger rais'd

She threw her elf locks back - and gaz'd -

Her skinny lips with horrid grin

Disclos'd the toothless gums within -

As loud she laugh'd - the cavern round

Echoed the wild unearthly sound.

96 Saturday, May 2nd
97 A love potion - an infusion of herbs in wine or water. An aphrodisiac.
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'What fool art thou?' she scoffing said,

'That hither come for magic aid? 20

'Beauty and talent both will fail

'Ask you what 'tis that will prevail?

'Gold! yellow gold! - away depart -

'Gold is the charm to win man's heart..

'Reform'd and ugly you may be;

'Gold covers all deformity

'Away! - I've spoke - my words are true.
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The Sky 98

Is there a mind so dull, a soul so dead,

While gazing on earth's gorgeous canopy,

That has not adoration felt, and said

The works of God declare his majesty?

Can we unmov'd the sky's clear azure view

Or the bright Sun in all his pomp behold

Enthron'd midst clouds of every form and hue

Ruby and amethyst, opal, and gold!

Or mark the rising of the Queen of night 10

With one bright Star that follows in her rear,

Or gaze upon the meteor's rapid flight,

Without confessing God is everywhere?

Or if to us our sky appears so bright,

To day, and night, such splendid beauty's given

How much more brilliant must appear the light

QQ

That shines upon the star-gem'd courts of Heaven.

98 Sunday May 3rd
99 Wordsworth's sonnet 'Composed upon Westminster Bridge' written on September 3r 1802 while he was 
on the way to France contains the line, 'Dull would he be of soul who could to pass by/ A sight so touching 

in its majesty.' Ann may have seen it.
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The Muse 10°

Daughter of Jove! 101 ah when did you bestow -

On hapless minstrel ought but hopes illusive!

E'en your most favour'd votary 102 doth know

But aching brain, - expectancy delusive!

Goddess, or fiend! Release me from your thrall

O set me from romantic visions free,

Remove whate'er you inspiration call,

And let my bosom know tranquility.

Alas! I only wish'd to win one heart

Weak is the talent that you gave, and vain - 10

Useless to me is all you can impart.

My lays prevail not, take your gift again.

Daughter of Jove! your worthless gift remove.

Genius 103 and fame I willingly resign -

Since poetry has fail'd to waken love

Let dull stupidity henceforth be mine.

Monday, May 4th. 
101 The elemental god of the Romans. 

2 A devout and zealous worshipper.
103 Genius, particularly her own, must have been on Ann's mind. In 1832, The Cambrian included a poem 

submitted by her called 'The Fate of Genius'.
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Milton104

To him as nothing was the loss of sight,

Whose mind was cheer'd with intellectual light,

Who rapt in holy trance could pluck the flowers,

That grew in Eden's fragrant groves and bowers;

Whose fancy soaring on aspiring wing

From this dull earth to Heaven's bright courts could spring,

And view on golden thrones the Seraph throng

That pour from jewel'd harps melodious song.

Whose tranced spirit saw, from seats in Heaven

Rebellious Angels downward driven105 10

To that horrific gulf, where flames within

The everlasting punishment of Sin!

What was to him, this narrow world below

Who soared to realms immortals only know?

What was to him high-gifted bard lost sight

Whose spirit never felt the gloom of night?

The muse to him, a radiant Sun appeared,

Her light illumin'd, and her convers106 cheer'd,

Made all his hours with inspiration bright

And well aton'd to him for loss of sight. 20

"^Thursday, May 7*. John Milton (1608-1674)
"" She is referring to Paradise Lost (1667), book xii, 518-532.105
106 A 1Arch: conversation.
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The Old Maid 107

Miss Golden was a virgin, prim and wise

No matter what the colour of her eyes,

But that description be not stinted,

We must acknowledge that the lady squinted;

Ask not her age - indeed tis counted rudely,

On points so tender ever to intrude.

Her shape was most prodigiously genteel,

For on her bones, there was no flesh to feel,

Or see - in truth she was sheer bone and skin -

But what of that? fine figures all are thin. 10

107 Monday, May 11 th .
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Tomorrow 108

Tomorrow in perspective seen 

Its coming hours we gild with joy. 

Nor think how much may intervene 

Our blissful visions to destroy. 

Friends may prove false - lovers forget 

And laugh at former days of love - 

And clouds of dark, and sad regret, 

May over life's horizon move. 

The present time alone is ours

And scarcely that, we're doom'd to feel 10 

For while we speak, on future hours, 

Some unexpected woe may steal. 

The beautiful - the young - the gay - 

The rich, deriding future sorrow, 

Bereav'd of all, may be the prey 

Of sickness - grief- or want - tomorrow-! 

The moral of my verse now trace 

Delusive words it does not borrow 

But truly says you may not place, 

Reliance, on the coming morrow 20

108 Tuesday, May 19*.
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Walter Scott 109

When Scotia's 110 Genius clasp'd the urns 

Of Ramsay1 ' ' - Thomson112- Blair113- and Burns114 

She tum'd a bright approving eye 

On Scott's entrancing minstrelsy; (sic) 

To him consigned each border spell 

From laurell'd115 harp of old that fell; 

For he alone might dare to fling 

His hand across each charmed string- 

That hand is, dust - the border tale 

Is silent now in Scotia's vale. 10

IW Wednesday, May 20th . The poem laments the death of Scott (1771-1832) as the author of The Minstrelsy 

of the Scottish Border (1802-1803).
""Scotland's.
111 Allan Ramsay (1686-1758).
112 James Thomson (1700-1748).
113 Robert Blair (1699-1746).
114 Robert Burns (1759-1796)
115 Covered with laurel leaves.
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The Ivory Gate 116

That gate through which the gifted 117 Sibyl 118 led

Eneas, 119 yes, that ivory gate unclose

Let me where mortal steps but seldom tread,

Steal upon Morpheus 120 in his deep repose,

Where shaping forms for visions of the night,

He lies, sunk in a mysterious sleep

His pallid brow with drowsy poppies dight - 121

Where Silence an unwearied watch doth keep -

Shape, drowsy God, for me one, one blissful dream -

Then close, forever close, the ivory gate - 10

Oh! once again, let me but happy seem

...... depart - and joy arrive too late.

'"Adirect reference to Book VI o^^Wwhere Aeneas is led by,fce^umaean Sibyl away from the

lower world; through the Ivory Gate false ^£*%°££ Cuma w* the earliest Greek colony,
117 Because she was alleged to have written 'The Cumaean Leaves . ^uma 
founded in the middle of the 8* century B.C.
118 A prophetess or witch.
119 Alternative spelling of 'Aeneas'.
120 In Greek and Roman mythology, the god of dreams. 
21 Adorned.
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Saying and Doing 122

Flavia declar'd she'd never marry 

The men were such deceitful creatures - 

Though seven years123 you were to tarry 

You'd never learn their wily natures. 

While lovers most attentive - civil - 

No unsuspecting word have they; 

When husbands, they become the devil! 

And contradict you all the day. 

If rich men condescend to take you,

They think you under obligation - 10 

If handsome, why the fops forsake you, 

And ask from you grand admiration! 

In Dian's Temple 124 hanging, I 

An icicle contented will remain, 

Nor of my lone virginity, 

Will I, please Heaven, be heard complain. 

This was mere boast you may be certain,

122 Friday, May 22nd
123 Ann is'referring to numerology here. The number seven has magical connections. There are 7 days in a 

«k, 7 major planets, 7 colours in the rainbow, 7 notes in the musical scale, 7 metals, 7 major organs, and
week, 7 major plam 
so forth. 

Roman goddess living in perpetual celibacy.
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For every night of Flavia's life,

Safely enscons'd behind the curtain,

She pray'd, and wish'd to be a wife. 20

At last when sneer'd at by each scoffer,

When she expected a sad fate,

At thirty nine, she had an offer

To save her from Hell's dreaded gate -

Where it is said, old maids put stitches

Through endless time, with fingers tir'd

In Bachelor's near worn out breeches,

Wherever Patches are required!

Flavia, who always vow'd she'd rule

Nor to a husband play the mute - 30

Is now united to a fool,

And taught obedience by a brute!
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Who is Perfect? 12S

No child of Adam may presume to say

Error, and sin, I never yet have known;

I still have kept the straight and narrow way -

I from temptation constantly have flown.

Thus said the Pharisee, 126 as proudly he

Beheld, the self-convicted sinner pray.

But I who feel my own deep misery

And know how weakly I've been led astray;

I, to thy throne of mercy, lift mine eyes

And cry to thee O, God! with tears and prayer, 10

That I may learn temptation to despise,

And crush each wish that would my soul ensnare.

Creatures of earth, to evil ever prone,

From truth, and virtue, still we wander wide,

Perfection dwells with thee, O, God alone!

Be thou my hope - my refuge - and my guide.

125 Sunday May 24th Such a cynical view of the male sex runs through many of Ann's poems. She quotes 
an anonymous source before launching into another cri du coeur. Thus she 'reminds us that 'smiles do not 
always declare a gay spirit, - there is a smile of contempt - a smile of disdain - a smile of melancholy -1 
have a melancholy of mine own.'
126 Here she means 'hypocrisy'.
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The Banks of the Severn127

Why am I here? - the breezes still 

Are fluttering o'er each native hill; 

Why am not I beneath the shade 

Where I in thoughtless childhood play'd? 

The trees yet wide their branches spread, 

Tis when they wav'd above my head, 

And still appear as bright - and cool 

As fresh, and gay, and beautiful - 

Still lovely Severn, thou art dear -

Thy banks invite, - yet I am here; 10 

It is not that forgetful grown, 

My heart thy beauty does not own, 

The banks of Severn aye will be

Treasur'd in faithful memory.

They still are green, - thy wavelets run,

All clear, and glittering in the sun -

These still remain unchang'd - but one

Time, and a wayward destiny 

127 May 30*, 1834.
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Have dim'd my eye - made pale my cheek -

All, all, of alteration speak; 20

All save my heart, years glide away -

But that still glows nor feels decay.

Why am I here? -1 may not say -

Though hope, nor pleasure bid me stay.

Banks of the Severn then adieu!

This sigh, fond memory wafts to you.
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Weep Not 128

Why should we weep for those,

Now sleeping the calm sleep of death;

Ere yet the world's malignant breath

Had blighted life's repose?

Tears are for those that here remain,

Who drag along misfortune's chain,

Condemn'd to see hope's garlands fade,

And disappointment throw its shade

Where expectation rose.

Why should we shed a tear, 10

For those who undisturbed sleep?

Or shrink at the cold winds that sweep

Rudely across their bier?

Let us weep for those that know

In poverty the ceaseless woe

Who view the flowers that seek life's way

Become corroding sorrow's prey,

And fall, wither'd, and seer.

! Wednesday, June 3™
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The Arab Maid 129

Dark was her skin, but bright her eye,

And her rich tresses wild did fly,

Escaping from the silken fold.

That could not in their luxuriance hold.

And plainly through her scarlet vest

Appear'd the throbbing of her breast.

Why does a tear drop dim her eye?

Why burns its dark orb to the sky

Watching the stars as one, by one,

In the clear sky their lustres shewn? 10

She has the scaly fish ensnar'd -

She has the evening meal prepar'd -

And plac'd fresh milk and berries where

Her own lov'd chief the treat would share.

Why comes he not? - ere dawn he said -

But dawn alas! And noon have fled.

Why comes he not? long hours are past -

Her eye explores the desert waste -

129 Friday, June 5th
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She listens, but her watchful ear,

No distant tramp of steed can hear. 20

The tent is void - the hour is late -

All, all is still - and desolate!

Where is Immalie? - where indeed!

Beside her lover, and his steed:

She saw their fate - his lips she press'd

Then sheath'd his dagger in her breast.

"Ismar I come", she faintly said,

Down on his bosom sunk her head.

"From thee my thoughts have never stray'd

"Ismar, receive thy Arab maid." 10
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Fortune 130

Fortune's pictur'd on a wheel, 131

That ever round is turning,

Rarely doth wit, her bounty feel,

Talent she still is spurning;

These must to labour's hand apply

While Fortune's wheel turns drowsily.

Yet forever round it goes,

Raising some, and others sinking

Wealth to piles of wealth she throws -

Deaf she is as well as blinking. 10

Knaves, and fools, her gifts enjoy

Worth to her is vainly pleading;

Honest hopes her frowns destroy -

Merit she is little heeding;

These their utmost skill may try

Still her wheel turns drowsily.

Let Fortune's malice make us wise,

131 c udg to the song: 'When Fortune Turns her Wheel' - 'Come fill a glass let's drink 
aboX s S Si S bey Fof harmony and freenship free/ Likewise my comrades three / To meet 
ye 'a ance 2ma freensM sacred joy I feel,/ Tho far awa I noo maun stay/ Till fortune turns her wheel 

(from Willie Scott's Herd Laddie o ' the Glen, NY: Dover, 1965).
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Since to neglect us she is bent -

Let us her disregard despise,

And with our little be content. 20

With hearts at ease live merrily

Though Fortune's wheel tur ns drowsily.
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Le Desespoir 132

Who has not seen at morn a rose 

Its petals to the sun unclose, 

All bright with crimson staining? 

Who has not seen a rose decay 

Wither'd and faded drop away 

Its thorns alone remaining? 

Ah, thus does sparkling youth invite 

Blooming, and fair, with looks of light, 

Of time's advance ne'er dreaming.

Till circling years away have flown, 10 

And pale the glowing cheek has grown, 

And dim the eye, once beaming; 

Then, when youths joyous day is gone - 

We sit deserted, and alone! 

Our lovers we are doom'd to find 

Grow cold - and distant - and polite 

Too sure when youth has taken flight, 

No charm alas! remains behind.

132 Thursday, June 11 th
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Talent, and sense but vainly strive

To keep affection's warmth alive; 20

What then our thoughts can occupy

But this - time swept away our bloom

Time even now prepares the tomb

Where we shall soon forgotten lie.
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From My Enemies Defend Me 133

Father of all! my humble prayer attend

Save me from enemies, and most of all

From treachery of a pretended friend,

That worst of ills that can my state befall,

For who against such enemy can guard

That comes with smile of kindness - speech of art -

That Lynx like watches every look and word,

Who with deceit stabs deep the trusting heart?

And from those enemies that dwell within

The secret foldings of my secret soul, 10

My passions - that still tempt and urge to sin

Check them, O God! and hold them in control.

Still let me find I have a friend in Thee,

While foes internal and external rave,

Shield me my God, from their malignancy -

From all my enemies, defend and save.

133 Sunday, June 14th
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Laughter is Mad 134

Why should I laugh, wherefore should I be glad? 

Pleasure and joy from me at distance keep; 

Yet though my feelings gloomy are, and sad, 

I laugh, because my proud heart scorns to weep. 

Yes, and the world believes that I rejoice, 

But thou, Great God! who art my hope, and stay, 

Thy ear is open to my wailing voice, 

Thy eye beholds me, when in grief I pray. 

Laughter is mad -1 am not quite insane - 

Though oft my wandering thoughts bewilder'd seem, 10 

Almighty God! their erring flights restrain, 

Shed on my soul a holy saving beam: 

Then laughter will no longer madness be, 

Be merciful, sin's slavish chain divide - 

For then my soul escap'd captivity 

With thee my God rejoicing will abide.

134 Sunday, June 21st
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The Tissue Robe 13S

Belinda at her mirror plac'd

Said to her maid in fretful haste

"That Mrs Trimwell drives me crazy

"She's negligent, as well as lazy -

"That tissue136 robe of mine you know

"She promised me, two hours ago,

"Tonight at Almacks I declare

"She heard me say, that dress I'd wear

"Twill kill the Duchess A. with spite

"And turn the brain of Lady White 10

"And best of all, will charm the eyes

"Of Lord Adolphus whom I prize

"Because his taste we all confess -

"A connoisseur in female dress!"

135 Wednesday, June 24th.
136 A rich ornamented cloth usually employing gold and silver threads.
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Figs 137

We oft times give a peevish brat, 

Something to stop its deafening riot; 

A cake, a toy, no matter what - 

So it but serves to make it quiet- 

Just so did Colin t'other day, 

His coldness hope to palliate, 

While he from Annette stay'd away 

He thought with figs to compensate... 

Annette, perhaps he meant to say,

When you my present fairing view, 10 

Observe and understand I pray, 

I do not care a fig for you.

137 Friday, June 26th.
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Love and Care 138

Young Love had rear'd a fairy Bower

Of every bright and fragrant flower;

Where Joy at moonlit hour, with Mirth

Made it the happiest spot on earth.

But close at hand liv'd scowling Care

Envious of bliss she could not share -

Slyly she enter'd Love's abode

And on each opening blossom trod

'Till wither'd by her evil eye

Levell'd with earth Love's bow'r did lie! 10

Joy fled with Mirth - poor Love was left,

With sadden'd heart of all bereft

Care clung to Love, and thus said she

'Henceforth my dwelling is with thee;

'While all the pleasure thou shall know,

'From dreams that memory brings, shall flow!'

138 Saturday, June 27th
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Morning Sacrifice 139

Sluggard awake and hail the new- born day 

Awake and see the glorious Sun arise! 

Hark! How the birds from every dewy spray 

Warble to God a morning sacrifice. 

Man gifted with a comprehensive mind 

To thee, the holy scripture open lies. 

Go search its pages, there you'll written find 

What God approves - then offer sacrifice. 

Tis not to lay upon a bigot shrine

Gems, that reflect a thousand brilliant dyes, 10 

Nor yet the gold, torn from Peruvian mine 

God will reject such worthless sacrifice. 

He asks not alters stain'd with crimson gore 

Of Bulls,and Goats - He bids not incense rise- 

He wills not man from out his ample store, 

Should offer grain, or oil, make sacrifice.

139 Sunday July 5th One of the larger conundrums amongst the Scraps is on page 138 of the Scrapbook. It 
is numbered No 36 and begins 'If when you are in pain, or dull, the trifles amuse you, it is sufficient - they 
were not written for the world.' This is clearly an Ann of Swansea statement presumably aimed at Douglas 
Cohen.
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For he is Lord of each created thing,

Owns He not all on earth, or in the skies?

What then can man to his Creator bring

What offer as a fitting sacrifice? 20

Praise, adoration for each mercy past

For every blessing let our thanks arise;

Go Sinner, let in dust thy pride be cast

God will accept such morning sacrifice!
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The White Hair (found Dec. 11 th 1835) 140

Encroaching time, already dost thou place 

Thy wizard hand upon his raven hair? 

'Tis many years too soon for thee to trace, 

Or shew thy changeful power, despoiler, there. 

As yet he has not reach'd to manhood's prime 

And would'st thou scatter snow upon his head? 

Away, away, as yet, tyrannic time 

Forbear to touch - forbear thy marks to spread. 

But if in envy of its jetty dye

Then dost persist to veil his hair with snow 10 

His heart - his mind beyond thy reach doth lie, 

From thee no alteration these can know: 

Worth - sense - and honour own a higher power, 

These never will thy despot hand obey; 

But clear - and bright - beyond time's final hour 

Shall bloom and glow - and never know decay.

140 Tuesday, 14* July. She wrote an almost identical poem called 'On a white Hair taken from the Head of a 
young Friend' on page 219 of "The Album' concluding with the lines:

Virtue, sense, own a higher power
Thou thine, nor yield to thy despotic sway;
Youthful and bright, beyond time's final hour,
These triumph still, and never know decay.
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Posthumous Fame 141

What is it to them who sleep in death

That honour to their name is paid?

Worthless to them the lute giv'n wreath,

That fame upon their grave has laid.

When genius plumes its wing no more,

When numb'd the hand that swept the lyre,

When fancy's fairy dreams are o'er,

Fame cannot kindle life's dead fire;

Upon the Bard due mead bestow,

While living give the laurel wreath - 10

Ne'er on his grave the mockery throw

Fame's voice, can never reach the dead.

Ml Thursday, July 16th
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The Interdicted Thought 142

I'd sing the song of other days,

And banish from my heart each care,

But still obtruding on my lays,

The interdicted thought is there.

I'd drown it in oblivion's stream -

And teach my bosom to forget,

But even on my midnight dream,

Steals the stern spectre of regret.

I fain would have the muse be gay,

But still she heaves a pensive sigh; 10

And thus forever seems to say

With hope, doth mirth delight to stay.

The merry jest - the joyous song

Are found in home of gaiety;

Go ask thy heart can these belong

Thou poor repining one to thee?

142 Wednesday, July 17th
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Those that sow in tears, shall reap in joy

These words speak comfort to a wo-fraught heart 

Yet where may sorrow hope to find relief? 

The selfish world no comfort will impart 

All turn aside, to wail of anguish deaf. 

Friendship grows weary when a tale of woe 

Too frequently obtrudes upon the ear; 

Cold words of comfort grudges to bestow - 

Nor stays to wipe affliction's gushing tear. 

Oh! not on earth where do we sow in tears,

Not among men that mock at those that weep, 10

The harvest in a better world appears

There wave the sheaves that we in joy shall reap.

Oh God! To thee my humble prayers arise,

Deep in my heart let the good seed be sown,

That I may find my harvest in the skies

And bind my sheaves at thy eternal throne.
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Falsehood 143

Oh the vows that were plighted in yon verdant bower

Were the dearest, and sweetest, that ever were given;

When the moon-beams kiss'd gently the breast of each flower,

That the stars seem'd to listen while shining in Heaven.

All was calm and delightful, while loves vows were spoken,

But flowers will decay, and the bright moon will wane;

And love's fondest vows will be scoff d at, and broken -

And only remembrance of transport remain -

Never hope then for truth, for man's heart is frail

And the wish for variety ever will cherish: 10

His mind is as false as the wavering gale,

By him are life's records still fated to perish.

143 Tuesday, August 18th
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The Request 144

When the faint beam that lights mine eye

Emits no more its quivering fire,

When on the earth shall broken lie

My plaintive sorrow-breathing lyre -

When my sad heart shall throbb no more,

When icy cold its pulses rest.

When joy, and hope, and woe are o'er -

And all is tranquil in my breast,

When death shall freeze the falling tear,

The beatings of my pulses numb, 10

High o'er my head his ensign rear

And bid my murmuring voice be numb:

Wilt thou the mournful willow spread,

Wilt thou the solemn cypress wave,

Wilt thou plant myrtles at my head,

And bid them shade my lonely grave?

Emblems these are of love and grief

Then round my bed of rest entwine,

The myrtle bud, and the willow leaf,

For love and grief were truly mine 20

144 Friday, August 21.
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I am Thine O Save Me 145

All things are thine Oh God! by thee

Were all created- all of earth and air

And all that move within the sea

Are objects of thy love and care.

And I, atom of dust - a thing

Crawling between earth and Heaven, 146 I

Am shelter'd underneath thy wing

And still regarded by thine eye.

Oh God! from falsehood and from pride

Guard me, and save from evil ways; 10

Do thou my thoughts and wishes guide -

And teach my lips to speak thy praise.

Save me from violence, and wrong,

Let me to thee my soul resign,

That I at last may live among

Thy Saints, and be forever thine.

145Sunday, August 23rd.
146 See Hamlet, III.i.127. 'What such fellows as I do, crawling between heaven and earth?'
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The Fifty Pound Note. A True Tale 147

The Kingdom's heir had gone from town,

And left his cherished one behind;

A Banker's son of some renown,

Hop'd to his suit to find her kind.

Smitten with love, the silly elf,

Wise men in love to folly run,

Believ'd there was a charm in pelf148

By which most women might be won.

A note of Fifty Pounds enclos'd

In perfum'd Billet, he did send 10

In which his passion he disclos'd,

And pray'd to be allow'd to spend

One quarter of an hour with her;

Thinking 'twas useless to defer

She bade him come at Breakfast hour.

Joyful he went - the table at

He saw another with dismay -

With whom the lady much did chat,

147

148
Thursday, August 27 [See Mary Robinson's poem Perdta andFlerizel which includes a similar tale.] 

Money.
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The Banker wish'd him far away.

Her watch she on the table laid; 20

She ey'd the hand, one quarter flew -

When to the Banker thus she said,

"I'm sorry Sir to bid adieu.

But if again you wish to spend,

One quarter of an hour with me,

If you another Note will send,

It will be well receiv'd, you'll see."

Up rose the lady and her friend

And bow'd the Banker to the door;

Who to the Devil both did send, 30

And vow'd to be so dup'd no more.
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Grief a la Mode 149

Her husband dead - ah me, what grief!

What can afford her heart relief?

What will suppress those rending sighs,

What wipe the rain-drops from her eyes?

Sad Araminta finds a clear;

Eight thousand sterling pounds a year150

Left to induce her to endure

A loss that morrow cannot cure.

The snowy cambric 151 at her eyes.

In plaintive voice the widow cries, 10

A horrid fashion I protest

And one I actually detest

To hide the hair - and Oh, good lack!

To wear abominable black!

At the sad thought my tears will flow -

For Black becomes not me I know.

149 Monday, August 31
150 Another reference to money.
151 A fine linen fabric, originally made in Cambrai, France.
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Killing No Murder 152

Hark! To that horrid sound within the grove, 

See how the Pheasants flutter at the roar, 

Poor hapless birds! that to their nests of love 

Alas! are fated to return no more. 

Vainly the timid Partridge strives to hide 

Deep in the tangled thickets leafy shades, 

The murderous tube the eager sportsman guides 

The unerring shot the verdant haunt pervades. 

Your glossy crests, your brightly painted wings, 

Blood-stain'd are view'd, nor cause one pitying sigh 10 

Not for your plumage unoffending things! 

Are you thus yearly doomed to bleed, and die. 

But that your flesh may grace some gourmonds board 

And men may boast how many they have kill'd - 

That nicely cook'd you may to fools afford 

A theme to argue, one in which they're skill'd. 

Mourn feather'd people! mourn this fatal day! 

On which a cruel death so many meet; 

And which to savage sport you fall a prey, 

That Epicures may have of game a treat. 20

152 Tuesday, September I s
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Peace 153

Virtue sublime! O hither wing thy way

Spread thy white plumes on my unquiet breast;

Around me shed thy mild and holy ray

And bid the fang of disappointment rest.

The gnawing fang that more than time effaces

From features once admir'd, expressions light;

The fang that on a once smooth brow leaves traces -

That dim the eye, man's flattery said, was bright.

Come dwell with me - thy lips forever wear

A placid smile - thy voice is soft and low, 10

Teaching these ills submissively to bear;

Come Peace, upon my heart balms bestow.

' Thursday, September 17 .
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Autumn 154

The clouded sky, the falling leaf,

Declare the end of summers reign!

How bright, how lovely and how brief-

Its roses, and its perfumes were.

Yet through Autumnal tempests seem,

To sweep the groves with blighting wing,

The sun will oft bestow a gleam

Of light on desolation's wing.

But when man's summer flies - ah me!

His Autumn seems of little worth 10

- For what is human destiny

To smile - to weep - then turn to earth.

O better far in youth to die,

Like the sweet blossoms of the vale,

Than live to feel, O misery!

Of cold neglect the freezing gale.

Autumn for me a garland bind,

So gaudy flowers my wishes crave

Willow and myrtle suit my mind

I'd have them planted round my grave. 20

Friday, September 18.
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Darkness 155

How I have wished for the return of night,

For the dark silent hour, when busy thought,

O'er vanish'd months of joy might take its flight.

And all I love before my eyes be brought.

In darkness I can muse, and wonder why

My heart this painful throb of feeling knows

And I can weep alone and silently

And pray for death's oblivious repose.

Sleep brings not rest, for in my dreams I see

What waking made me wish I ne' er was born; 10

A lip smiling contemptuously -

An eye, regarding me with look of scorn.

Well let me wake and think of joys of yore,

Which nor contempt, nor scorn can rend away -

And if kind mem'ry will but these restore,

Darkness will prove to me more bright than day.

155 Saturday, September 19*.
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God Said Let There be Light 156

The stars are fading from the sky

And morning wakes, all fresh and fair,

Now let my spirit upward fly,

And breathe to God an earnest prayer.

'Upon this darken'd soul of mine,

Father, diffuse thy light divine:

Oh bid the war of passion cease

Restore again long banish'd peace.

Father of mercies, pity me,

Forgive me though I've gone astray, 10

Oh let thy saving help be near

Be thou my light, my hope, my stay. 157

156 Sunday, September 20th
157 In the sense of a strong rope supporting a mast.
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Abroad and at Home158

A smoking house, a scolding wife,

Tis said will weary man of life.

No doubt these nuisances are sad,

But there are others quite as bad,

A Husband in a sulky fit,

Who frowning all the day will sit,

Shewing his wife nor love, nor care,

Growling, and rude as any bear;

Such men there are, it is no joke

Who causelessly their wives provoke. 10

Just such a man, there's many such

I hope their consciences to touch,

Was Thomas Sloper, 159whom (sic) folks say

Abroad, was gayest of the gay:

But when at home was ne'er at ease

Unless he could torment and tease

It chanc'd in house of Mr. Carty,

His lady gave an evening party.

158 Tuesday, September 22nd .
159 Unsourced.
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She came to ask our wedded pair, 20

Mr. and Mrs. Sloper there;

I'll answer for myself alone,

My husband may perhaps make one

Said Mrs S: but don't depend

On him I beg, my dearest friend.

Said Mrs S: your influence use

I shall be vex'd if he refuse;

For Mr S. is witty-hearty -

The life and fiddle of a party -

I am glad said Mrs S that, he, 30

Abroad behaves so pleasantly

At home his mirth is never seen

The Fiddle hangs behind the screen.
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Saturday Night 160

Another week away has flown

And weary eyes are waking;

And for the vows that are forsworn

Too many hearts are breaking.

Yet some there are, that unscath'd deem

Ideal, every pang of sorrow;

That those who now of anguish dream,

Will laugh at grief tomorrow.

Good Heaven! Such hearts unfeeling spare

Who thus in ridicule can speak, 10

Nor let them in their bosom's wear

A pang of woe, on this night week.

""Saturday, October 3rd (There may be a passing reference here to the shooting incident described in 
Fitzgerald, TheKembles (1871) ii, p. 101)
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Song of the Mermaid 161

Come, come, ere the morning peep 

While the moon on our path doth lie 

Come to the caves of the deep, 

Where the waves dance merrily. 

Come love with me and behold, 

Where lofty ships sunk and lost 

And vast heaps of shining gold 

Are under the billows toss'd.

161 Tuesday, October 6th .
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162Azazel

Lord! I have suffered while my kindred smil'd

Nor will I murmur for twas thy decree

That I, while yet but an unthinking child

The marked Azazel of my race should be.

It was thy will that I should constant bear

The punishment of sins I never knew

While my own kindred shed for me no tear

But adding wrong to wrong from me withdrew

I the scape goat alas! of all my kin

Have through life's wild wrongs been rudely driven 10

For my own, Great God! and for my kindred's sin

I humbly supplicate to be forgiven.

162 Sunday, October 1 l^.The name - from the Old Testament - means 'goat-god'; Azazel refused to 
acknowledge the supremacy of God. Milton, in Paradise Lost (1,534), used the name for the standard- 
bearer of the rebel angels.
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The Carrier Pigeon 163

Zillah's 164 dark eye's explore the sky

Rich crimson o'er her pale cheek flushes,

Why does she gaze so earnestly,

On the cloud that onward rushes?

She wrings her hands - she prays aloud,

'Dread Alia! 165 yet thy wrath defer

Shroud thy fierce lightnings in the cloud

Spare, spare my harmless messenger!'

Again she look'd her dark eye shone

Hope - doubt - and fear - alternate urging - 10

My bird, she cries, comes swiftly on

From the heavy clouds emerging

'Twas not the lightning's vivid stream

That the black clouds breast was cleaving

'Twas light from her pigeon's wing did gleam

That the storm behind was leaving.

Zillah the lattice open throws,

Her kisses press each glossy wing

163 Saturday, October 17*
164 Probably a fictitious name; Selim was a sultan of the Ottoman Empire.
165 In the Islamic religion, God.
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Her white hand shakes, her bosom glows

While dividing the silken string 20

That closely the billet166 had press'd

That her Selim's fond wishes convey'd -

Now my pigeon away to the nest,

Where in safety the young ones are laid.

Oh, nature! How tender, how bright

Must thy thy influence be felt by a bird,

When o'er mountains thou urgest its flight,

When it is not by ocean deter'd!

'Tis the little unfledged ones that lie

In the nest that was form'd with such care, 30

'Twas to them that my Pigeon did fly,

Through wide pathless regions of air.

Selim's billet was cover'd o'er,

With kisses, by Zillah given.

166 Arch: a brief letter.
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Chaos 167

Darkness and doubt, lie heavy on my soul,

Like that dense gloom that over Chaos hang,

Ere the great Fiat through the void did roll,

And light's first beam from out of darkness sprung,

But thou Almighty God! away canst chase

The glooms that on my sadden'd spirits weigh,

Whose Will gave order its allotted place,

Thou canst my darkness brighten into day.

Father eternal! thou wilt not disdain

My prayer- for thou to mercy art inclined- 10

Thou wilt, decreeing I shall here remain

Illume with light the chaos of my mind.

'Sunday, October 18
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Lines to a Friend168 

Going on a journey, whom taking leave bade me 'be happy' Oct. 21 st

You bade me be happy, and bade me adieu

Can happiness live, when I'm absent from you?

With sleep on my eye-lids e'er softly alight,

When summon'd no more by the spell of 'Good Night'?

O never, for deep is the sentence enshrin'd 

Thy look and thy voice will survive in my mind 

Though the treasures of fancy may perish with age 

Yet friendship unfading will bloom on life's page,

Adieu then, my friend, and wherever you stray

Be Health your companion, may Mirth cheer your way - 10

Yet bright as the moments of pleasure may be

Detach one kind thought and bestow it on me.

The hours in thy absence in gloom are arrayed 

Be the wish that I breathe to thy bosom convey'd; 

That wish might perhaps the remembrance renew 

Of those happy hours, that departed with you.

168 Wednesday, October 21 st .
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Mirth169

Say what is mirth, is it laughing?

Is it wine-bowls deeply quaffing?

Is it music - dancing - talking?

Is it sailing - seating 170 (sic) - walking

These I've seen, in these have join'd

But mirth among them could not find.

Plays I've seen most whimsical,

And poems read quite quizzical,

At masquerades have often been

Where most surprising pranks have seen! 10

Yet mirth was never met by me,

Amid these scenes of revelry!

What then is mirth, that me disdaining

It never in my heart is reigning?

Why when jests around are flying

Am I the only one that's sighing?

Is it because mirth only dwells

Where Folly wears its cap and bells? 171

Yet Folly I have own'd thy sway,

While mirth from me has flown away. 20

169 Monday, October 26th
170 Skating j jn .
171 A reference to the clown in the commedia dell arte.
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Speak of me as I am 172

Then will you truly speak of one

Who never promise left undone;

But persevering, though hard driven -

Redeem'd the pledge that she had given.

Perhaps some critic may destroy

The faults that in these pages lie

But let him think, seven scraps a week

Drawn from the brain of woman weak;

Was quite enough in truth to tire,

And deaden all poetic fire. 10

And let me tell the critic wight, 173

I did not for the public write;

It was to entertain a friend' 74

I've gain'd, if he approves my end.

For when of me he speaks, he'll say

She kept her promise to the day.

172 Saturday, October 31 st
173 Stalwart, strong.
174 Perhaps Douglas Cohen
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To Douglas Cohen Esq. M. D.

Go Book, and to my Friend impart 

The faithful wishes of my heart, 

That it may sadness chase away 

And moral meanings too convey. 

That when in after times the page 

Should an attentive thought engage, 

He may confess as he doth read, 

That true, 'Aye true', I was indeed!

FINIS

Aye true 

AofS.
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Miscellaneous Pieces

Anagram 

Do hug Sal once175

To D. C., Esq. Who said 

"I could not think of any rhyme for folly

The rhyme that best will suit with folly 

In truth I think, is melancholy. 

For has not life in all its stages 

Given undeniable presages 

Its acts, in high or humble state 

Repentance ever doth await. 

If love the ruling passion be

175 'CHUSE GOD ALONE'
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Tis a sure source of misery -

For not its brightest hour is free i o

From cold distrust and jealousy;

From fear, that vows in rapture made

Like summer roses soon will fade;

And leave like them sharp thorns behind,

To goad the lacerated mind.

I think I've prov'd, that melancholy

Rhymes well with love's illusive folly.

And if ambition's lofty flame

Burn to gain Honour, Wealth, or Fame,

The Court, the Camp, the Sea avail 20

To tell sad disappointments tale;

To show ambition's dazzling beams,

For while in search of fancy and wealth,

Man wastes his youth, and loses health,

He sighs to think he left the plain,

The mountains scorching top to gain,

Where bare, and lonely is the height,

He thought so fertile, and so bright.

For few the friends that bless the great,
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Though fawning crowds around him wait. 30

Now answer - does not melancholy

Rhyme well with ambition's folly?

All life's a Comedy, we ought to laugh

Through all its acts, and guilty quaff

The cup of pleasure while we can 176

For longest years are but a span;

Sure then 'tis wisdom to employ

Our fleeting hours in bliss, and joy;

Of life's short drama most to make

Our acts should all of mirth partake. 40

But Tragedy in every scene

Obtrudes alas! her mournful mien,

And makes us feel, and makes us see,

Existence is no Comedy.

Misfortune, sickness too are near

"Those ills, to which all flesh is heir," 177

To stamp the fact our long life's folly,

Rhymes but too well with melancholy.

176 Another reference to drinking.
177 She is garbling Hamlet's soliloquy (III, I, 54): 'The heartaches and the thousand natural shocks

that flesh is heir to...'
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Lines Inspired by Miss__ 

(Supposed to be written by a Gentleman) 178

Canst thou fair one answer why, 

At my heart doth heavy lie 

Remembrance, - canst thou tell? 

Oh! 'tis beauty's magic spell. 

Lady, set thy captive free, 

I can nothing be to thee; 

Nothing! yet my heart will tell 

Ever in its depths you dwell.

Sad upon my youthful brow,

Always seated, care is now; 10

Mocking that my early day,

Useless thus is pass'd away.

Ever bending at thy shrine

Loving what will ne'er be mine

178 Scrapbook, p. 227.
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My Father 179

He would have lov'd me - but it might not be - 

He might not gaze upon my alter'd face; 180 

For since no beauty now remain'd with me 

'Twere best to banish me from his embrace.

To bury me where never should survive 

The germs of talent that were budding forth - 

Where they no aid from culture might derive 

But perish as the weeds that choke the earth.

My Father! - dear, and ever sacred name!

Thou art no longer here - or I would kneel, 10

And from thy honour'd lips a blessing claim,

To rest upon my heart, a holy seal -

A dear assurance, though we seldom met, 

That in my father's heart I held a place - 

That through long years he never did forget 

On memory's page his absent child to trace.

179 No date
180 A reference to the pock marks that scarred her.
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Stanzas to the Portrait of my Mother: 

Painted by Sir Thomas Lawrence 181

Why do thine eyes that mournful look bestow 

On me, whose youth ne'er met affection's beam? 

Me! whom neglect has steep'd in bitterest woe, 

Me! headlong dash'd on life's disastrous stream?

Oh! had those eyes with all their melting light 

Reflected radiance on my early years, 

Genius approv'd had wing'd a nobler flight, 

Nor had my pensive lyre been damp'd by tears.

These idle flowers that wreath my pensive brow

Condemn' d to wither on a foreign strand,' 82 10

In fame's proud temple had been taught to glow -

Had they but known a cultivating hand.

181 No date
182 A reference to the journey to the New World.
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Still shuddering memory gives me back the time 

When thy cold glance darken'd stern fortune's gloom, 

When hurried friendless to a distant clime* 183 

No parent's tear bewail'd my wayward doom.

Why bend thine eyes that pitying glance on mine

As if lamenting, now alas! too late!

Oh! had my infant days enjoy'd their shine,

Not now had I complain'd of adverse fate. 20

Yet since all hope of earthly joy is fled, 

May this one blessing to my prayers be given - 

When sinks my breast upon its turfy bed - 

Be thine the eyes that greet me first in Heaven.

183 Ann adds the footnote: * to America with my Husband the year I was married.
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Charade 6th 184

My First, though dumb, can to the purpose speak,

Can sink the arrogant, and raise the meek;

Pleasure can give, and can inflict much pain;

To some announces loss - to others gain.

My second is a School-boys boast, and pride

When marbles, hoop, and top are cast aside;

Learning confesses, and employs its aid.

At Table, and in garden's useful made;

Kings, nobles, peasants, all its worth confess

And grateful own it serves them more, or less. 10

My Whole, is valued in a high degree;

But may an implement of danger be:

Some it has aided to obtain a Wife;

Others, alas: it has deprived of life. 185

184 Undated poem. . x A • c _*. i
185 'KNIFE FORK AND SILVER SPOON.' (Spoon meaning to court.) Ann gives no further explanation

of these riddles.
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Verses addressed to Mary Jones 186

As yet dear girl the year is new 

And chilling winter clouds the air, 

This gloomy season teaches you 

The gathering storms of life to bear.

But when young spring with joyous eyes 

Shall bid the fields with verdure glow 

The op'ning buds and azure sky 

On you shall brighter hopes bestow...

Next radiant summer blushing flowers

Her countless sweets that deck the plain 10

May find you caught in fragrant bowers

To listen to the artful swain.

And now each season's had its turn 

'Tis time I think to bid adieu 

May many happy years return 

Replete with joy and peace to you.

186 Undated poem.
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To Douglas Cohen Esq. M.D.

Go Book, and to my Friend impart 

The faithful wishes of my heart, 

That it may sadness chase away 

And moral meanings too convey. 

That when in after times the page 

Should an attentive thought engage, 

He may confess as he doth read, 

That true, 'Aye true', I was indeed! 

FINIS.

Aye true
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B. Selected Poems from the Album (1836)

Note on the Text

Ann of Swansea's Album of 1836 is a bound quarto volume, now 

held in the City and County of Swansea Museum Collection, SM. 

912.6 LIB. Box 126B. I am grateful to the City and County of 

Swansea for their kind permission to reproduce a selection from the 

manuscript poems it contains. The occasional error of punctuation 

and capitalization has not been corrected. The poems are listed 

chronologically.
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The Broken Bracelet1

Gently her hand in his he did retain,

While a rich bracelet on her wrist he bound;

Long as these links unsever'd shall remain,

So long said he, I faithful shall be found.

A fond warm kiss his balmy lip then press'd

On lips that treasur'd up that kiss most dear,

And faith he vow'd, and endless love express'd,

And she believed that vow of love, sincere.

What words shall speak thy bliss confiding love?

Then Heaven, and earth seem beautiful and bright; 10

Then time with roses crown'd doth onward move,

And every hour comes smiling with delight.

One eve the Lady sat within her bower

Waiting for him, her being light and charm.

When oh! dire omen of desertion's hour.

The bracelet broke, and sudden left her arm;

Its links were sever'd, and her sad heart knew

As frail her lover's vow 'twas broken.

1 Page 37 in the original Album. The page numbers given throughout this section are to the 

Album MS.
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America

Land of the lovely, of the brave and free!

A waken'd memory soars again to thee,

Behold thy Hudson's swelling billows glide

Where thy own navies now triumphant ride

Whose floating ensigns nobly have sustain'd

Their glorious eminence by valour gain'd.

Land of the free! - Oh! would that I had wings -

Again thy forest depths, thy winding springs

Would I retrace - and delighted I'd explore

Thy green Savannahs - hear thy torrents roar, 10

With transport view the wonders of thy clime,

Grand in each feature, awful and sublime!

Nature benignant on thy favour'd land

Bounties delivered with unsparing hand

And may the Spirits of the mighty dead

That in the cause of freedom fought, and bled,

Still guard America with watchful eye,

Soil of the brave, and land of liberty! 3

2 p. 53. Written for the album of Miss Cohen.
3 Poem also appears in The Scrapbook p.212.
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Mrs. Siddons4

Awful in beauty, and sublime in power

She left no female to supply her place;

And Shakespear's Genius from her parting hour

Drooping and sad, refus'd the boards to grace

Where she the Queen of histrionic art

With voice of music, and with eye of fire

Had trod and in each cold and callous heart

Could pity - fear - and tenderness inspire!

Around her tomb shall deathless laurels grow -

On the pale marble shall engraved be, 10

'Long years shall pass, before the world shall know

'Beauty and talent, that resembles thee.'

'p;.69
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The Spirit of the Wind5

Mysterious Power! That hovering near

Dost breathe unseen upon each trembling string,

Bidding the Harp upon the listeners ear,

Soft notes of melancholy music fling.

Such plaintive notes the angels may bestow, 

As through the starry courts of Heaven they move, 

Such notes as when they wander here below, 

They pour in forest depths, or moonlit grove. 

Mysterious Power! Sweet is the tone, 

That to Eolian6 Harp is given by thee, 10 

Thy whispering breath is softest melody. 

Oh, Spirit of the wind! At evening hour,

I love to hear the fluttering of thy wings,

Sweeping the Harp with sweet and gentle power,

Waking to harmony its sleeping strings.

>74 
6 Aoelion.
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Charles Kemble 7

Nature survey'd him, and exclaim'd behold! 

Face, figure, voice of energy, - 

Classic in intellect, as well as mould, 

This actor, does in truth belong to me.

John Philip Kemble 8

Scholar, and Gentleman was he,

With form of grace and majesty,

With eye severe: - his bearing told

The patriot, and the hero bold,

And long shall recollection dwell

On characters sustain'd so well.

Brave Coriolanus9 ! yes he

The very counterpart of thee

Stood forth, - and Cato's 10 patriot soul

Burst from his lips, - and like the roll 10

Of pealing thunder, deep and grand

7 p.74 Ann's footnote reads: 'Retired from the Stage Dec. 29th : 1836.'
8 p. 75 Ann has even more to say about her family, ignoring the many slights offered to her about
finances.
9 The hero of Shakespeare's play (1608) who had contempt for the Roman rabble and is
ultimately slain.
10 Ann had probably seen Addison's 'Cato' (1713) in which the hero takes his own life rather than
surrender to Caesar.
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Awe, and attention could command. 

Shakespear, alas! thy reign is o'er - 

None can thy laurel crown restore: 

Othello - Richard - quit the scene 

Hamlet - Macbeth - no more are seen, 

Lear - Brutus11 sleep - for eloquence has fled 

To weep upon the urn of Kemble dead.

Stephen Kemble12

Generous, and affable, his open face, 

The handsomest of the Kemble race, 

Was index to a mind where Jest and Sport, 

Delighted held their laughter loving court. 

And though her crown proud Tragedy denied, 

The comic Muse her laurel wreath supplied; 

And though to dust his mortal parts consigned, 

His Falstaff13 shall survive in many a mind.

11 The canon of some Shakespearean tragic figures.
12 ^
13 Sir John Falstaff in Shakespeare's Henry IV, a fat, witty, good-humoured old knight.
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Beauty's Bower14

Young Love reposed in Beauty's bower,

Where the rose was Beauty's favourite flower -

Love pray'd in his amber curls to wear,

One of the buds so fragrant and fair;

Beauty complied and sweetly smil'd,

As she gave the rose to the petted child:

Not an hour had Love the rose bud won

Ere he tore its silken leaves with scom:

And casting blight on each rose that grew

In Beauty's bower, away he flew; 10

But ere he went, with envenom'd dart

The Urchin wounded poor Beauty's heart!

Impromptu 15

If man, to man, doth pledge his word, 

To think he'd break it were absurd. 

To game - to walk - no matter what - 

Such promise never is forgot. 

True faith is kept by man to man,

14 P.76
15 July 7th ! 836 p.92
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With woman quite another plan - 

The promise men to women makes, 

He without hesitation breaks; 

And laughs to think she hopes to find 

It has remembrance in his mind.

The Storm16

The wind was loud, the billows high,

Dark, dark, and angry look'd the sky;

And sad for her, the Bark was frail,

Where Alice sat as marble pale.

Cheer thee my love, brave Ronald cry'd

Fear not my fair, my bonny bride!

We have not from thy father fled,

To make the sea our bridal bed.

But while he spoke the lightning flash'd

Against a rock the ship was dash'd - 10

Around his neck her arms she threw,

Her quvivering lips murmur'd 'adieu!

'Father, and home, no more we meet,

'The sea foam is my winding sheet,

'Honour'd and happy, father live,

16 p. 102
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'Bless your lost Alice, and forgive.' 

The boiling billows round him prest, 

Ronald clasp'd his bride to his breast, 

But the frail Bark sunk, and the lovers sleep 

Low in the fathomless caves of the deep.

Past, - Present, - And Future17

The Past - relentless time has hurried it away -

Yet memory hoards its wealth of wither'd flowers;

And weeps to think how short appear'd its stay.

Lamented Past! - how charming were its hours.

The Present what? At best a waking dream -

However bright, and sweet, it will not last;

Onward it hastes to join time's rolling stream 18

To fade from sight, and mingle with the past.

The Future comes, - and in its rapid flow;

What sorrow, or what joy its hours may have 10

Is veiled from mortal eyes; - but this we know

Past - Present - Future - lead us to the grave.

"D 11818 An echo surely of Isaac Watt's hymn 'Psalm 90': 'Time like an ever rolling stream/Bears all its
sons away/They fly forgotten, as a dream/Dies at the opening day.' (1715)
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Friends May Change19

Should that sad moment e'er arrive,

When we shall meet no more,

How could I that dark hour survive?

'Twere better life were o'er.

It makes me weep whene'er the thought

Comes rushing through my brain

That you so valued may be taught

To treat me with disdain.

For ah! the world will hearts deform

That once were good, and kind, 10

Will chill regard that once was warm

And vitiate the mind.

Thou Art Never Forgotten20

My love was all too pure a thing

Beneath in swelling sighs

To meet the idle questioning

Of busy tongues and eyes.

I hid it when most warm and wild,

"p.118 20 p.l27
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Within my bosom's deep;

That those who saw I seldom smil'd.

Might never see me weep.

Like yonder rivers unheard flight

Amid the moon-lit leaves, 10

That in the lone and silent night,

Lifts up its voice and grieves!

Night that makes perfumes in the flower

And murmurs in the tree;

Which haunt its dim and solemn hour

Each like a memory.

By night, by night - Oh long and far

Departed as thou art,

Thy image like a radiant star

Shines up within my heart. 20

Forgotten? - all that fancy wrote

Upon my aching brain -

The dreams of life - are all forgot:

The lines of joy, or pain

Have faded at the touch of grief,

Forgotten are - save thou.
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The Passion Flower21

Beautiful but evanescent flower 

Thy date of life alas one sunny day; 

Splendid but brief is thy appointed hour 

Resembling love in brightness and decay. 

But I will keep thee faded as thou art 

For like thy bloom my hopes have passed away 

And I have found that rooted in the heart 

Unfading passion flowers forever stay.

To a Friend going on an Excursion22

Farewell be happy,- yet I wish thy mind 

Should aye retain, as onward thou dost roam 

Remembrance of the friend you leave behind, 

Who weeping there, will lonely find her home. 

Farewell, be happy - change to youth is sweet. 

And distant shores than home, more fair appear, 

Yet much I doubt, if ever thou wilt meet 

A heart more true, than mine, that mourns thee here. 

Farewell, be happy - time slow crawls away,

21 p. 145
22 p. 150
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As I each day would never have a end, 10 

Yet time will shorten, though you wish delay, 

And bid thee seek again thy home, and friend.

The Prediction23

Upon the lawn a dark eyed child,

Tore up a rose, and gaily smil'd;

What means yon Gypsy's glaring eye,

Why does she gaze so earnestly?

Hark how she mutters - bid her stay -

What of Annetta dost thou say.

The Gypsy rais'd her glaring eye,

And said, 'this is her destiny,

'The summer's reign alas is brief,

'The rose shall lose its blooming leaf; 10

'Poor silly child! She does not see,

'How like the rose her fate will be,

'She thinks not now, while bright and fair

'That faithless man her heart will tear,

'Will rifle and despise the flower

'He courted to adorn his bower;

'She thinks not while she tears the rose,

23 p.161
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'Thus torn shall be her heart's repose

'Nor while to earth she casts each leaf

'Her happiness shall be as brief.' 20

The Pleasure Boat24

How gay to sail on moonlit lake, 

When music follows in our wake, 

And flattering streamers deck the boat, 

When Beauty with enchanting ear, 

Soft tales of love with smiling heart, 

While summer breezes round them float.

How sweet on moonlit lake to rove

To rest on oars near wood, or grove,

To hear the night birds warbled song;

To mark the glow-worms fairy light, 10

And watch the wavelets sparkling bright,

Throwing their spray like gems along.

How swiftly then the moments glide, 

While sailing o'er the silver tide, 

So then of time we take no note,

24 p.203
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But when to home we're drawing nigh,

Regretful then perhaps we sigh,

To leave our friends, and pleasure Boat.

Advice25

Maiden would you shun loves snare,

Most of idleness beware;

If to sloth you are inclin'd

Evil thoughts will fill your mind;

Busy let your fingers ply,

Works of useful industry.

You shall thus 'scape a snare, and spell

Love with Idleness doth dwell.

The Exile26

Farewell my native land, a long farewell! 

The anchor's up, why do I lingering stay? 

Wide in the fresh'ning breeze the white sails swell, 

Farewell, farewell - the ship is under weigh.

25 p.205 
26 p.205
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Proud o'er the waves our gallant vessel steers.

My native hills are fading from my sight.

A speck the valley of my home appears -

Be firm my nerves - now - now 'tis vanish'd quite.

Self-exiled from that grove embosom'd home,

Where tranquilly my happy youth was bred, 10

It matters not to me what climes I roam,

What distant shores my restless footsteps tread.

Down busy thought stern spectre of my woes!

Henceforth my throbbing heart be still and cold,

Let not a look, a sigh, the wounds disclose,

That rankling lie, deep hidden in thy fold.

Thousands no doubt have felt like wretched me.

Love scorn'd, and falsehood of pretended friends;

But the same tempest that uproots one tree,

Sweeps o'er another that it scarcely bends.27 20

Though crush'd to earth I will not weakly mourn,

Nor to the world of blighted prospects tell;

Far from the scene of injury I'm borne,

Land of my fathers, take my last farewell!

27 Ann here makes an oblique reference to her bigamous affair, but that event has become 
transmuted into references to her 'happy youth'. But all the evidence shows this was largely 
untrue.
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28 p.2H 
29 p.218

31 Formerly.

The Voices of the Past28

Ye voices of the past! I hear ye still,

When the grey dawn's light glimmers o'er the sky

My trembling pulses at your echoes thrill

When twilight shadows on the mountain lies (sic)

Gone are the angel forms that in my bowers,

Build with young beauty which not love could move,

Blooming and sweet and brief as summer flowers,

They sleep all pale, and withered in the grave.29

Cader Idris30

The harps of olden time are mute, but still

A feebler hand may strike the sounding string,

To wake the slumbering echoes of the hill,

And o'er the distant wave its wild notes fling.

Genius of Cader Iris ride!

Thy Bards as erst31 in bright prophetic dreams

Give to their harps the spirit and fire,

To sing thy mountains, and thy foaming streams.
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Thy plains where once the mighty clash'd their shields,

Where glittering spears a warlike host defied; 10

Where blood of heroes crimson'd all the field

And Cambrian leaders and Saxon leaders died.

Yet stands the Fortress frowning as of old,

When on thy steep brow Cader Idris,32 stood,

Those Cambrian heroes who with courage bold,

Pour'd forth in freedom's sacred cause their blood.

Where snowy bosom'd maids their sorrow fed,

With primrose pale and fragrant violets drest;

And o'er the turf tears of affection shed,

And bade the Spirit of the warrior rest. 33 20

I Love the Sunshine34

I wonder not the Sun should be 

An object of idolatory, 

In realms where God's almighty name, 

Hath never kindled holy flame. 

Where never bent adoring knee, 

To Him the true Divinity!

32 Cadair Idris (the chair of Idris), presumably a Welsh chieftain who lies facing Llyn-y-Gadair.
33 Cader Idris is north of Aberdovey, and unless this is a purely imaginary construct, shows how 
far Ann may have travelled through the Principality. She may also have been influenced by 
Felicia Hemans's poem on the same subject: 'It is an old tradition of the Welsh bards that on the 
summit of Cader Idris is an excavation resembling a couch.. .whoever should pass a night in that 
hollow, would be found...endowed with the highest poetical inspiration.' (Cader Idris, 1808) 
34 p.239
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For surely 'tis a splendid sight,

When waking from the dreams of night,

To see the Sun in glory rise,

Gladdening the earth, the sea, and stars, 10

With golden beam wooing the earth,

To give its hidden treasures birth.

Oh! 'tis a glorious sight to see

The early sunshine on the sea,

The waves like steeds bounding away

Burnish'd and sparkling in the ray;

And still more lovely to behold,

The ships' white sails, like cloth of gold.35

I love the sunshine when it falls,

On gothic spire, and ivy'd walls; 20

When darting through the storied pane,

It shows each gorgeous tint, and stain,

And sheds a glory none could paint,

On dying maid, and martyr'd saint.

I love to see the sunshine rest, 

Upon the opening flow'rets breast; 

To see its bright and fervid ray

35 A nice metaphor, but this is possibly a reference to the Field of the Cloth of Gold near Calais, 
where Francis I met Henry VIE in 1520.
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Upon the field, and vineyard play: 

To see it pierce the forest's shade, 

And brighten every grove and glade. 30

The Dying Christian36

I am call'd to the home where the weary have rest,

To a realm unexplor'd37 of mist, and of gloom;

Where the quick pulse is frozen, the heart's throbs suppress'd,

To the silence, and darkness, that reigns in the tomb,

But the mist, and the gloom, and the realm unexplor'd

Fill my shuddering senses, with awe, and dismay;

For here are bright objects so fondly ador'd,

They twine with my heart-strings imploring delay.

'Come,' whispers a voice, soft energic38 and clear,

'Come trembler! 39 each earthly affection resign: 10

'Let Faith, through Death's portals the dark passage steer,

'And joys unimagin'd shall surely be thine.

'Come, where cool fountains eternal are shining,

'With waters of life, - where trees hang around,

36

37 A memory of Hamlet's line: 'The undiscovered country from whose bourn no traveller 

returns...'(III. 1.48.)
38 Arch: energetic.
39 Ann uses the same term she used to describe a robin m Poetic Trifles, p. 19.
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'Where emerald leaves, and blossoms entwining.

'With beauty and fragrance eternal are crown'd.

'Where roses unfading forever are blowing,

'Round bowers where Seraphs40 rich melodies win

'From their Harps golden strings - sweet welcome bestowing

'From the soul that's redeem'd from the fetters of sin'. 20

I come, -1 am ready -1 humbly obey - 

For the arrow of Death no terror now brings, 

Bright Faith's eagle eye shall illumine the way, 

And bear me aloft on her own holy wings. 

Belov'd ones farewell! Lay the turf on my breast, 

Nor grieve that my body is now but a clod; 

My spirit is soaring away to its rest, 

To dwell in the glorious kingdom of God!

Lines to my Empty Purse41

Spectre avaunt! Unreal mockery hence! 42 

In thee 'there is no speculation,'43 

Yet thou remainest palpable to sense,

40 Six winged angels standing in the presence of God.
41 p.429
42 She is clearly thinking here ofMacbeth, m.iv.106.
43 Macbeth, III. iv. 94:'Hence, horrible shadow! 

Unreal mockery, hence!'
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Giving my heart a dismal palpitation.

Why dost thou glare upon my shuddering sight?

Why near me an unwelcome station keep,

Clouding to me the day's meridian44 light

And with thy presence nightly murdering sleep?45

"Take any shape but that." thou fearful thing!

At sight of thee my very heart strings quake. 10

Sear'd by thy presence, hope itself takes wing, -

My nerves, once firm, like trembling aspens shake,

Oh, fortune! fortune! why to me mankind

Why suffer me unnotic'd thus to pine,

While still the witless, and the sordid find

Dropp'd in their path, the treasures of thy mine?

Oh most ungrateful! I've been frequent told

My Odes to thee gain'd praise in every letter -

I'd rather far they had gain'd starting gold,

I freely own it would have please'd me better 20

Thou stupid, vile! - I'll save my heart with railing,

From this, perhaps, I some relief may find:

Yet now I recollect 'tis unavailing -

For fortune's deaf, alas! as well as blind.

"Patience then young and free-lipp'd Cherubim!"

Be thou my shield, I have much need of thee;

44 Noonday.
45 Macbeth. II. I. 43: 'Macbeth hath murdered sleep , p. 429.
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This spectre facing me with aspect grim;

Forebade "Tomorrow and tomorrow"46 misery!

More powerful thing the world cannot present,

Thou'est ever been my torment and my cause 30

In youth, in age hast robb'd me of content

Wilt thou to death pursue me, Empty Pursel

Well, be it so, the grave no wealth requires,

There pageantry and pride at last must come,

There end our restless hopes and vain desires,

And there the baseless wretch obtains a home,

Happy when struggling with the pangs of death

In midst the misery of want, be given

A hope that on the last escaping breath

The soul, releas'd from woe, shall soar to Heaven. 40

46 A reference to Macbeth. V.v.17




